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Dairying An Active Part
Of Local Farming Scene
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: June Is Dairy
Month and The Murray Ledger & Times
today publishes a special section
devoted to dairying in Calloway
County. This is in addition to the
following article on the status of the
dairy industry in the county written by
staff writer Lowell Atchley.)
Dairy farming -remains an active
part of the overall agriculture picture
in Calloway County.
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Last year it meant over $1-million for
the 25-plus dairy farmers here.
And, according to county extension
agent Ted Howard, even though the
number of active dairies has declined
over the last 10 years, dairy farmers
today are producing more milk cornpared to a decade ago.
Ten years ago we had 100 Grade A
dairies with approximately 3,400 cows.
Now we have 26 active dairies with
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Del Frazier (above) and David Bowker,(below) both of Murray will be
among the more than 150 artists and craftsmen exhibiting their original
work at the 9th annual Arts and Crafts Festival Saturday and Sunday,
June 24-25 at land Between the lakes. More than $950 in cash prizes
will be awarded in the festival, sponsored by the Murray Art Guild and
TVA. Bowker will demonstrate the art of creating glass figures and Mrs.
Frazier will exhibit her oil paintings.
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2,600 cows and they're producing more
milk than the 3,400 ten years ago,"
Howard said."We also have more cows
per herd than 10 years ago, 60 to 65."
The look of dairy herds has changed
also from 10 years ago, Howard said.
Holstein is the predominate breed of
dairy cow today over the Jersey. "The
whole country has changed. The
Holstein Pure Bred Association
registers more Holsteins than all other
breeds put together," Howard said.
Howard said the emergence of the
Holstein, which produces milk with a
butterfat content lower than other
major breeds, reflects current consumer demands.
"Cows are being fed better today.
Dairymen are using more silage year
round," Howard said.
The computer has also entered the
dairy farming picture in a greater
regularity than 10 years ago. "We now
have 14 dairy farmers on theDairy
Herd Improvement Association,"
Howard said.
Improvement
Herd
Dairy
Association(DHIA ) is a program that
provides a tester who will come to the
dairy 'farm and "pull" butterfat and
milk weight tests every month. Each
dairy farmer keeps a set of records
which are forwarded to a computer
_center in North Carolina. "The
dairyman will get an IBM prntout
listing his production as well as ranking
for each cow," Howard said. The
computer system also gives the dairy
farmer information on breeding and
calving dates, sire proving and information on when to turn cows dry.
"We've had three dairy farmers to
win state DELIA awards—Hugh Palmer,
Kieth Letterman and Blalock and
White," Howard said.
What does Howard expect in the
future of dairy farming in Calloway
County? "I expect change in the look of
the miling_ parlor," Howard said. The
device he described is round and allows.
one milker to milk over 14 cows at the
same time.
Farmers are already using
automatic washers and Howard said he
envisions automatic takeoff milkers.
All the equipment, he said, will save
time for the dairyman who has a twicea-day, 365-day-a-year job.
"We also have a few younger farmers
going into dairying. And most of them
are not exclusively dairy farmers any
more. Some have extra small grain,
corn or tobacco, or some other cash
crop," Howard said.

'The Hobbit'
Set Again
This Weekend

RECOGNIZES CONTRIBUTIONS — Barbara White (left) Robbie Blalock are shown accepting a plaque that
recognizes contributions their late husbands Otley White and Paul Blalock made to dairying in Calloway County.
Presented by Calloway County Dairy Association during their annual banquet Friday, the plaque will hang permanently in the West Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center. Also pictured is Mike White, son of the late Otley
White.

First Months Of This Year

Economy Shows Little Growth
percent to 10 percent in the second
quarter, enough to make up for the
sluggish winter.
Economic indicators show the
economy should grow more slowly than
that in the second half of the year,
closer to the 4 percent to 4.5 percent
predictions by the Carter administration.
However, Barry Bosworth, chairman
of the Council on Wage and Price
Stability, and others say the economy

WASHINGTON (API — The nation's
economy showed virtually no growth in
the first three months this year but did
not decline as economists thought it
would, the Commerce Department said
today.
It usually takes a growth in the Gross
National Product of about 4 percent per
year to keep the economy growing rapidly enouth to create jobs and keep
business active, economists say.
After adjustment for inflation, the
nation's output of goods and services
grew by less than one-tenth of one percent in the first: quarter, the department said.
The department had estimated in
ApriJ that first quarter growth declined
0.6 percent at an annual rate and in
May it revised the decline to 0.4 percent. An annual rate means the growth
for a period within a year is extrapolated to determine what the increase for the entire year would be if
the growth continued at the same rate
for 12 months.
Most forecasters say the economy is
growing at an annual rate of about 8

could go into a recession if inflation is
not brought under control.
The main reasons for the revisions,
the department said, were $500 million
in increased consumer spending, $1.4
billion more spent in inventories and a
$900 million increase in exports.
However, money spent by businesses
on fixed investments, a sign of business
confidence, was revised downward by
$900 million.

2 Public Hearings
On Agenda For
Planning Board

Murray Planning Commission
members are expected to hold a pubic
hearing on a rezoning request to change
the zoning status of a tract of land at
"The Hobbit" the first of three plays Story Ave. and Whitnell when the
in the Corrununtiy Theatre's Summer commission convenes tonight at 7 p.m.
Season, will be performed for three
The request from H. Glen Doran asks
final nights Thursday, Friday, and
that a tract of land at the southeast and
Saturday, June 22, 23, 24. Curtain time southwest corners of Story and Whitnell
is 7:30 p.m. in the new city-county park. be changed from a residential
"Everjone,cast and crew, is working
classification to neighborhood business
hard to produce a professional show," class.
said Carol Julian, properties manager.
Commission members are also ex"We fell that this is a top level perpected to hold a public hearing on a
formance which all the family will proposed amendment to a secton of the
enjoy."
newly adopted 12th Street rezoning
Admission is $2.50 for adults and $1.50 ordinance. That hearing deals with
for children under 12 and Senior sidewalk regulations.
Citizens. Season tickets are still
Commission members are slated to
available by calling 759-1752 or at the consider a letter from the board of
Public Library. Season Tickets cost, zoning adjustments, hear a report on
$6.00 and in addition to "The Hobbit" certification of 701 Local Planning
are good for "The Tread That Runs So Assistance funds, and hear a report on
True" and "You're A Good Man, the progress in updating the comCharlie Brown."
prehensive plan.

Brezhnev Throws Arms
Around Muhammad All

HORSE SENSE—Rhaygen Burke, the 11-year-old daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Burke, Murray, bridles her horse as part of the Beginning Horsemanship Workshop at Murray State University. Horsemanship and other
workshop are available through the Summer Youth Program on the Campus. A program for person's age 9-11 will be held June 26-30; These will be
half-day sessions. Information may be obtained by writing Summer Youth
Program, Center for Continuing Education, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071.

inside today

MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet President
Ali was tickled pink. "I know
Leonid I. Brezhnev, who has been
Brezhnev. I've met Brezhnev," he
trading verbal punches lately with the
crowed.
United States, has thrown his arms
"I gave him a hug and a kiss on both
around boxer Muhammad All in an
cheeks — that's a great honor for a
unsually successful Soviet public
negro from the United States, a negro
relations stunt.
who had trouble eating in white
He asked the former heavyweight
restaurants a few years ago."
world champion to be his unofficial
And Ali passed on the message
ambassador for peace to the United
Brezhnev would have wanted him to
States, and sent with him the message
spread. "I didn't realize from the
he feels he has had trouble getting into
pictures I've seen and the things I've
the Aornerican press: that he is a Men of
been told that he was such a quiet and
peace.
—.meek gentleman — all he spoke abcntt
'
.
It was the first time the 71-yeac,04.1_ was peace and love for humanity."
Soviet President, usually shiny fOrmipl
The timing of Brezhnev's meeting
in his public appearances, has played
with All Was interesting. During recent
host to an American athlete.
weeks the Soviets have accused the
As one Soviet source put it, he
United States of sinister espionage
managed to modify the "big-bad-bear"
activities and have arrested a U. S.
image that has grown up about him in
businessman here for currency
the United States.
violations.
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Two Sections — 32 Pages
Cindy Easley is a tennis player, housewife, artist,
graduate student, photographer, film processor and
dependable employee. But, M. C. Garrott today *talks
about yet another side of this Murray State University
student. See Garrott's Galley, Page 8.

thunderstorms
likely
A mixture of clouds and sunshine today with a chance of thunderstorms this afternoon but
ore likely tonight. Thuns may be toraiff'&ifvy
la this afternoon and evening..
Warm and humid with highs
today in the mid to upper 80s.
Lows tonight in the mid to upper
60s Partly sunny and cooler Wednesday. Highs in the low 805.
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Wedding Planned
4,1
diA"Dean.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fries Drake
'just so," may suffer a setback
Take in stride, however, and go
on to something else until
-clouds- lift and you get a
better perspective
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov M to Dec. 211 )(1tic':r
You can make a bright new
place for yourself with a little
more diligence and a gracious
demeanor Use a practical
arena for trying out ideas
before putting them into effect
CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 291
If you happen to get a late
start, pick up your pace as you
go along Your fine mind and
quick comprehension of unusual
Miss Debra Kay Orr situations should be stimulated
now
AQUARIUS
And Steren (;riglac
t Jan. 21 to Feb 19)
Robert E. Orr, Riviera Court, Murray, formerly of Warren,
Influences favorable in part,
Mich., announces the engagement and approaching marriage
but day requires more effort,
of his daughter, Debra Kay,to.Steven Griglac, son of Mr. and
steady application of your skills
and knowledge. Cooperation
Mrs. Joseph Griglac of Warren, Mich. The bride-elect is the
with right forces vital
daughter of the late Sue Orr.
P[SCES
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Valley Hall and
•
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20, X
the
late Connie Hall of Murray and of Rudy Orr and the late
Excellent Neptune influences.
Edith Orr of Madison Heights, Mich. She is a 1977 graduate of
An encouraging period! Bolster
Warren High School, Warren, Mich.,and is employed by R & R
self-confidence, your powers of
concentration, and be patient
Auto Trim, Warren, Mich.
for the results which WILL
Mr. Griglac, a 1975 graduate of Lincoln High School.
come.
Warren, Mich., is employed by Cal Fleming Landscape SerYOU BORN TODAY are a
vice as a master machanic, Warren,Mich.
Gemini-Cancer cuspal t one
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 24,
born at the change of Signs)
at one p.m. at St. Leonard's Catholic Church, Warren Mich. A
and, as such, are endowed with
the strongest traits of both. The
reception will follow at six p.m. at the Friendship House, HarGemini influence gives you a
per Woods, Mich. All friends and relatives are invited to attend
fine mind, a lively imagination,
both the wedding and the reception.
originality. extreme sensitivity
and versatility; fits you for
success as a journalist,
musician, playwright or
theatrical entertainer; also
gives you a great love for travel
and the outdoors. Cancer influences make you more conservative than the true
Geminian, also more conMiss Earlene Cooper.
Nuptial music will be
ventional and self-sacrificing.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl provided by Mrs. Olivene
Here
we
have
the
Cooper of Hazel Route One, Erwin, organist, and Mrs.
humanitarian, the dedicated
has completed plans for her Carol Sloan. vocalist.
physician or nurse, the educator
marriage to Don Futrell, son
or sociologist without equal.
The guest register will be
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Futrell kept by Miss Rita Edwards.
Truly, the whole world is before
you -- to meet and conquer.
of Almo.
The reception will be held in
Birthdate cf: Jean-Paul Sartre,
The ceremony will be the fellowship hall of the
French writer.
solemnized on Friday, June church
following
the
23, at seven p.m. at the South ceremony.
Pleasant Grove
United
Serving will be Mrs. Nancy
Methodist Church with the Cooper, sister-in-law of the
Rev. Glen Hill to perform the bride-elect,a. Jeanette
ceremony.
Osborne, si
the bridefor
Miss Cooper has chosen her elect. Mrs. Georgia Garland,
sister. Mrs. Steve Debbie
Mrs. Debbie Green, Miss Kim
Coleman, to be her matron of Garland, cousins of the
honor. Bridesmaids will be groom-elect. and Mrs. Janette
Mrs. Larry iGwen Cooper, Garland.
Call
sister-in-law of the bride-elect,
Friends and relatives of the
and Miss Leah Hill. Junior bridal couple are invited to
bridesmaid will be Miss attend the ceremony and the
Cheryl Cooper, niece of the reception
bride-elect.
Miss
Dana
Washer will serve as the
flower girl.
•
753-6881
Mr. Futrell has chosen Buck
and make an appointment
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Futrell, his brother, as best
for free trial visit
Angella M. Hendrick of
than. Groomen will be Gary
Open: Mon-Thurs 9-7:30Fri 9-6
Garland, Roger Pritchett, and Murray has been dismissed
Greg Garland. Ushers will be from Lourdes Hospital,
Jeff Cooper. brother,,of the Paducah.
bride-elect,
and
Steve
Tonite!!
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Coleman, brother-in-law of the
Thomas E. Roberts of
bride-elect. Tracy Coleman,
Birgoin Nits
nephew of the bride-elect, will Murray has been a patient at
At Masa Thectras
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
serve as ringbearer.

FOR N EDNESDAY.JUNE 21.
1,71
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr 20, gr41-42
‘
Self-reliance should be your
keyword now. Don't let others
do your thinking for you.
Neither let anyone sway you
from a worthwhile course.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
By interpreting situations
arbitrarily, you may miss intended warnings. Do not
_hesitate . to call in clever
associates for better understanding
Day
needs
collaboration, team work.
GEMINI
t May r to June 21)
/
Your competition will be keen
now, but the challenge could
prove stimulating. A good
chance to display your
ingenuity and know-how.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Some requests may arujoy,
but think them over carefully.
Compliance COULD prove
profitable in the long run - and
bring you satisfaction as well.
LEO
I July 24 to Aug. 23i 2
Day calls for your steadiest
heart and hand. Don't try to
swim against the tide and don't
try to force issues.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) !TPA
Survey chances some should
be rewarding. Plan on some
expansion but curtail where
necessary. Get your picture in
focus and you'll benefit later.
LIBRA
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Pitch into activities with
verve, confidence, your usual
know-how. If new propolitions
are made, however, give them
careful study Don't be caught
off guard by surface glitter.
SCORPIO
.40ct. 24 to Nov. Mi nVe'V
.
Routine, the things you
planned and expected would run

t She Wonders How
Boyfriend Got It

Cooper & Futrell Vows
To Be Read On Friday

Slim Down

v

Summer Fun
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4. Mrs. T. K. writes that
she "does not always enjoy wrestling" with he
safety containers on
of the medicines that he
and her husband use. She
wonders why so much precaution is taken to use
these protective caps on
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DEAR ABBY: Can a person get poison oak through his
el.-,thes? My boyfriend got the most terrible case you ever
saw. (I don't even want to mention where he got it the
h orst.)
Answer right away, Abby, because if he couldn't have
gotten it through his pants, it is all over between him and
me Thank you.
MISSY
DEAR MISSY: My medical experts tell me it's not easy
to get poison oak through one's clothing, but it's possible.
Don't scratch him off your list.

KENTUCKY OFFICER — Ora Lee Farris of Murray was installed as deputy grand regent of Kentucky at the 90th
DEAR ABBY: I am married and have two small annual convention and conference of the Women of
children. I also have a loving and devoted husband What Moose held June 4 to 8 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
more could a wife want, right?
Chicago, Ill. Mrs. Farris is serving as college of regents
Well, for the last year I have had a secret desire for chairman of Murray Chapter
No. 1465. Kay Cancie, grand
another man. I never dreamed that such thoughts would
ever enter my head, and my husband would die if he knew chancellor, was presiding officer for the installation and
was assisted by Dr. John A. Hunter, past supreme goverit.
The other man doesn't know how I feel about him. I see nor, and Mary L Smith, past grand regent. Ann Morrison,
him often (he's a butcher at the supermarket where I also of Murray, received her college of regents degree at
trade), and the thrill I get out of just looking at him makes Mooseheart, III, on June 4. Also attending the Women of
me ashamed. I know he's married and has a family, so Moose meeting frpm the Murray
chapter were Virginia
nothing could ever come of this, but I can't help how I feel.
Scott, Donna Cunniigham, and Juanita Fairchild. E. H. Lax,
The Good Book says that to lust after someone is the
same as committing adultery. I feel so ashamed and guilty. vilohn Morrison, and Bob Fairchild attended the convention from Murray Moose Lodge No.2011.
What's wrong with me?
LUSTING IN MY HEART
DEAR LUSTING: There is nothing "wrong- with you
that isn't wrong with the rest of humanity. You are
indulging in fantasy, which is normal-and harmless. The
guilt feelings over your daydreams are doing you more
harm than,the daydreams. Don't dwell on them.
Now, go scrub the kitchen floor and take a cold
shower -you'll feel better.
DEAR ABBY: I have preschool children and a large
home to care for, but I schedule my time so that
everything gets done. When the children nap, I read, write
letters, watch TV or just relax.
However, lately nearly every afternoon a certain
neighbor barges in on me. She helps herself to
refreshments, then settles down for an endless outpouring
of gossip, unasked-for advice and a monologue of opinions
on various subjects. She is tiresome, boring and a vicious
gossip.
I would pretend not to be home, but she can see my car
in the carport. At first I found her entertaining, but she
comes so often, I've taken a dislike to her. What should I
do? iIsTio names or location, please. She has a sharp tongue
and would make a better friend than an enemy.
NEEDS HELP
DEAR NEEDS: People who open their doors to bores
and tolerate their company day after day have only
themselves to blame. By your failure to discourage her,
you encourage her.
If I had to make a choice between having a vicious,
gossipy, gutsy pest for a friend or an enemy, I'd opt for the
latter
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No Passes
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Beginning terrarium keepers should choose container
with large openings. Small-mouth containers can require
the use of tongs to place the plants and other materials
inside. One should also remember to choose miniature
plants that will not outgrow the container.

Young Shrubs Should Be Pruned
Shrubs should be pruned when they are young and
small so that the plant develops a compact limb system
near the ground. Otherwise a compact branching-system is
difficult to achieve. With small plants, prune limbs to stimulate growth of side branches.

"We Wit
Children of(
the theme
discussion p

Wednesday Special:

Chicken Fry
Steak Meal
including our garden-fresh salad

With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast, drink. A complete
meal, priced like a snack!

safety caps. Sometimes, as
a legal precaution, the
pharmacist may ask such
customers to sign a simple
release from liability for
the druggist.
Admittedly, other substances, such as pesticides, cleansers, fuels,
etc., are potentially dangerous. Efforts to coordinate the use of safety caps
with poisonings have been
attempted, but none too
successfully. The trend is
toward more protection by
safety caps. Much study of
design, effectiveness 9nd
customer acceptance is artier way. The progress will
be slow, but the success of
the more limited program
for poison prevention will
probably assure gradual
f.xtension in the use of
safey devices on containers.
In the meantime, education about the dangers of
poisoning and alertness to
its prevention must continue - especially in the
home where children
spend so much of their
time.

.4_,percetit.
One of the objections to
such safety caps is that
they are difficult for certain handicapped adulbr,
such as arthritis patients,
to use These persons are
able get their druggist to Lard is the most caloric
bottle the medicines in con- food - over 900 calories per
tainers with ordinary, non- 100 grants.

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE
801-Air Center

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send fil with •long,
self-addressed, stamped 124 centsi envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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BONANZA SALE
SAVE al A%_ EVER.
;
t)YARD
NONE HELD BACK
EVERY PIECE OF KNIT ON SALE!
•

SCHROADER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Owen
Schroader of Almo Route One
are the parents of a baby girl,
Rebecca Ann, weighing six
pounds
seven
ounces, .
measuring 184 inches, born
on Saturday. June 10, at the
Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. E. R. Schroader of Alm ,
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. Ross of Dexter
Route On- Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Schroader, Dexter Route One,
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Rowland, Almo Route One,
and Mr. and Mrs. Guiseppie
Fricia, Detroit, Mich.

• DOUBLE KNITS • SINGLE KNITS
• POLYESTER KNITS • COTTON KNITS
• INTERLOCK KNITS • SWEATER KNITS
• HEAT TRANSFER PRINTS • JACQUARDS
• SWIMWEAR KNITS • JERSEY KNITS
•(NANA KNITS • PLUS MANY MORE
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Tuesday and Wednesday

iune.20th & 21g ONLY

Shrimp Dinner
Reg $365 $289
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Cypress Springs Restaurant
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LASATER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dayton
Lasater of 2107 Coldwater
Road, Murray,are the parents
of .a baby boy, Joshua Ike,
weighing eight pounds two
ounces, measuring 19'2 inches, born on Firday, June 9 at
6:05 a.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The father is employed at
Murray Electric System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Lasater and Mrs.
Myra Crabtree, all of Murray.
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By F.J.L. Blasulgame, M.D.

certain drugs when so
many common household
products are allowed to be
sold without 'Safety devices.
She is having several
young grandchildren come
to visit in her home this
summer. She feels that
she is going to have to be
exceptionally cautious to
see that many of her
kitchen and gardening articles are stored under
lock and key, or out of
reach. Even so, she feels
that'her worries would be
less if safety caps were
more widely used.
A. Child-resistant drug
packaging has won praise
and wide public acceptance. This government
program, the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of
1970, resulted in a drop in
deaths and injuries. According to the WalL,Street
.Journal, the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, which administers
the law, reported that, during 1972-1974, for example,
accidental consumption of
aspirin preparations by
children dropped by about

Terrarium Openings Important

2.29

CONFIDENTIAL TO MEL TORME: I seldom read
novels, but I picked up "WYNNER"-written kky you -and
I couldn't put it down until I finished it. What slitascinating
experience; I was truly sorry when it ended. You are a
gifted writer as well as a talented musician, and your
"Wynner" deserves to be a winner.

Safety,Caps
Prevent Poisoning,

nkmIEN I',:1,,.I.,11.,.k,t,t,,-,
1010 Chestnut

1976 tor
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By Abigail Van Buren
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Byrn-Scarborough

TOtt. COMMUNITY
V.:71SF:F:* CALENDAR
Tuesdalr, June 2u
Hayride for a seven mile
trip along back country roads
with a midway stop for a
cookout will be held at Land
Between the Lakes. Make
reservations before one p.m.
at campground gates or
,,Center Station. Limited to
first 80 persons registering.
Meet at Center Station at 6:30
p.m.
Esther Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Scott
McNabb at 7:30 p.m. with the
program by Becky Hogancamp and Judy Henry and
devotional thoughts by Mrs.
Thomas Hogancamp.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
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Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at Lodge Hall
at seven p.m.

Miss Emily Susan Byrn
Dr. and Mrs. James Milton Byrn announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Emily Susan, to
Rickie Scarborough,son of R. W.Scarborough, Jr.
Miss Byrn, a 1977 graduate of Murray High School, attended
the University of Kentucky and currently is attending Murray
State University.
The groom-elect, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County
High
School, is employed by the General Tire and Rubber Company,
Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 1, at three
p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, Murray. A reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Only out of town invitations are being sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Panel Discussion Held At
Meet Of Methodist Women
We Witness For The
Children of Our Church" was
the theme of the panel
discussion presented at the
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Wednesday, June 21
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at Twelve noon and
will go to Ellis Center,
Murray, to hear Medicare
representative speak on
completing claims at 1:30
p.m. Transportation will be
provided.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority of
the Woodmen Circle will bowl
at Corvette Lanes at seven
p.m.
Homemakers
Wadesboro
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Lowell Palmer at 10:30
a.m. a potlUck luncheon will
be served.

meeting of the United
Methodist Women of the First
Ladies day luncheon will
Church. Murray, held on be served at noon at the Oaks
Tuesday, June 6, in the Hale Country Club.
Chapel of the church.
Members of the panel were
Visitors may join the arRuth Ann McLemore, Pat chaelolgist to explore a 1,000
Crawford, and Judy Stahler. year old village site of the
They were introduced by Irma Mississippian Indians by
La Follette, program chair- meeting at the South Information Station, Land Between
man.
Betty Pitts of the Maryleona the Lakes, at ten a.m.
Frost Circle gave the devotion
on the theme of the morning's
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
program on "The Church As a
will meet at one p.m. at the
Family."
Lynn Grove Skating Rink.
The president , Modest
Jeffery, presided, and showed
Bowling for senior citizens
the "Standard of Ex- will be at Corvette Lanes at
cellence" award which was
1:30 p.'
presented to the Murray
United Methodist Women at
the President's Day. Out of
fifty-five societies of the Paris
District, Murray ranked first.
Prior to the meeting the
executive board held its
Monthly meeting.
A potluck luncheon was held
in the social hall of the church
following the regular meeting.
Richard Poe, secretary for
the Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University, was
the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Olga Hampton
Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church WMU held on
Monday evening, June 5, at
the church.
Mr. Poe gave a very interesting and informative
discussion on the mission and
outreach of the BSU. He was
introduced by Maxine Nance.
chairman, who presided at the
meeting.
The prayer calendar for the
missionaries who had birthdays on that day was given
by Lorene Owens with Gladys
Williamson leading in prayer.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
Faye Orr and Betty Lockhart.
, Others
present
were
Mildred Crawford, Lurline
Wilkerson, Randa
Cunningham, Mary Kathryn
Starks, Hattie Lee Galloway,
Linda Cooper, Ruth Warren,
and Mary Belle Jones.

Richard Poe
Speaker For
Group Meet

Wednesday,June 21
Lesson on decopauge will be
at 12:30 p.m. at the Douglas
Nutrition Center with bingo at
11:30 a.m. and lunch at noon.
Call 753-8938 for information

Thursday, June 22
Magazine Club will have r
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
W.Z. Carter.
County
Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre will show
"The Hobbitt" at 7:30 p.m. at
the City County Park.

Members Of Dorothy Group

Mr-tio72144-

Present Program At Lodge
The home of Mabel Rogers Outland, secretary-treasurer.
Others present were Edith
was the scene of the meeting
of the Dorothy Group of the Noffsinger, Estelle Gray, Jo
First Baptist Church Women Oakley, Roberta Tarry,
held on Tuesday, June 6. at Wilma Beatty, Eva Morris,
and Helen Hogan6mp, with
10:30 a.m.
Prior to the potluck lun- the latter being a visitor and
cheon the group went to the becoming a new member.
Fern Terrace Lodge and
presented a program for the
residents. Group singing was‘
Child
held with Allene Knight as

BENTLEY GIRL
Sara Danese is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Neil
Bentley, 519 South Thirteen
Street, Murray, for their baby
girl, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, measuring
twenty inches, born on
Wednesday, June 7, at 1:56
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new baby has one sister,
Lori Ann, age two. The father
is with Uncle Lee's Sporting

Abuse
the Program Given

Reva Riley gave
s
devotion on "Christian Life

Dr. Mark Singer of the
Social
Work Department of
Elected as new officers of
Murray Sub-District UMYF the group for the next church Murray State University and
year were Mable Rogers, Mrs. Euple Ward, executive
will meet at Paris Landing
chairman,
Reva Riley, vice- director of the Need Line,
State Park at five p.m.
chairman, and Kathryn were guest speakers at the
meeting of the Gladys
Open house and program by
Williamson Group of the
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
WASTE
WATCHERS
Latter Day Saints will be held
WASHINGTON ( API — The held on Tuesday, June 6, at the
in Room 208, Roy Stewart
nation's cities are spared an church.
Stadium, Murray State
4- additional 10 million tons of solThe speaker presented the
University, at 7:30 p.m. Public id waste each year
because of program on "Child Abuse."
is invited.
the commercial processing of The group made plans
to
fruits and vegetables, says the honor some
special
fathers
Ellis Center will be open National Food Processors Assoduring the church service on
from ten a.m. to three p.m.for ciation.
June 18. Refreshments were
More
than 8 million tons of
activities by the Senior
served
by the hostess, Becky
Citizens with tablegames or raw skins, peels, cores and
Vance, to Laura Paschall,
cobs
removed
before
canning
shuffleboard at one p.m.
and freezing are utilized as ani- Denecia Lovins, Suzie Scott,
mal feed. The remainder is re- Joyce Gibson, Mary Janice
Sing-a-long will be at 12:30
turned to the soil as fertilizer Cooper, Becky Nance, and
p.m. at Douglas Nutrition or recycled, as
in the case of Suzie Cathey. members and
Center with bingo at 11:30 certain fruit pits which are
Dr. Singer and Mrs. Ward,
a.m. and lunch at noon.
burned to make charcoal.
guests.

Goods, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hershel D. Bentley and
Mr. and Mrs. Lester D.
Robertson, all of Hopkinsville.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar D. Burchett,
Pembroke, Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Williams, Big Clifty,
and Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
Bentley, Shepherdsville. A
great great grandmother is
Mrs. Lola Fulkerson of Big
Clifty.

Opal Holland Elected As

Chairmaii, Of Church Group
Opal Holland opened her
home for the meeting of the
Lottie Moon Group of the First
Baptist Church Women held
on Monday, June 5, at seven
p.m.
Highlights of the 1977
Southern Baptist Convention
held at Kansas City, Mo., were
given by Gereva Brownfield
who attended the convention
last year. She read the
scripture from the tenth
chapter of John and gave the
prayer calendar.
New officers elected for the
next church year were Mrs.
Holland, chairman; Pauline
McCoy, assistant leader and
program chairman; Pauline

Waggener, secretarytreasurer; Katie Outland,
publicity; Ruth Caldwell,
enlistment chairman.
Mildred Colson, chairman,
presided and gave the watchword with the opening
prayer given by Miss Frances
Brown:
The hostess, Mrs. Holland,
assisted by LaVanch Turner,
served refreshments.
Also present were Lewma
Warren, Mildred Collie, Sue
Fairless, Odelle Vance.
Roberta
Ward, Thelma
Warford, Opal Howard, and
Eunice Mills, with the latter
being a visitor and becoming a
new member of the group.
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PepsiCo, INC.

in ci
with Pepsi-Cola's
6-Quart 6-Pak.
Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles that
give you big ounce for ounce savings.
The 6 -Quart 6 Pak
Pepsi Cola's biggest carton
gives you Pepsi Cola's biggest
savings Six 32 ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable

carton that give you the sayings only quantity buying can.
And the carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties fora ref und,Enioy the
double value of the 6 Quart
6 Pak
the quality taste of
Pepsi Cola at quantity savings.
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Captain D's,

• 2piecesoffish filet
• crispfrench fries
• creamycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
only
PLUS REG.DRINK

47

$1

PEPS I- COIR

32
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Carolyn Caldwell Is
Oaks Club Medalist
Carolyn Caldwell was
medalist for the ladies day
golf held at the Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday, June 14,
according to Essie Caldwell,
golf hostess.
were
named
Others
Murrelle Walker, first flight;
Polly Seale, second flight;
Marilyn Chatman, third
flight; Mabel Rogers, low
putts; Doris Rose, blind hole.

ONLY
Reg.$ 2.07

Save 60e

Captain D's,
Offer gOod thru June 30,'78
Murray , Ky.
753-9383

PADUCA!ITATIENT
Michael Da as McCoy of
Murray Route Three has been
a patient at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
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FREE %%ILI BAPTISTS—The Kentucky Annual Conference of the Free Will
Baptist Church dosed out its annual conference at Mt. Horeb Free %Sill Baptist Church in Murray this
weekend. Conference leaders are pictured here in
front of the church. Pictured from left, is: Rev. Richard
Drew, pastor of the Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist Church in
Murray Rey. G. W. Brown, moderator, Rev. Harvey H. Martin,
first vice president of the general conference, Bro.
Stanley Campbell. Mrs. M.L Rice, president of the first aid,
B10. James Foreman, treasurer of the general conference,
Rev. L Butler executive board member, Mrs. Anna L
Dawes. auditor, Rey. W. A. Fritzpatrick, chairman of the Ecclesiastical Council, Sister Mary Winston, president of the annual
choir, Mrs. Gloria Fritzpatrick, clerk, Mrs. Catherine
Hudspeth, assistance clerk. Rev. R. Banks. executive board member
, Rev. William New, executive board member,
Mrs. Beulah New, minister, Sister Georgia Brown, vice-president
of minister's wives, Sister Dolly, Coleman, presiden
t
of the general assembly, Mrs. Helen Steele Conference pianist and Mrs.
Winifred Robinson, president of the Free
VS ill Baptist League.

BAPTIST MEETING—Free Will Baptist from throughout Kentuck
y and surrounding states are pictured during a
break at the Kentucky Annual Conference of the Free Will
Baptist Church held in Murray last week The conference ended Sunday. Conference attendants available for
the picture included Evangelist L P. Vinson, Rev. A. L
Swanigan, Mrs. Mallie Swanigan, Rev. W.0. Osier, Rev.
R. A. Smith, Rev. McAuthur Benton, Rev. Jonah Eckford, Sister
Verbal Saunders, Sister Erma Jean Eckford, Sister
Fediba Frogan, Sister Mabel J. Irwin, Sister Minnie Campbell,
Sister
Bessie M. Miller, Leon P. Miller, Rev.'Richard Drew, Rev.
G. W. Brown, Rev. Harvey H. Martin, Brother Stanley Campbell, Mrs. M.L Rice, Brother James foreman, Rey. L Butler,
Mrs. Anna L Dave's, Rev. W. Fritzpatrick, Sister Mary Winston, Mrs. Gloria Fritzpatrick, Mrs. Catherine Hudspet
h, Rev. R. Banks, Rev. William New, Mrs. Beulah New, Sister
Georgia Brown, Sister Dolly Coleman, Mrs. Helen Steele,
and Mrs. Winifred Robinson.
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Gliddent Best Rat
Lan House Paint
• Quick drying durable flat finish
• Resists blisters, peeling, mildew
• Easy water clean-up

411IMINIMISM

gallon
regular $12.99

Carlos
- Slack Jr.-Painting Co.
20 Years
Experience

SAVEs5.00

lack's Decorating Center I
701 S. 4th, Murray
moor Covering *Pidure Frames 'Wall Covering 'Custom Draperies 'Rods "Bedspreads

Open Mon.-Fri. 7 til 5,Sat. 8-12

Ruby
Duncan
Decorating Service
12 Years
Experience
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Kitchen. remodeling isn't
easy. But if WI carefully
planned and competently executed, it can make the
difference between a house,
and a home.
The National Kitchen Cabinet.....A:ssocialion says that
depending on the size and
complexity of the job, tearing
out the old kitchen and installing the new one can take a
week or more. So plan the
project accordingly.
During remodeling set up a
snacking area with small
appliances in another part of
the house. Eat out, or order
"take out" meals. If you eat
in. plan meals that are simple
and easy to prepare.
A family that is fully aware
of the temporary inconveniences they will endure during
remodeling will find it easier
to adjust to the difficulties.
Everyone wants their new
kitchen to look attractive, but
if it isn't efficient as well. ad-
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ird, Sister
'ell, Sister
.y CampLary Win!w, Sister
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Kitchen Remodeling Requires,
A Competently Executed Plan
vises NKCA, the homemaker
won't be happy with it. Planning should take into consideration the homemaker's
work habits and the family's
eating habits and lifestyle. It
should include detailed lists of
what's wrong with the present
kitchen and what features are
needed in the new kitchen.
Space-to put things in is just
as important as space to put
things on. Planning for lots of
countertop space should include plans for lots of cabinets
for storage.
Since cabinets represent an
important feature in good
kitchen design, they should be
chosen carefully. NKCA says
they should be durable and
easy to clean as well as look
good.
Cabinets that display the
NKCA certification seal have
to meet the rugged construction and performance standards of the American National Standards Institute

Here's the Answer ffifi
that the screws are not so long
BY ANDY LANG
that they go through the door.
AP'Newsfeatures
Therefore, the best way is to
Q. — We have a kitchen sink
take out the screws and fill the
that gets clogged every few
hrqes with wood putty, plastic
weeks. Sometimes it can be
wood or pegs glued into place.
cleared with a suction cup and
When the repair material is
sometimes with, a snake. We
seldom use a chemical cleaner.
dried ( it's best to let it remain
I often see the advice to clean
overnight), you can reuse the
out the plug at the bottom of ---_,.sarpescrev!a or drive in new
the trap under the sink. It
ones of the sirrie8lie.)4There
are some other ways of doing
doesn't seem to apply to our
this. One is to fill the holes with
sink, because it does not have
wood putty or plastic wood and
such a plug. How can the trap
then, before the material has
be cleaned?
dried, put the screws into place
A. — When you use a suction
carefully and allow to harden.
cup or a snake or even a chemAnother is merely to fill the
ical cleaner, what you are tryholes with steel wool. Usually
ing to do is to remove whatever
the old screws - then can be
stoppage there is in the drainredriven so that they hold firmpipe, including the trap_ When
ly. Use your judgment about
a trap has a cleanout plug, rewhich of these methods to use
moving it and dislodging the
and whether it might be better,
obstruction is usually more efwhen making the repair, to
fective than by attacking the
take down the door and rehang
problem from the top of the
it later.
drain. When it does not have a
cleanout plug and you wish to
Q. -- We had someone put a
get at the stoppage from under
concrete apron on the driveway
the sink, you must remove the
in front of our garage. That
trap itself. This is a bit more
was about two years ago. It
difficult than removing a cleanow has developed a crack.
nout plug, because you must
Can this be repaired with a
detach the two ends of the trap,
concrete mix, the kind that
working very carefully so as
needs to be mixed only with
not to damage the pipe or the
water'
trap. Whether you take off a
A. -- Yes. But be sure the
cleanout plug or remove a trap,
crack has stopped spreading
remember to place a large pan
Mark each end of the crack
under the trap to catch the wawith something that won't be
ter that is lodged in it.
washed off by rain. Wait a few
weeks and examine it again. If
Q. — One of the doors in our
the crack hasn't gone beyond
house keeps binding and stickthe two marks, make the reing. I remember reading some
pair. Before doing so, be sure
time ago that this is often
the crack is wide enough to get
caused by loose hinges. Sure
sufficient mixture into the
enough, when I inspected the
opening so that it will hold.
hinges, I found that both of
Roughen the crack so that the
them were loose, but I have
bottom is wider than the top.
forgotten how to make the repair. When I retighten the
screws, they come loose again
Do-it-yourselfers will find
in a few days. Can you help
much valuable information in
me?
Andy Lang's handbook, "PracA. — You didn't say which Of
tical Home Repairs," available
the hinge leaves are loose —
by sending $t50 to this paper
those on the door or the jamb?
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.
If the screws are loose on the
Questions of general interest
jamb leaves, you usually can
will be answered in the column,
use longer screws to tighten the
but individual correspondence
hinges. But if they are loose on
cannot be undertaken.)
the door, you must be careful
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(ANSII. To qualify, cabinets
must pass tough laboratory
tests on cabinet structure and
cabinet finish.
The structural tests measure such things as the cabinet's ability to withstand
above average weight on
shelves and in drawers; the
impact of cans or other heavy
objects dropped on shelves or
in drawers and hard pulls on
doors of wall-hung cabinets.
Other tests measure the
resistance of cabinet finishes
to such ordinary kitchen circumstances as heat and
humidity and such potentially
abrasive substances as
grease, water and detergent,
alcohol, lemon juice, catsup
and mustard.
The NKCA seal, which can
be displayed only on certitieo
kitchen cabinets and bath
vanities, is a small, circular,
blue and white emblem that is
usually found on the inside of
a cabinet door or drawer. It is
the consumer's assurance
that the cabinets which display the seal are designed to
last for years despite hard
everyday use in the kitchen.
Additional information A
kitchen remodeling and cabinet selection is in "Kitchen Si
Bath Planning," a 16-page
color booklet which can be obtained for 35 cents from the
National Kitchen Cabinet
Association, Box 2978, Grand
Central Station, New York,
New York 10017.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleaturt&s
Cracks and small holes in
walls of plaster and gypsum
board are easy to repair with
patching plaster, spackling
compound or any of the other
products made for that purpose.
The difference between the
modern patching materials and
those used by your grandfather
are that those on the market today allow more time for the repair to be made. One of those
older products, still being used
by some professional painters,
is plaster of paris, which sets
fairly quickly and therefore
must be mixed in small quantities.
The principle for handling
small repairs applies to either
plaster or gypsum board. If
there is just a narrow gap, the
mixture is pushed into the previously wet-down area with a
- putty knife or finger and
smoothed down before it sets.
When the crack is wider, it usually is necessary to undercut it,
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especially with plaster. Undercutting consists of making the
bottom of the opening wider
than the top so that the new
material is locked into place. In
some cases, when the h
in
plaster is even larger, the
patching compound should be
applied in two layers.
packed into the opening to within a fraction of an inch from
the top and allowed to harden:
The rest of the area is filled
several hours later, preferably
after an overnight wait.
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By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
Peter Cottontail doesn't seem
so cuddly when he decides to
chomp on the vegetable garden
you've put all those spare hours
into cultivating.
Foil his appetite by putting
up a fence. Chicken wire is not
too expensive; and it is well
worth the labor. Or use something stronger and keep out
some of the biggies.
Some people smoke woodchucks and raccoons out of
-their burrows and dens with
gases but that method does
seem drastic. Well-placed traps
may be set, so that the animals
may later be released in an unpopulated area.
A raccoon ceaSes to be a pet
animal when it pulls down corn
stalks to test the ripeness of the
budding corn ears. The raccoon
isn't fussy when it comes to
food, however. If the corn isn't
to its likingnt will eat just
about anything else, birds eggs
are a fast meal that may get
your dander up and make you
declare war on this masked
bandit.
Chipmunks are to be watched
right after the ground is seeded. They not only eat seeds,
they enjoy bulbs. Trapping
them is easy, but planting a
berry bush near their hideout
may be one way of keeping the
little beasts at home. If it has
enough berries, it may pass up
other good things planted by its
human neighbor.
It is difficult enough to keep
the garden free of insects without having to worry about animals. If you feed the birds in
winter they may stay about to
eat the troublesome insects in
summer. Beetles, cut worms,
tent caterpillars, wasps, spiders
may be eaten by brown thrashers. Slugs and snails, garden
pests that thrive during damp
spells, make tasty meals for
robins. Orioles enjoy a feast of
gypsy moths, tent caterpillars,
weevils. A rosebreasted grosbeak likes potato bugs, butterflies, cucumber beetles, and
a flicker is capable of eating
thousands of ants each day.
But we should not become
anti-bug and give the wrong
impression to children who'
may swat some of nature's beneficial workers.
Some insects are not only
beautiful but they perform good
garden service - for instance,
the praying mantis. They will
free the garden of many insect
pests Japanese beetles
mites, grubs, caterpillars.
Some people buy mantis egg
clusters and put them about the
garden as future biological bug
controllers_

Most of the time, the problem
with gypsum board involves
nail popping rather than the
types of cracks and openings
associated with plaster walls.
There are several methods advocated for solving this problem, but the easiest is to hammer the protruding nail back
into place, then drive in another nail, threaded or ringgrooved, about an inch away.
The area is then covered and
smoothed with a patching material.
Some persons never get
around to repairing cracks and
breaks in walls until the time
conies for painting. The filledin areas should be spot-primed
before applying the final coat
of paint. Even then, it is better
to do the patching a day or trio
before the painting, although
professional painters usually do
the )patching and painting on
the same day.
I For a copy of Andy Lang's
helpful booklet, "Paint Your
House Inside and Out," send 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
s e If-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O.Box 477, Huntington. N.Y. 11743.)

Repairing a large gap in gypsum board calls for a different
technique. Cut out a piece of
the board somewhat bigger
than the opening — about 2
inches on all sides. Using scrap
gypsum board, cut a piece that
will fit tightly into that space.
Usually, it is easier and less
noticeable if the patch is

COMBINING TRADITIONAL and contemporary design,- this
Iwo story home has four bedrooms and 2 L2 baths. Another
feature is a second floor hall balcony which overlooks the
entrance foyer. Plan HA1042Y has 1,300 square feet on the first
floor and 882 square feet on the second floor. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
env elope — the architectural firm of York & Scheake, 226 7th St.,
Garden City, N.Y., 11530.

Think Safety!

We have a

BUILDERS
PLAN
That Will

SAVE
You Money!!
-f-ft7411:111-s1-k

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
641N.

753-4478

TREAS
BUILDING

6
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Garden Pests

square. Use gypsum board cement to set the new board Into
place.

CENTER
Come by and see this area's most
12 beautiful kitchens. Let us give you a free
aen estimate on the cost of a new kitchen.

Know Before You
Grass has a silly way of
growing, whether you want it
to or not. It seems that the
only way to keep your lawn
from looking like Guam during World War II is to keep
mowing those blades down.
The most powerful weapon ,
in the homeowner's arsenal
for this type of task is the
power mower, or for the bigger objective the lawn tractor.
The trick is not to become a
casualty yourself in the unending war against the green
menace.
Underwriters Laboratories
Inc. (UL), a not-for-profit
blade area.
organization that tests pro• Do not walk in front of
ducts for public safety, recom- the mower's discharge chute
mends the following guidewhile motor is running.
lines for this year's campaign.
• If your mower is self* Knckyv how to operate
propelled, do not force it to
the mower before starting it.
mow faster than it was
Read the instruction manual.
designed.
* Wear proper clothing.
• Make sure all the guards
Safety-toe shoes are advisable. are in place while mowing.
• Fill the gas tank outKeep blades sharpened.
• If mowing on an incline
doors with a funnel away
from possible ignition sources.
with a walk-behind mower,
Replace the pa cap firmly.
mow across the incline —
• Check the lawn and
never up and down. If using a
remove any obstacles that lawn tractor do the opposite,
could be thrown by the
mow up and down to prevent
mower.
the tractor from tipping on
• Keep other people out its side and pinning you
of mowing area.
underneath.
• Never cut grass when it
• Lay out the power cord
is wet, or there is not enough
of an electric mower in a
light.
manner as to avoid cutting it
* Be sure the mower is on
with blades. In addition, mow
level ground, disengage all
away from the electric outlet
clutches, and stand to one
so that you will not be tonside before starting. Keep stantly crossing the cord and
hands and feet away from the
having to move it.
LOTS OF PLASTIC
TOLEDO, Ohio AP ) —More
than half a billion pounds of fiber glass-reinforced plastics
FRP) will be used in American-made vehicles this year.
Owen s-Corning Fiberglas
Corp., a producer of fiber glass
reinforcements for plastics, estimates that 541 million pounds
of FRP will go into U.S. vehicles in 1978, a gain of 10.5
percent over the expected total
for this year and 29.5 percent
over the total used in 1976.

4

•Custom Built Cabinets
By IMPERIAL
* Never leave your mower
running unattended. Shut off
and disconnect the spark wire
or power cord. This should
be done whenever you are
cleaning or adjusting the
mower.
* Never store gasoline indoors, but outside in a UL
Listed- gasoline safety storage'
can, never
yank electric
power mower cords from outlets. Always use the proper
UL Listed extension cord for
use with the mower.
* Always keep mower in
top operating condition.
* If you should hit a
foreign object, UL engineers
advise to take the following
steps:
1. Cutoff the powerrlf an
electric mower, disconnect.
2. Inspect the mower for
damage
3. Have the damage repaired before restarting the
mower

GET THE BUGS OUT
OF YOUR LIFE
Y.
C• sur• to stop by ond
see our kitchen display,

F001:111

Co

Call 759-4026
Toll Fro, For All Your Bldg. hods
TREAS BUILDING CENTEltifin SATURDAY STORE.

V WALLPAPER
v PANELING

The non polluting way to rid
yourself of pesky bugs Will
) not harm birds or wildlife

\..• 1517 Crierrngkr. P.oducts 04v.soon 04 8•It001

Trims Now Has A
Toll Free Murray No.

Best Buys In:

Best Buys In:

k I
RID-O-RAY

Olympic Mara, Murray, Ky.
753-41W

Don't Forget

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

v CARPET
v VINYL FLOORING

"FIREPLACE

•Lowest Possible Prices
.Free Estimates
.Free Delivery

IN
"THE VILUIGE"
641 NORTH
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Boomer Boosts Sox Over Yanks; Cubs Win
our lineup.''
In other American League
games, the Oakland A's edged
the Texas Rangers 2-1; the
Kansas City Royals nipped the
Cleveland Indians 6-5 and the
Seattle Mariners beat the
Chicago White Sox 7-4. In the
only National League game,
the Chicago Cubs trimmed the
Pittsburgh Pirates 6-4 in 10
innings.
Carlton Fisk, who keyed a
three-run fourth inning with
single, started Boston's gamebreaking eighth with a double
off the famous "Green
Monster" wall in left center
Rick
reliever
against
Gossage. Fred Lynn was
walked intentionally to bring
up Scott. The big slugger
fouled off a bunt attempt and
then singled to center, scoring
Fisk to snap a 4-4 tie.

Major League
Roundup
Dwight Evans sacrificed
and Butch Hobson walked
filling the bases. Rick
Burleson singled, scoring
Lynn, with Scott also coming
around as right fielder Reggie
Jackson bobbled the ball for
an error. Remy knocked in
Burleson with a double and
Jim Rice, the AL RBI leader,
brought in Remy with the

sixth run of the inning with a
single.
The victory, Boston's 20th in
its last 25 games, Unproved its
East lead to seven games over
Baltimore and dropped the
defending world champl6n
Yankees into a tie for third
place, eight games back.
"We have 90-odd games to
go so we can't be overconfident," said Burleson,
who had a double and a single,
scored two runs and drove in
one. "Last year we beat them
a lot here and they still won
the world championship."
Said New York Manager
Billy Martin: "We had hoped
to take three straight but now
we're going to have to try to
win two of three. But even if
they win all three here, it's a
long season. It's a long way to
go."
A's 2, Rangers I
Steve Renko and two
relievers combined on a threetutter and Jeff Newman hit a
tie-breaking homer in the
eighth to lead Oakland over
Texas and end the A's 11-game
losing streak.
Renko went seven innings
before yielding to Bob Lacey,
who required relief help
himself in the ninth from Elias
Sosa. Sosa recored his 10th

Cards, A's Top
In Little League
The Cards blasted the
Astros 13-4, and the A's
stopped the Pirates 10-6 in
Little League action Monday
night.
Wade Smith struck out 13 on
the mound and rapped two hits
from the plate to lead the
Cards.
The A's. down 6-5 in final
inning, score five times to nip
the Pirates.
Astros
011 002- 4 4
Cards
260 05x-13 4
Thurmond. Hillington (5
and
Wagner Smith and Scarborough

I'm a Chinchilla!!!
and you can raise me as a business

As
033 2S-10 6 3
Pirates
212 01- 6 3 7
Weatherly, Cann 4 and Kelly: Whittoo,Smith 51 and S. Glavin

BE IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF

Mats, Nuggets Win

This is all it takes to start your Career as a Chinchilla
Rancher ..a love of animals—a garage or spare room,
such as a basement which meets the climatic conditions required for Chinchilla. Chinchillas are one of
the most valuable fur bearing animals in the world, in
the fastest growing fur industry! Healthy, harmless,
oder-free, Chinchillas can be cared for indoors and
they eat very little...they're vegetarians. We offer to
buy live animals and market pelts, as do other pelters
and furriers.
This is not a get rich quick venture, but it should be expressly understood by the Breeder that he will have to
exert financial and physical efforts in order to make
this a going buisness.

The Nuggets edged the Aces 95, and the Nets beat the Mets
11-7 in upper-division girls
softball Monday night.
Kim Tharpe, Judy Garner
and Sue Nall had three hits
apiece to lead the Nuggets.
Carol Garner added two home
runs.
Stacy Curd and Stacy Smith
had three hits each for the
Aces.
Natalie Garfield rapped
four hits for the Nats in their
victory. Lisa Outland added
three hits, and Leslie Grogan
belted a home run.
Karen Brandon had three
hits for the Mets, and Lynne
Beatty laced two triples. .

Send Today 4tasrao* 94.1
PO Box 135
Shawnee Mission Kansas 66201
Gentlemen 1 tirilriterested in Chinchilla Ranching
a business.
Send me complete information on facts and figures of Chinchilla
Ranching (Adults only)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
AGE
OCCUPATION

110 102-- 15
Aces
440 01-9 18 .
Nuggets
Jeanette Cooper and Lissa Adams.
Carol Garner and Judy Garner
MAFIRIED
SINGLE _

MO 050- 7 16
Mets
040 43-11 25
Nits
Beth Taylor and Lisa (lees, Lisa
Outland, Lauris Morgan and Marla
Alexander, Lams Montgomery.

:0")10 'ffEFIN
voo
•
•
•
•
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Prime Rib
Steak
Shrimp
24-ft. Salad Bar

• Casual Dress
• Moderate Cost
• Individual Private
Dining

• Seating for over 150
• Stained glass &
Antique Furnishing

Pagliairs Pizza and Italian Restaurant'

Italian Spaghetti
40°1
Itot#

Special

With

99

wow.

Garlic tread and' rice eft

(enibmstion SOW(with meal)

Owl

save of the season after pit- capped a five-run third inning
ching out of a bases-loaded and paced Seattle over
jam in the ninth.
Parrott
Mike
Chicago.
"My fastball was going good allowed only three hits and
for me tonight," noted Renko. 'worked the first five innings to
"I'threw a lot of fastballs. I got gain his first major league
in trouble in the third when-lie victory, while Jack Kucek
walked three Rangers to load took the loss.
the bases, but I threw a couple
Dan Meyer launched the
of balls that were close and third inning with a one-out
could have gone either way. single off Kucek. After a pair
But Campaneris hit the ball of walks loaded the bases, Bill
hard to Mario Guerrero, Stein singled in two runs.
shortstop, and he turned it Robertson, former Pittsburgh
over for two. That's what slugger who sat out the 1977
you've got to have, good season because of back
defense and picking each surgery, then followed with
other up when you get in his second homer of the year.
trouble."
"There's some question if I
can play first base conRoyals 6, Indians 5
Clint Hurdle drove in one sistently," said Robertson,
run and scored two more to "but I believe I can DH
pace Kansas City over forever."
Cubs 6, Pirates 4
Cleveland. Hurdle helped the
Manny Trillo's two-run
Royals overcome a 2-0 deficit
with a run-scoring double in double capped a three-run
the third inning and came rally in the 10th inning and led
home moments later on Chicago over Pittsburg. Two
George Brett's single as the Pirate errors opened the door
for the Cubs' rally. PinchRoyals scored four runs.
hitter Mike Vail reached first
The performance improved
when third baseman Mario
Hurdle's current hitting
Mendoza misplayed his
streak to eight games, grounder, Pinch-runner Rudy
something he attributed to
Meoli moved to second as first
"being more comfortable at
baseman John Milner made
the plate."
an error on a sacrifice play
-He's swinging now," said
and eventually came around
Kansas City Manager Whitey to score the tie-breaking run
Herzog, "just letting it all on Larry Biittner's double.
After Dave Kingman was
hang out and swinging." .
walked to fill the,bases, Trillo
Mariners 7, White Sox 4
doubled to score Gene Clines
Desigrfated hitter Bob
•
Robertson's three-run homr and Biittner.

HERSHEY, Pa. (AP) —
Nancy Lopez, the hottest item
in professional golf in the last
33 years, is trailine'sparks
with her metoric success this
year.
Ladies
entire
The
Professional Golf Association
is benefitting from the 21year-old record shattering
rookie, already the richest
rookie player — male or
female -- to use a set of golf
•
Lopez, fresh off her fifth
triumph in a row, a two-stroke
victory over Jane Blalock and
Debbie Massey at Rochester's
Locust Hill Country Club,
leads the field for this week's
LPGA event.
"It's given us a superstar, a
real celebrity," said Betsy
Rawls, a Hall of Earner and
now the LPGA tournament
director who is setting up this
week's Lady Keystone Open.
"The women's tour Iliad
been growing by leaps land
bounds without her. But given
us a boost. People come out
just see her. She's got a
_
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Mel Purcell added another
title to his already-impressive
list Sunday in the 21-and-under
national championships in
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Purcell teamed with Chip

Hooper to capture the doubles 6,6-0, 6-3 decision to Gottfried.
final, defeating Larry GottGottfried is the brother of
fried and Eric Ikersky.
Brian
Gottfried, the No. 3
Purcell reached the singles
ranked
tennis player in the
final after defeating Hooper 61.6-1 in the semi's. He lost a 4- world.

Legion Sweeps, Evens Record
The American Legion Post
73 baseball squad evened its
season record at 5-5 with a
doubleheader sweep of SheMe, Mo.,Saturday.

included no earned runs.
Keith Tynes picked up his
first win in hurling Murray to
the win in the second game.
He walked five and struck out
three.

Murray held on for a 7-5
victor)' in the first game, then
Post 73's 15-hit attack was
routed Sho-Me 13-2 in the led by Allan Gibbs, Dean
nightcap.
Cherry, Marvin Utley, Tucker
Brad Taylor tossed a two- and Tynes, all with two hits
hitter in the first game, each.
walking two and striking out
In action Saturday, Murray
12.
split a tWinbill with Scott
Post 73 jumped to a 7-0 lead, County, winning the opener 7then held off fifth and sixth 2, but dropping the nightcap 9inning Sho-Me rallies that 1.

enough?"
Well, essentially, what Anderson is
saying is that the fan vote is influenced
by expanded media exposure of certain
teams. "Anybody that's been in the
playoffs or World Series the year

say you're managing the National
League' team. Who's your third
baseman? Rose? Okay, I'll take Cey.
And then what do you do with Schmidt
and Reitz?
"Who do you want at shortstop?
Concepcion. Fine. Give me Bowe.
There's only room for three outfielders
but I can give you a half dozen who
ought to be there. Who ao you start?
Foster, Luzinski and Monday? Okay,
but then I'll take three others who are
Just as good. How can you keep Parker
off, or McBride? What about
Burroughs?"
Now the juices were flowing. It
doesn't take much to get Durocher
going, even with only ice cream and
milk for fuel.
"Let me tell you, the All Star Game is
some spectacle," he said. "Anybody
who turns down the honor when he's
invited is making a big mistake. Some
guys say they'd rather have the three
days off but that's bunk. I've had the
three days off and let me tell you, I'd
rather be at the game. Anytime."

before, I promise you, look at his ballots
the next year. Television exposes them
to 90 million people."
That's why players like Greg
I.tizinski wandering through a so-so
season, and Johnlliy Bench, who's been
out of the lineup for three weeks with
back woes, still lead in the vote totals.
But Durocher thinks that when the
balloting, sponsored by the Gillette
Company is completed. managers Tom
Lasorda of the National League and
Billy Martin of the American League
will have solid, representative teams
for the July 11 game in San Diego.
"No matter who the fans pick, for
either team, I'll take what's left over
and I'll give you a battle," said
Durocher, a bit of fire in his eye. "Let's

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
242 5112

quality that attracts people.
They like to watch her play,"
said Rawls, winner of 54
tournaments in her 25 years as
a touring pro.
With Arnold Palmer-like
flair, Lopez has won five
straight tournaments, more
than any other woman in the
28-year history of the LPGA.
Only Byron Nelson, who won
11 straight events in 1945 on
the men's tour, has won more
in succession.
Lopez, who's been at par or
better in 16 of her last 17

Combs Heads Field
PAINTSVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Defending champion Anne
Combs of Lexington and
medalist Lea Anne Toftness of
Owenton led a 32-team field
into today's opening round of
match play in the Kentucky
Women's State Amateur golf
championship.
Combs, exempt from
qualifying by virtue of her 1977
victory, opened today's round
against Susan Mercke of
I ouisville. Tofness, a sopn.anore-to-be at Western
Kentucky University, drew
Mary Rodes of Louisville in
the opening round.
Toftness was an easy winner
(J medalist honors Monday,
t.uring the par-72 Paintsville
iuntry Club course in 73.
Marsha Bordas of Lexington
and Beverly Parker of Murray
tied for second at 76, while
Joan Rizer of Versailles and
Donna Bender of Louisville
checked in at 77.
Combs is one of four former
champions in the field. Others
include Kaye Beard Potter
1966, Jackie Hacker 1973 and
Katty Wylie 1956. Potter and
Wylie were parted in today's
opening round,. while Hacker
drew RuthPetty.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK L Tom Sealmr,
ho pitched the first no-hitter
his 12 year career list
riday, defeating the St. Louis
rardinals 4-0, was named the
National League...Player of the
Week for the period ending
Tune 18.
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Purcell Cops National
21-Under Doubles Title

Lopez Success Boosting Women's Golf

Super Special For Kids 1 /
/2 Price
Spaghetti and Salad

4 to 10 P.M.
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Still-Fiesty Leo Durocher Supports Fan Balloting
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Lunch for Leo Durocher was a plate
of yanilla ice cream and a glass of milk.
a kind of bland combination for the guy
who once was baseball's most combative personality.
But there is still some pepper left in
Leo, and it doesn't take much effort to
find it. Just knock the All Star vote
process, the way Cincinnati Manager
Sparky Anderson did last week, and
Durocher is all over you, ready to attack.
How about it Leo, don't you think the
players would do a better )(Voting for
the teams than the fans do?
t's what
Anderson said last week.
Durocher frowned at the question and
you got the feeling that if there were
dirt around to be kicked, your shoes and
pants would have been awfully dirty at
that particular moment
like the system the way it is now,
with the computer card voting," he
said. "What's Sparky's beef? Doesn't
he think the team the fans name is good

By 1
Ledge
Spa

rounds, has won a total of tournament, she's had a
seven tournaments and spectacular year already,"
earned $153,336 since turning she added.
pro last July. That's $234 more
than previous record holder
Jerry Pate, who won two
tournaments as a rookie on the
men's tour in 1976.
By comparison, no other
woman has won more than one
LPGA event this year.
"I never thought one person
could dominate the tour like
that again because we have so
many good players," said
Rawls, who pocketed a personal high of $24,0130 when she
won 10 tournaments in 1959.
"It's phenomineal for a
first-year player. She's got
everything going for her. If
she doesn't win another

Alan Gibbs won his first
game with a 6-walk, 14strikeout performance.
Down 5-2 in the bottom of the
seventh, Murray used doubles
by Taylor, Tucker and Gibbs
to erase the deficit.
I.t twee

Gibbs rf
Watkins rf
Wilson If
Clymer cf
Taylor p
Tucker 3b
Cherry c
Utley 2b
Foust vs
Deham If
[taker c
Jackson ss
Stripling
Tynes

Lisa
2 0 1
2 0 0
2 2 1
1 0 0
4 0 0
3 0 2
3 1 1
2 1 1
1 0 0
1 2 0
1 0 0
3 0 1
2 1 2
1 0 0

Totals
Sho-Me

2879
2952

Murray
Sho-Me

131 200 0
000 023 0

Mathis U
Wilson cf
Baker rt
Taylor ss
Watkins If
Tucker 3b
Gibbs rf
Cherry lb
Utley 2b
Deham c
Tynes p
Jackson ph
Clymer ph
Thurman ph

5 1 1
2 2
1 0
3 1
000
4 2
4 2
322
302
400
4 2
1 0
1 0
1 0

Totals
Sho-Me

38 13 15
29 2 5

Murray
She-Me

401 512 0
001 010 0
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We Goofed
Due to a reporting error.
Murray State University's
Racer Football Camp was
incorrectly listed as running
from June 18-25. Actually,
registration continues through
June 25, with the camp slated
for Sunday through Friday,
June 25-30.
CHICAGO — Century Type.
$12.80, edged Mickey's Gal by
a nose in winning the $10,500
Royal Native Purse at
Arlington Park,
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Our Grammer ain't so hot
but our boat deals
shore are.

Bowling
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Thurs.' Morning
Ladies* League
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
You can fool all of the
sluggers some of the time, but
•pot all of the sluggers all of the
time.
George Scott, for instance.
The Boston Red Sox first
baseman ha* gone down on
strikes his first three times up
against New Yark Yankee
pitching Monday—naot. Then
came the fateful eighth inning.
"When you strike out three
tunes in a row," said Scott,
•'the law of averages is in your
favor. Sooner or later, you're
going to make contact."
The "Boomer" finally lived
up to his nickname, smashing
a tie-breaking single that
triggered a six-run rally and
started the Red Sox to a 10-4
victory.
The meeting was the first of
the 1978 season for the fierce
rivals of the American League
East Division and was typical
of past battles at colorful
Fenway Park. Along with rain
that delayed things at the start
for a while, it had all the
thunder expected.
"It's a good win for us," said
Boston second baseman Jerry
Remy."because now we can't
be swept in this three-game
series."
He added: "I don't think
there's a game in which we
can be counted -out, not with

We
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1
5
50
5
7
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High Team Game(SC I
Spoke & Pedal
415
Smith's Poultry
421
McCuiston's Auto Elec
419
High Team Game(MC)
Snuth's Poultry
5B1
4
Spoke S. Pedal
569
563
McCuiston's Auto Elec.
High team Series
McCuiston's Auto Flee.
1724
Spoke & Pedal
1721
Smith's Poultry ....
1151
High Team SeHes I H.
e1
1655
Mc('ulstnn's AutoF:lec.s.
Smith's Poultry
1643
01 .,
1614
High Ind. Game(SCI
188
Evelyn Rlivin
I ras Smith
176
174
Mary Smith
High Ind. Gatne(111C1
Evelyn Rlivin
2115
Karen Smith
31111
Mary Smith
High Ind. Series SC)
1 ots Smith
417
Mary Smith
411
Evelyn lilivIn
477
High Ind Series(HC)
Evelyn Blivin .
.....
583
Jeanette Wiliam*
• 672
Mary Smith .„ ..
572
Karen Smith
568
High Averages
I MN Smith
Mary Smith
F'vetynflhlvin
4,
Jane Park,,
i4.
Jeanette Williams
112
Annette timeline
116
-11,11dBialleantim
.131.
Jean Mono ......
129
is* Williams126
Jane McCuiston.
125
•

We ain't very smart on anything cept boats buy by cracky
we do know boats. Matter of fact, we evin hay a P.H.D.
deegree rpreesent, husstle, demon.stratei also Pretty Hot
Deal).
All So U no what we got that all mareen deelers ain't got?
Satisfied Customers!
Our customers beeleeve in telling em where they got it!!
And we do apprechate that That just makes us work our
tails off to keep our reputashun up for taking care of our
customers
We thank you for taking time to read this and hope U
will
cum C us 4 ur boating needs
We de appreechate or business!'
'

(SC)

HOUSEBOATS-New and Used
STEURY CRUISERS
GRUMAN-Fishing Boats & Canoes
Seethrtuftime profes.sional people

See Don M.( lore or Crav um Si,(lute

Happy Holiday
Travel inc.
Panorama Shores on ks. Lake
Take 94 last out of Miura), for 2 miles. Turn right on
280. Follow 280 tor 7 miles past Bonner's tam en
Take Mai ktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn
right then left and you have arribed.
telephone 4 16-548
If no answer phone —.1-48 V'

When
tractoi
tough
till, ha
YOU'VE
macho
get on
and gi
for a

wimp

McP
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Wenzel, Wheelmen Show Bicycle Racing Is Real
By Tony Wilson
Ledger and Times
Spurts Editor
Long, grueling workouts for
a sport, particularly an individual one, are nothing new.
Tennis players, golfers, and
joggers are among those that
realize ,skill in their sport
comes .only after hours of
dedication.
But bicycle racing, a sport
that relatively few people
follow, is another that
requires much the same efforts. The Jackson Purchase
Wheelmen. a three-year-old,

Ie
to Gottfried,
e brother of
the No. 3
layer in the
.

cord

N

2
2
2
1

0 1
0 u

performance, since bicycle
But things are a bit different
racing in Kentucky is a sport now. "I've raced against
generally associated with many of the best riders in the
Louisville and other large country, and I'm not awed by
areas where races and tracks them anymore," Wenzel said.
are prevalent.
One may wonder why
But Wenzel doesn't consider Wenzel competed in the 1976
it to be that unique. He also nationals, but not in 1978.
won the the district road race Simple. The Nationals were in
last year. And even though he Louisville two years ago, but
didn't do well in the nationals were in Seattle, Wash., last
in 1976, he did gain valuable year—a difference of some
2000 miles—and a bit more
experience.
expensive.
.1 was in total shock during
That's the Wheelmen's
that race," Wenzel said after a major
problem. With no area
workout Tuesday. "We were sponsors,
riders are forced to
lined up in 20 rows, with 10 in foot the
bill Cot- everything,
each row. On the front was no even
their expenses to the
one but members of the '76 nationals.
Olympic team and past
But Wenzel doesn't view
national champions.
that as a drawback. "I knew
"Riders were just passing the expense I was in for before
me everywhere. I really didn't I got into this. The enjoyment I
get from riding and the exknow where I was."

DAYT0111111

Tennessee State University Akron was recently admitted
basketball coach, said in an to replace East Tennessee,
interview published today in a which moves to the Southern
Nashville newspaper that the Conference after June 30.
OVC was hurt by the loss of
Earle also said the OVC
East
Tennessee
State suffered from the loss of its
University as a member. former automatic post-season
entry into National Collegiate
Athletic Association playoffs.
The conference was among
those losing the automatic
bids when the NCAA recently
moved to restrict the number
of those available.
-"We were quickly approaching the crisis stage in
the: OVC," Earle said.
'Something drastic had to be
done. I believe the addition of
Akron as g conference
member was a vital move.
"For the first time ever, the
OVC has a member school
located in a large city. It also
stretches the conference
boundary into three states,"
he said. -The OVC was the
only major conference in the
nation that confined itself to
just two states."
In recent years, the conference's eight members have
all been in Tennessee and
Kentucky. Along with Akron
and Middle Tennessee State,
the present OVC members are
Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech,
Western Kentucky, Eastern
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PLAYGROUIID
Next time you get the urge .to
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona's Castaw y.
the slate's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features . .
E 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
C 300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
Suites & Apartments
o Restaurant & Lounge
C Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
O 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
Volleyball & SKirleboard
Basketball. Game Room
Sauna, -Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf Privileges
65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
• Ample self parking
Come play in our playground.
it's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!

0000000
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LAKE PLACID, N. Y. AP)
— The International Olympic
Committee has issued a new
handbook listing banned drugs
and defining the procedures
for testing for drugs in
Olympic athletes.
Prince
Alexandre
de
Merode of Belgium, chairman
of the 100 commission that
prepared the booklet, said,
"No new substances are on the
list, only new explanations
and new examples."
After a weekend meeting
here, Prince de Merode and
Dr. George Hart, chairman of
the Lake Placid Olympic
'

Casta
way
BEACH MOTEL

2075 S Atlantic Ave.
I
P0 Box 7437
I Daytona Beach, Fla 32016 I
Ph. (904) 255-6461
I Please send new color
I
I brochure & rate sheet
I
'Name
1
Street
I
i City
1
••• — — _ — —State
— .-

I

THE ANGUISH OF A MISSED Pun - Andy Bean expresses his feelings of a missed birdie putt
attempt on the 399-yard par 4 first hole at ("terry Hills Country Club, in Denver, during the third
round of the U. S. Open. Although he missed the birdie attempt, he got his par. Andy North was
the tournament winner.

Special Prices
On The

hot

ty cracky
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retty Hot

ain't got'
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Sponsors could, however,
help ease the pain of the riders
paying traveling expenses to
races and replacing worn
equipment. The average
racing bike is worth about
POO.
The better tires, usually
made of silk—are $50 a pair.
Those last about 1000 miles.
Not too great a distance if one
rides 350 miles a week in
training alone, as Wenzel
does.
"The road race usually
takes about four and one-ha'f
hours, and I lose about 10
pounds during ,a race,"
Wenzel said. "But there's
nothing to compare to the
thrill of winning. It's a relief
just to finish."

Kentucky. Murray State and
Morehead State.
There has been speculation
the conference might expand
to 10 members, but no Solid
plans have surfaced. Earle
endorsed the idea.
"I hope the league continues
to expand," he said. "I'd like
to
see
10
members,
representing four or even five
states."
He said the OVC's loss of an
automatic bid to the NCAA's
basketball playoffs will be a
crushing blow if efforts to
have the bid reinstated fail.
Earle is president of the OVC
Basketball
Coaches
Association.
The OVC plans to present a
proposal — in hopes of
regaining its automatic entry
— to expand the NCAA
tournament when the NCAA
basketball committee meets
in July.
If this fails to materialize,
Earle said the OVC should try
to obtain an automatic bid to
the rival National Invitational
Tournament.
"We simply have to have
some means of getting our
conference representative in
position for national exposure," he said. "If we don't,
we're in big trouble."

Olympics Committee Issues Drug List

Daytona's

entury Type.
key's Gal by
g the $10,500
Purse at

citement from competing is
more than makes up for that.

Akron Admission May Have Saved OVC

on his first
6-walk, 14ance.
bottom of the
used doubles
!r. and Gibbs
t.
AI

Murray-based
organizatice. clock.
dedicated to the sport, is
To qualify for the national
beginning to make noise - championships
in the road
through the performances of race, a rider must win
the
its members.
event in the district race. The
G. W. Wenzel is a 21-yettr- district in this case, is Kenold Murray State student. He tucky. Some of the larger
and the five other racing states comprise more than
member of the Wheelmen— one.
the group consists of riders
The time trial is a bit diffrom Paducah and Murray— ferent. There is no limit to the
spend most of their spare time number that can qualify; he
around the two-wheeled simply has to ride the 25-mile
vehicles.
distance in 62 minutes or less.
Though bicycle racing may
And
since
another
be new to many, it certainly Wheelmen, Greg Cloyd, won
isn't to Wenzel. He became the road race this year, and
interested three years ago, Wenzel was the only rider to
and promptly won the Ken- better the 62-minutes time, his
tucky Champion Road Race in time was 60:28 they will be the
1976.
sole Kentucky representatives
Now some explainations are at the national championships
in order. The road race is one in Milwaukee, Wis., from July
of the two major divisions of 26-31.
bicycle racing; the other is the
That's a rather amazing
time trail.
The road race is run over a
normal highway—usually a
distance of 100 miles— with all
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
the riders beginning at the
Admission of the University of
same time.
Akron into the Ohio Valley
The time trials is also run on
Conference helped the cona highway, but usually at a
distance of 25 miles, and each ference avert an impending
crisis, an OVC coach says.
rider races only against the
Jimmy Earle, Middle

1146.
401410
When you buy a Case garden
tractor you buy a system
tough attachments to mow,
till, haul, clear snow It
you've had it with flimsy
machines on your place.
get on over to our place
and get tough. dime in
for a demonstration.

McKeel Equipment EsE
Co. Inc.
ItabsiSt. -__153-3162l

Giants, Reds Clash In Series
Werner is in the lineup as
SAN FRANCISCO AP—
The San Francisco Giants' catcher, filling in for ailing
pitching staff, which appears superstar Jonny Bench.
Willie
to be the best in baseball, First baseman
takes on a slightly weakened McCovey and second baseman
Cincinnati Reds' batting at- Bill Madlock, two of the
tack in a three-game series Giants' top hitters, have been
sidelined with pulled hamopening tonight.
"I don't see how we can ever strings • during most of the
lose four games in a row recent hot streak, which
again," relief pitcher Gary supports the theory about
Lavelle said after the Giants' pitching being 90 per cent of
only four-game losing streak the game.
Mike Ivie, filling in for
of this season ended early this
McCovey, is batting .350. Sub
month.
Since then, the Giants have second baseman Rob Andrews
won 9 of 10 games. The pit- got the hit which beat the New
ching staff's earned run York Mets 4-3 in the 10th inaverage is the lowest in the ning Sunday and increased the
Giants' Western Division lead
major leagues, 2.82.
John Montefusco, with a 6-2
record and five consecutive
victories, starts tonight in a
LONDON — John James of
half-price game expected to
draw about 50,000 fans to Australia upset third-seeded
Candlestick Park. The Reds Ilia Nastase of Romania 8-6,98, the biggest of a string of
will start Paul Moskau,0-2.
The three-game series may upsets in the first round of the
well push the Giants' season $125,000 Queen's Club inattendance, now at 604,000, ternational tennis tourover last year's total of 700,000 nament.'
Fifth-seeded Tim Gullikson
with more than half the season
was beaten
by fellow
remaining.
Cincinnati has the National American Billy Martin 6-1, 9-8,
League's top hitter, Ken while No. 16 seed Jeff
Griffey at .322, and two others Borowiak fell 6-5, 6-4 to Terry
in the Top 10. But young Don Moor. Tom Leonard, seeded

to 2 games over the Reds.
The Giants haven't played
the Reds in seven weeks, and
as third baseman Darrell
Evans says, "We're a different club than we were
then." Meaning better.
Left-handed pitchers Vida
Blue and Bob Knepper have
been consistent winners since
early in the season, but Ed
Halicki was still on the
disabled list and Montefusco
was still winless the last time
the Reds and Giants met.
Halicki, 3-1, pitched a onehitter two starts ago. But on
Wednesday night he'll face
Tom Seaver, 8-4 and coming
off a no-hit performance.

Committee's medical committee, discussed the issues of
drag testing.
"Drug tests are not to hurt
the athletes, but to help the
athletes," Dr. Hart said. "If
drugs are not controlled, we
could have cases of morbidity
and possibly mortality.
Despite the high cost, it is
necessary for the protection of
the athletes."

C. W. Wenzel
1 976-77-78 State Champion

Standings
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
FAST
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
W
L
Pet. GB
Boston
_.
Chicago
46 20
697
35 5
574
Baltimore
7
Philadelphia
38 26
594
31 ZS
525
3
Milwaukee
Montreal
8
37 27
578
33 32
508
4
'New York
Pittsburgh
37 27
578
28 33
O
469
7
Detroit
New York
31 31
.500 13
20 38
9
433
Cleveland
St. Louis
27 35
AZ 17
23 43
348
Toronto
21 12
.333 234,
WEST
San Francisco
WEST
41 35
651
Kansas Oty
Cincinnati
34 es
540
40 5
615
2
California
Los Angeles
33 31
516
36. 28
563
Oakland
33 33
500
23 32
241 Houston
467 1141
Texas
San Diego
32 32
500
36
453 124
Chicago
Atlanta
31 33
434
2520
410 15
Minnesota
27 35
435
Maaday's Games
Seattle
Chicago 6, Pittsburgh 4, 10 innings
21 47
309 15)A
Only game scheduled
Mooday's Games
Tuesday's Gies
Boston 10, New York 4
St Louis (B.Forsch 74)at Philadelphia
Seattle 7, Chicago 4
Christenson 4-5), la/
Kansas City S, Cleveland 5
Chicago ( Burris 4-4) at Pittsburgh
Oakland 2. Texas 1
Robinson 42),(n)
Only Games Scheduled
Montreal (Grimaley 11-3) at New
York
Taesday's Games
Espinosa 84), in
New York ( Gullett 14 at Boston TorAtlanta (P.Niekro 7-7) at San Diego
re:
ni.
(Jonas $4).(a)
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Nastase Upended In Queens

See Marjorie Major
Trove/ Cor,suitrint

FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGEMCY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS,
CAR

ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call

753:-GOGO (4646)
N.,.Offk• awaiting,
III Moist Senast

RENTALS,

••.

No. 15, was beaten by Roger
Vasselin of France 8-6, 1-6,6-2.
Britain's Mark Cox, seeded
14th, was beaten 6-2, 6-1 by
Colin Dibley of Australia
Italian Adriano Panetta went
out 6-3, 6-3 to Chris Lewis of
New Zealand.
Second seed Sandy Mayer of
the United States cruised past
Von Winitsky 6-2, 6-0. Sixthseeded John Alexander
defeated tRoger Taylor of
Britain 2-6, 8-6, 7-5 and
seventh-seeded 'John
Newcombe beat American
Sherwood Stewart 9-8, 9-8.
American
Fourth-seeded
John M4:nroe defeated Peter
Fleming14-6, 7-5, 6-3 while.No.
13 seed Hank Pfister powered
.tus way past Bog Giltinan of
Austrailia 6-2,6-4).
Other results of Americans
saw Brian Teacher defeat
Marty Reissen 6-4, 6-3; Victor
Peci, Paraguay, beat Pat
Dupre, 8-6, 1-0 retired: and
--Rod Frawley, Australia, stop
Scott Carnahan 6-2, 6-4.

Portra.ts will be dwilvered with
in three weeks

3 BIG DAYS

DAYS: Wed., Thurs., Fri.
DATES: June 21, 22,23
HOURS: 11 a.m.-7 ,.m.

Central Shop. Ctr.

,67
REGAL
STUDIOS

E

Y We use Kodak popo,
For a good look

0.
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Dairy Farmers
Benefit Us All
Dairy farming is not an easy
life.
The dairy tarmer has made a
sizeable investment for land,
equipment
and
barns,
livestock. The biggest investment he makes, however,
is his time..
There are few quiet evenings
and even fewer vacations for
the dairy farmer. He lives by
the schedule of the herd, which
requires attention in early
morning and late evening,
seven days a week.
Like most other types of farming, the financial rewards are
not great, considering what the
dairy farmer must put into his
operation.

His product, however, is vital
to the wellbeing of millions of
Americans. In addition to the
contributions the' dairy farmer
makes to our health, he also adds to the country's economic
welfare. The milk, i2e cream,
butter and other dairy products
his efforts produce also add to
our plain old enjoyment of life.
It is only fitting that one month is set aside each year to
recognize the dairy farmer.
That month is June. '
The Murray Ledger & Times
joins with the rest of the nation
in saying -thank you" to dairy
farmers for the contributions
they make thoughout the year.

Snail Darter Wins
The Supreme Court has given
environmentalist a great victory—we hope a temporary
one—by barring completion, of
the $116 million Tellico Dam on
The Little Tennessee River to
Irotect that famous 2-inch fish,
he snail darter.
We have no quarrel with the
court's decision. The justices
read the law and ruled it meant
what it said. It is much better
when they do their job that way
than by stretching matters to
write law of their own. The fault in this case is with
the Endangered Species Act of
1973, which Congress wrote in
Sweeping terms and with little
thought to its implications. The
law forbids any federal project
that threatens any form of life
on the endangered species list.
This turned out to be a windfall to environmental ex-

Business Mirror

tremists who want the world to
stand still. They have used it to
harass, delay or kill dams,
river and harbor projects, highways, airports, military installations and other offenses to
their sensibilities.
Discovering the snail darter,
a form of perch, in the waters of
the Little Tennessee gave opponents the key to blocking the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
Tellico Dam and the benefits of
flood control, recreation and
electricity it would produce.
The Supreme Court having
ruled, the matter is up to
Congress.
An amendment is already in
the works that would set up an
interagency review board to
decide if a federal project's
benefits "clearly outweigh" the
value of the endangered
species. Common sense calls
for some rich change in the law.
lh John

Inflation
And Housing
NEW YORK AP — In its fourth
year. old age for an expansion, the
economy is getting puffy with high
prices and interest rates that, say those
who claim to know, means the onset of
tougher times.
And that means its time again to
wonder what will happen to housing,
which in past years always has been hit
the first, the hardest and the longest by
inflation and the downturns that follow.
Will it happen again? Maybe not. But
a little background first.
The economic debate now is not
whether a downturn will occur but
when, and whether it will be a "rolling
adjustment." as the economists call a
spell of uneasiness, or something more
like a fall on the face.
Samplings so far show an inclination
toward the former, although some have
dared use "recession," but like a doctor
uncertain of his prognosis, prefacing
their verdict with "brief" and "mild."
When? Nothing precise yet; maybe
1979. or perhaps not until 1981. The
former seems to be nearer, the conbut one very large bank
maintains the odds favor a decline no
earlier than 1900.
As usual, the housing markets need
not wait. An economy that refuses to
acknowledge its weakness always
produces a temperature change,
measured by the thermometer of interest rates. They are headed up now.
Home mortgage rates have risen in
every month this year, and those for
conventional loans — not backed, by
government —.reached 9.37 percent in
May, matching the highest ever
recorded by the Federal Home Loan
Bank.
Since mortgage expense often is the
biggest factor in hornebuying,
sometimes doubling the basic cost, it is
no surprise that housing starts fell 4.9
percent in May, though remaining at a
relatively high level.
But this first symptom could be
portentious„ In the rnulfarnily,marltet;
—
for
Mortgage COM
a Citibank affiliate, forecasts a sharp
decline in unsubsidized activity late
this year.
Housing's sensitivity is not just with
rates themselves, but with the drain on
funds such rates prbduce, because
money that in other times wail(' be

-A-ditinee

•

available for mortgages seeks higher
rates elsewhere.
That process has not yet produced an
outflow from the traditional mortgage
lenders, the savings banks and savings
and loan associations, but already it
has restricted the funds available for
housing.
The nation's mutual savings banks
have just learned, for example, that
they took in only $100 million over withdrawals last month, the worst May
since an outflow of $182 million in May
1974.
The reason is obvious: savings institutions are by law limited in the
interest rates they can offer depositors.
Simply by transferring funds
elsewhere, their depositors might be
able to earn more.
However, the pattern of past years
may be muted because, effective June
1, government regulations were eased,
permitting thrift institutions to offer
more competitive 8-year, 8 percent
accounts.
Morgan Guaranty also suggests the
possibbty that housing may fare better
than in other economic cycles because,
it says, potential buyers have a
heightened recognition of homeownership as an inflation hedge.
And, says the National Associaton of
Realtors, "Neither the shrinkage of
mortgage credit nor the corresponding
boost in interest rates has shown any
sign of dampening the existing home
market."
Again, the question- Will housing be
dumped off its foundation again this
year or next, as it has been during other
inflation-downturn economic cycles?
It could be, yes, but this time there is
a fighting chance it can maintain
balance in relation to other sectors of
the economy. The public seems eager,
and the thrifts seem better able to hold
onto cash.
But there ts no question at all about
costs:
,—You will pay more for houses for
“monttat to- etscatq-and- most likely -for
years and perhaps forever if serious
recessions do not result in price deflation.
- You will pay higher and higher
rates for mortgage loans
and may
not get them at all where usury rates
forbid higher rates - until inflation is
brought under more control.
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She Doesn't Expect To Win;
She Just Wants To Finish
For the past four years, Cindy
Easley, a rather shy, quiet young lady,
has worked as student-photographer
and film processor in our offices at
Murray State.
Cindy is from Bowling Green, where
she graduated from high school in 1972,
and where her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew G. Edwards live at 1909
Creason Ave. She played two years on
the Murray women's tennis team
before she felt the time and traveling it
took interferred too muse with her
studies. So, she had to give it up.
Then it 1974, she married Jeff Easley,
one of her art classmates from
Nicholsville, and in 1976 she received
her undergraduate degree in art. Now,
she's working on her master's degree.
I've known all these things about Cindy
for a long time, as well as how competent and dependable she is as a
student-employee. She always is on the
job when she is supposed to be and
graciously accepts any photographic
assignment given her—many in the
evening or on weekends.
Tennis player, housewife, artist,
graduate student, photographer, film

processor and dependable employee—
these are the many sides of this young
lady. But, until the other day, there was
still another side of Cindy which had
escaped my attention.
She's a distance runner!
+++
Every morning at 4:30, seven days a
week, she rolls out of bed in the apartment she and Jeff share in Mrs. Melda
Waldrop's home on Miller Ave., and by
.4 a.m. she is out on the nearby roads
running.
She averages 10 miles a day, and next
Sunday, June 25, she'll accompany Dr.
Adam Lanning, Murray's well-known
distance runner, to Edwardsville,
to run in the longest race in which she
has ever competed—a 26-mile, 385-yard
marathon!

artist, looked on skeptically.
"Until then, I think he thought I was
some kind of nut," she laughed, "but
after I had run those 18 miles, he was
pretty proud of me. That really impressed him, and he has given me great
encouragement since."
+++
Jeff hasn't been the only one who has
offered encouragement to Cindy in herTurfiiing. Foremost, she credits Carol
Humphreys, a recent Murray State
graduate who often ran with her when
she first started to get serious about
distance. running.
Two others are Bob and Nita Head.
Bob is chairman of the art department
at Murray State, and Nita, his wife, is
the women's tennis coach. As one of
Nita's tennis players in 1773-74, Cindy
had to run a certain distance every day
The greatest distance Cindy, a 5'8"
to keep in condition, and when she gave
130-pound, 24-year-old blue-eyed
up her tennis, she not only kept up but
brunette, has ever run at one time has
increased her running.
been 18 miles—
Still another is Martha Mullins, a
And this she has done twice. The flret
Women's tennis coach at Eastern
time was 72 trips around the quarterKentucky University, who writes Cindy
mile track at Roy Stewart Stadium "regularly, sending advice
and enwhile husband Jeff, now a free-lance
couragement.
Cindy emphatically denies harboring
By SY RAMSEY
any thoughts of winning at EdwardAssociated Press Writer
sville Sunday. "I won't be trying for
any certain time or anything," she said.
"I just want of finish!
"I just want to try it and see what
happens, because I have no idea what it
feels like to run beyond the 18 miles I've
gone. They say you're supposed to hit
what they call 'a wall' at 23 miles, but!
don't know anything about that because
I've never experienced it."
+++
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP — US. Rep.
It takes Cindy about an hour and a
nouncements.
Carroll Hubbard has scheduled nine
half to cover her 10 miles each day, but
A release from Hubbard's office said
news conferences in two days in
the 26-miles marathans like the one
the conferences will be held July 6 at
Kentucky early next month, fueling
she'll jump off for at 6 a.m. next Sunday
Covington, Lexington, .Louisvi44e„
speculation about a possible guberusually take 31-'2 hours or more of
Owensboro and Paducah.
natorial bid.
continuous running to complete. That's
The next day the congressman will
Hubbard, a Democrat from Mayfield
visit Bowling Green, Williamsburg,
something like an average of eight
in the 1st congressional district, has
minutes per mile.
Prestonsburg and Ashland.
tried to keep his name in the forefront
She generally does her running on
Hubbard will be 41 on July 7. He said
during the party's maneuverings on the
North 16th Street--out into the counin the release that several former
1979 governor's race.
tryside and back—. but with it temclassmates in the 1955 class of Ashland
He has said he will run for governor, - High School will join him, his wife and
porarily detoured near 121, she's been
but not when, and if news stories omit
using College Farm Road, Doran Road
two daughters for a birthday dinner in
him as a prospective candidate, he
and others near town—five miles out
Ashland.
often telephones a reminder.
and five miles back—each morning.
Hubbard said he would use Kentucky
Hubbard could not be reached at his
Although she has been chased 'off the
Flying Service, a charter flight
Washington office Monday. Instead, an
road a couple of time by young jerks in
operation in Louisville, for the two days
aide returned a telephone call and told
pickups,she says most of the people she
of news conferences.
a reporter the congressman has nothing
meets or who pass in cars give her a
The release made a point of his mode
more to say at the moment.
wide berth and many honk and wave.
of travel, apparently an oblique
Congressmen do not customarily
"It's kind of like they're encouraging
allusion to the controversy surrounding
schedule so many news conferences
me, too," she laughed.
the use of state planes by Gov. Julian
merely to make routine political anSo, nextSunday about the time most
Carroll.
of -us will be going to Sunday School, she
Hubbard said details on times and
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
should be pushing herself toward that
places of he nine conferences would be
As a service to our readers, The
finish line. I know she simply wants to
announced later.
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
finish the course, but there are a lot of
The congressman, if he ran, would be
periodically publishes the addresses
us at the office who would like to see her
anti-administration or at the least a
of the state and federal elected
do more than that. We'd like to see her
non-administration contender.
representatives serving our area.
win!
State Commerce Commissioner
FEDERAL LEVEL
It couldn't happen to a nicer young
Terry McBrayer, the administration
Any senator or representative
lady.
choice
to
succeed
Carroll
next year and
may be reached through the
an old school friend of Hubbard, will
congressional switchboard, 202-224resign his state commerce commis:1121.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
sioner post in a month or so to devote
Here are the mailing addresses:
Editorials,, columns and other
more time to the race.
Sea. Walter D. Huddleston
opinionated articles on this page are
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
:1327 Dirksen Building Washington,
presented for the purpose of
Sloane already has announced and is
D. C. 20510
providing a forum for the free
campaignly openly.
Sea. Wendell H. Ford
exchange of differing opinions.
IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall announced
4107 Dirksen Building
We at The Murray Ledger &
informally many months ago and has
Washington, D. C,20510•Times strongly believe that to limit
-said periodically she will stay- in the,„
Murray Field Office,753-1852
opinionated articles to only those
race.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr-.
which parrallel the editorial
State Agriculture Commissioner
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
philosophy of this newspaper would
Thomas Harris said he intends to
Washington, D. C. 20515
be a disservice to our readers.
become a serious Democratic canSTATE LEVEL
Therefore, we encourage readers
didate for governor when the time is
State legislators may be reached
who do not agree with an editorial
right to make the move.
in Frankfort when the General
stand or the ideas presented by an
State Auditor George Atkins, the
Assembly is in session by dialihg 1individual writer in a column or "I
most outspoken administration op%4-2500 or by writing to them in care
other article, to respond with their
ponent, has indicated he .will announce
of the State Capitol Building,
feelings on the particular issues
late this summer, but would not resign
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Horne
being discussed with a letter to the
his post.
-addresses of. 'state legislators
editor.
•
In appraising the gubernatorial racec
serving Calloway County are
By the same token. if an issue has
from every angle, Hubbard has said he
not been discussed on this page and
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
is considering a personal factor: the
a reader feels the the issue merits
Route 7
,iverriding desire of his father, 67 and
the attention of the general public,
Mayfield, Ky 42066
ill, to see him as governor of Kentucky.
we weleow a letter to the editor or
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
i• Hubbard had no opposition in the
an authored article on whatever that •
201 S. 3rd Street
"-nemocratic primary for Congress and
topic might be.
Murray, Ky. 42071
has no opponents in November

An AP News An lysis

Hubbard Conferences

Add To Speculation

B. E. McClelland of Murray was one
of six newly-elected local chapter
presidents installed at the third annual
Civitan Inter-Club meetings held at the
Kenlake Hotel with Dr. Harry Sparks
as speaker and John L Williams of
Murray as master of ceremonies. Other
clubs were Cadiz, Princeton, Fulton,
Paducah, and Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Jeanne Willis was named as
outstanding citizen of Murray and
Calloway County for this year by the
Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi
Lambda sorority of the Woodmen of the
World at the meeting held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Judy Kelso, Ellen Watson, Jayne
Scott, Debbie Rogers, Kathy Calhoun,
Karen Alexander, Jennifer Lovett, and
Mirram Hendon were unit clothing
winners at the Calloway County 4-H
Club Style Show held June 17 at the
Murray State University Student Union
Building.
Births reported include a girl
Noelani, to the Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd
Cornell on June 15.
Glenda White, Carolyn Hendon, Jane
Arant, Liz Gowans, Linda Houston, and
Sheila Stallons of Murray University
School are pictured at the International
Cheerleacting Camp being held at
Murray State University.
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20 Years Ago
Marinell Myers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Myers of Lynn Grove, was
awarded a state scholarship at the
meeting of the Kentucky Future
Homemakers of America held at
Western State College, Bowling Green.
She was valedictorian of the senior
class at Lynn Grove High School. Bess
Kerlick was her FHA advisor.
C. D. Lutrell, Kentucky Division of
Flood Control, spoke to watershed
directors and soil conservation district
supervisors in the East Fork Clarks
River Watershed at Benton on June 16.
Steve Williams pitched for the
American Legion baseball team as they
beat Hickman 19 to 7. Murray's record
is now 4 to 1 Lubie Veal is team coach.
Miss Sandra Joan Searfos, daughter
of Mr. and ?Ms. G. H. Searfos, and
Charles Duin Scarborough, son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. M. Scarborough, were
married June 8 at the First Methodist
Church.
Pure pork sausage is advertised at 29
cents per pound in the ad for Parker
Food Market this week.

30 Years Ago
Murray Boy Scouts prepared to said
more than one-half ton of clothing to the
West Coast for the relief of Columbia
River flood victims. The Scouts are
being directed by Scoutmaster Ralph
Wear.
Deaths reported include Leland
McNabb, age 69, and the infant twin
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Greenup.
The Hotel National Dining RooM will
open June 20 with A. C. Jackson as
owner and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Brooks as managers.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Roberts of
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Elizabeth, to Herbert
Lee Williams,son of Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Williams of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miles and sons,
Bob and Keith, and daughter, Carolyn,
of Abilene, Texas, are the guest of
relatives in Murray and Calloway
County.
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Political Ball Starts Rolling
For State Sen. Larry Hopkins
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The political ball has started
rolling for state Sen. -Larry
Hopkins of Lexington, the
favorite to become the
Republican nominee for
Congress in the 6th District
when the GOP holds its
district convention Friday
night.
Some sources said Monday
that thousands of dollars
already have been raised for
him, including money from
the Republican National
Committee, and that the
amount could reach tens of
thousands of dollars by the
end of this week.
Hopkins has scheduled a
news conference at Lexington'
Tuesday morning, and is
expected_te -disclose his
availability for the post.
He has expressed interest in
the race for U.S. representative, though he previously
had his eye on the 1979 GOP
gubernatorial race and a

maneuvering, declaring he least nominally, but Easterly
does not care who the op- would need more support than
position installs against him that against a potent GOP
for November.
opponent.
The emergeve of Hopkins,
The state senator aria his
a 44-year-old Lexington family spent a considerable
stockbroker, would change the sum on the primary and
complexion of the contest, Easterly assumed, before
giving the GOP a stronger Miss Foust withdrew, that the
contender who could make an major expenses were o‘er.
all-out bid for a big margin in
Additionally, the supposedly
,the -Lexington area to offset growing unpopularity of
lEasterly's expected huge vote Carter poses the dilemma for
tally in Franklin County.
Easterly of whether to
The possibility has sparked capitalize on whatever the
the interest of Republican President can offer or keep a
Party officials in Washington. discreet distance, lest his GOP
A political source said it also foe make a major issue of any
has prompted contributions close link.
from anti-labor interests in
Fayette County.
Meantime, it was learned
that friends of Easterly tried
unsuccessfully to arrange a
personal meeting for the
Democratic nominee with',
President Carter last week.
Easterly reportedly told
NEW YORK (AP) them other commitments kept
him
from
flying
to "Lifeline," a new show
featuring real-life doctors, has
Washington.
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have to support Easterly. at
president for programs
political action committee
already has been formed for
him.
Precinct leaders in the
Bluegrass
district's
17
counties will hold a convention
at Lexington to choose a
nominee, replacing Mary
Louise Foust of Shelbyville,
who won the nomination in the
May primary.
Miss Foust, 68, a former
state auditor, pulled out of the
contest more than a week ago,
citing what she called
overwhelming labor support
for state Sen. Tom Easterly of
Frankfort, the Democratic
nominee.
Easterly,
who
upset
incumbent John Breckinridge
of Lexington in last month's
Democratic primary, has
denounced the move as a
perversion of the democratic
process engineered by the
state GOP hierarchy.
Otherwise, he has kept a low
profile during the Republican
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BIBLE FACTS INC. If
we decide to serve God,
then we must do it His
way. Proberbs 16:25
states "There is a way
that seemeth right unto
a man, but the end
thereof are the ways of
death." The Bible is the
only source of information that is inspired by God, and is for
our information and
edification, II Timothy
3:16,17 For Bible study
and answers call 7594600
FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into ,any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
BIBLE FACTS INC. Jesus says in John 14:6
-I am the way, the
truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the
Father, but my me."
Bible Services Saturdays, 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Bible answers and study
anytime. 759-4600.

If You
Need Them:

555

Fire. .
Police. .
Rescue , .
Ambulance
Hospital
(urgency
Humane
Society
Comprehensive
Care
Poison Control . .
Senior Citizens .
Needline
. ..
Learn To Read .
Foster
Parenting
Airport

5

55
555

ass57
al555
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THE PHANTOM daily comic strip is omitted from today's comics because it
has not been received from the feature syndicate
The serial will be restarted as soon as the material is received.
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4. In Memory
IN MEMORY of W. G.
Parrish who passed
away two years ago,
June 20, 1976.
There comes "a time for
all of us, When we must
say good-bye
But faith and hope and
love and trust can never
never die
,Although the curtain falls
at last; Is that a course
to grieve
The future's fairer than
the past; If only we
believe
And trust in God's eternal
care; So when the
Master calls
Let's say that life is still
more fair; Although the
curtain falls.
Sadly missed by wife nod
daughters -and grandchildren

,

Starks
Hardware
12th and Poplar
753-1227 ,
Free 6ift
Wren*
6. Help Wanted
S 'OIL. TEACHER
NEEDS babysitter in
my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own transportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
MEDICAL
SECRETARY
with
experience to work with
specialist
in
new
physician's
office
building. Send typed
resume to Dr. Phillip
Klapper, MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital, 803 Poplar,
Murray, KY 42071.
PARTY
PLAN
SUPERVISOR
MERRIC-MAC
toy
parties has opening for
supervisors
and
demonstrators in your
area. Quality merchandiseHighest
commission. No investment, delivering or
collection. Call Ann
Baxter collect 319-5568881 or write MERRICMAC,
Box
1277,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
AMWAY
DISTRIBUTORS
needed in Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae 13orgarding,
Rt.3, Box 322, Theodore,
AL 36582.
IMMEDIATE OPENING,
Tennessee Opportunity
Program is accepting
applications for an out
reach worker to cover
Calloway County. For
information call 4446111.

641 SUPER SHELL now
taking applications for
part-time and full-time
help
with
minor
mechanic knoweldge.

SERVICE STATION
attendant needed. Must
be neat and mature.
good working conditions, uniiorms furnished, paid vacations.
Apply in person at Ky.
I.dks Oil Co., South 4th.

31 & Ky. 305 S.
Paducah, Ky., 502-4428769

CLEAN IT
SO YOU CAN
SEE OUT

WOMAN
TO
do
alterations. Apply in
person. No phone calls
please. Murray Tailor
Shop, 418 Main Street.

BABYSITTING student who wants job
for summer, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. weekdays, call 7539880 after 4 p.m.

TERN
TANKS

diticatp

WANTED
DENTAL
Secretary, . Previous
Medical Dental Experience
preferred Someone who likes
people, good typist with
bookkeeping knowledge.
Hours 8-5 five days per
week. Send resume in
own handwriting to Box
32F, Murray Ledger and
Times. Salary Commensurate with experience.
APPLICATIONS SOON to
be taken for our new
location in Murray.
Baskin-Robbins
Ice
l'rerne

Full Time
Soles Person
Part days and pert wrists and
attenuate Seetiwt.
ys Apply at
Nia4164111 in
y lei-Ale
pertirstity F..
Corder Equal
plover

SEWING MACHINE
OPERATORS.
Experience desired but not
necessary. Apply at
Calloway
Manufacturing, 111 Poplar.
WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.

15. Articles For Sale
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model- 553:$99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 7591117 after 4 p.m.
SHOWER DOORS and
tub enclosures Thornton
Tile and Marble, South
9th. Call 753-5719.
FOR SALE, good 220
gallon oil tank. Call 7535628.
WEED EATERS Clippie model, $19.99.
Snippy model, $39.99.
Needie model,500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

.9 Situations Wanted
WE DO masonry work,
anything in brick or
block. Specialize in
repair work. Phone 1901-243-4651.

Used Furniture

10 Business Opportunity
MONEY TO LOAN for
farms, business construction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project considered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 10 p.m.

12. Insurance
BENNETT
AND
ASSOCIATES. Group
Insurance
Specialists
serving West Kentucky
and
Tennessee.
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 753-7273.

Used Appliances
Used TM:5
Hodge L Son, Inc.
205 So 551

FREEZER BEEF-Choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter,89 cents a
pound, whole or half 99
cents a pound, hind
quarter, $1.09 a pound
hanging weight. Food
stamps accepted. We
also
do
custom
slaughtering,
Paris
Meat Processing 6428201 off 641. One mile
North of Paris on Old
Murray Road.

10. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.

1-1-13-t4urriitt

WANT TO buy 1-3 acres of
land with trees on water
system. 753-8491 after 5
p.m.

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales I& Service

15 Articles For Sale
TILLERS 5 h. p. chain
drive. Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
KINGWOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
premium
grade.
A78x13", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13'',
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
G78x14" or 15", $24.81
plus
$2.60
FET,
H78x15", $26.36 plus
$2.85 FET, L78x15",
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SWING
SET
FOR
SALE.Has Teeter
Totter, Slide,Swing Bar.
A place for two swings.
Call 753-6531.
WE BUY AND SELL useci
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
COPYING PAPER
I/
1
2111"--CM.

$19 SO

PRINTING
Winch•st•r S•rviciis
M PA 4t -

rs)-sm

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
30 USED TRACTORS
and equipment. Several
used cars and trucks.
Will trade for anything
of value. Call 759-4895.

smcncE

DETECTORS,
, nationally
advertised
. brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.

Room Air
Conditioners

641 N

7S3-44711

FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' 4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
WET STATION
for
beauty salon. $200 or
best offer. Call 753-6435
or 759-4937.
NEVER USED anything
like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop." •
MAN'S 3 speed bike,
seems like new, $50
Solid Chevy double bed
$50. Call 759-4706.
USED FURNITURE, car
tape players, beauty
shop equipment, stereo,
odds and ends. Can be
seen after 5 at 712 Olive
or call 753-2888.
AIR CONDITIONER,
12,000 BTU. $100. 7534070.

53.95 NUTS Ml On THIS
1 • Intern Need Penny
- liberty *reel
leffet• lecke'
Lary Penny eau
WW II 1943 Penny
• W. I. ',reties
Ilefere 1920 ay
Wooden Wiwi
Mint Pear/ 23 yrs
• 19441S Penny lens)
- Rowe 1%0-0 Small
We Peaty
S Merl Peony 25 yrs.
Mei Free two $ sa
Plus Ow Free Gift
Phil$ Oar Free Oreavre
Seet1 $3.95 usta .25 Postage
10
JIM D•WIMINO & CO.
sets S P0.5145 Vievnaole Map
tenon. P. !ISM

16. Home Furnishings
BLACK LEATHER hidea-bed
couch
with
matching chair and 40"
electric stove in excellent condition. Also
pair of men's size 6
black leather roller
scates. 753-8567

HELP WANTED
One full-time and one part-time positions open in
kitchen. Experience not necessary. Please apply
between 4 and 5p. m. anyday

Seven Seas Restaurant
/Ivry. 641 N., Me/Tay

1
4/.

6 Help Wanted
/EXPERIENCED
CASHIERS
wanted.
Must be willing to work
any shift. Apply in
person to Uncle Jeff's.

It's A Fad
Father Buys
His Tools At

PART-TIME POSITIONS
available for young
Murray residents. Must
be neat and dependable.
Sales and-or art and
display abilities helpful.
Apply in person only at
the College Shop.

753-5362
489 1414

tat

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333,

PAGE 10
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Home Furnishings

19 Farm Equipment

20 Sports Equipment

BOMBER BASS boat,
APPROX1AMTELY 18' ALLLS CHAMLERS nofully equipped, 65 hp
till four row drill with
base and wall cabinets,
Mercury, M&M custom
six coulters and 200
coppertone range, hood
trailer. 753-2316 after 5
gallon aluminum tank
cook top, double sink.
p.m.
attached.
Call 436-2372.
entire group. $300. Also
15' RUNABOUT and
a small desk. $10 489BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
trailer. with electric
2285 after 6 p.m
quality
Premium
starter and windshield,
guaranteed, $10.99 per
50 horsepower Mercury,
KROEHLER COUCH.
bale. Wallin Hardware,
$750 or best offer. 435matching maple end
Paris.
4363.
tables, maple twin beds
new
practically
with
20 Sports Equipment
RED AND WHITE bass
inner spring mattress FOR SALE 1974 BLUE
boat, hasn't been in
Call
springs.
and box
and silver metallic
water over 3 times. Call
753-3659 after 6.
Checkmate.. .Lots of
753-4352 or 753-1703.
extras. For more information call 354-6419.
115 JOHNSON outboard
New
16
motor with power, tilt.
Patterns
1974 1812 CRUISERand trim, less than 200
Of vinyl cushion floor
CRAFT cabin cruiser,
hours, $1250, 436-5680.
on sale at Wiggins
105 hp Chrysler, sleep 2Furniture,641 North.
4, $3000. 753-6073 or 75340 H. P. JOHNSON 1512'
5216.
boat and trailer. $350.
Record in fathometer,
.8 Sewing
17 FT FIBERGLASS
$125. Call 436-2538.
boat, 75 horse power
USED SINGER SEWLNG
22 Musical
Evinrude motor and
machine, zig zag, all
trailer. $1,000. 436-5866.
KIMBALL
MUSIC
regular
attachments.
CENTER 601 Broad;Sews perfect, fully
HOUSEBOAT, HOLIDAY
way, Paducah, Ky.
"guaranteed. Full cash
house,
25
ft.
aluminum
Across
from Irving Cobb
Payments
:price. $39.50.
hull. New motor, new
Hotel. Ph 443-3879 Shop
may be arranged. For
steam curtains, sleeps
if you like, but check our
free home demon6,
fully equipped. Phone
prices. Open late Friday
stration write Martha
354-6295.
nights.
5,
Route
Hopper,
Benton, Ky. or call 354- TWO OVER outboard
8619.
motors, .81-2 h.p. One
runs, one doesn't. Both
19 Farm Equipment
95. Call 753-0085.
FREE '
FOR SALE tobacco and
Inspection
tomato sticks. Call 489- 1972 FIBERGLASS walk
Kelley's
though windshield, bass
2126.
Termite
seats. Mercury motor.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
$1,750. Call 435-4556.
8 Pest
Deluxe, $92.50. StanControl
dard. $85.00. Truck bed
NEW 1978 MODEL 8 hp
100 Sevin 1316
protectors, $75.00. Tail
boat motor. Call 7594825
Phone 7$3-3114
gate protectors,
In Business Over
from 8-5. 753-2863 after 5.
30 Years
stainless steel, $15.
Certified By EPA
1977 SOMERSET 1612ft.,
Vinson Tractor .Co. 753175 h.p. Evinrude.
4892.
24 Miscellaneous
Brown and gold metal
flake. Call 753-8647.
NEED GRAIN BINS,
RADIAL TIRE Sale don't buy from anyone
Steel belted oremiurn
until you get our quote.
wall.
Fiberglass
repairs.
white
grade
The best bin at the
Marine and Auto. Bob
$43.65
15",
GR78x14" or
lowest
cost.
Agri
Cook, 317 N. 4th. 767FET,
$2.97
plus
Products, 753-3000 or
4386 or 759-1161.
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
753-9920.
FET,
$3.15
plus
.JR78x15" or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FREE

71' ARMOUR DOUBLE
wide trtiler for sale. 7591219 until 3, 753-3337
after 5.
FOR SALE- 1959 Star
Mobile Home 10' X 55',
furnished, good Quality
and good condition.
Phone 753-3895 or 7533482.
29 Mobile Home Rentals

tp

20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Peened nod rook 14 to 12 g 71. Also bore style, offices. rettsyes,
mobilo home .d-oes, end patios. or U•Still.0. p1 ort completely reedy
to /useable op to 21 z 10. Avg the best for less

ROTO
COMPARE
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
26 TY Radio
RGE SELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only 812.00
per month. Clayton's
(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

For Sale
By Owner
:-,-141111116.,
• 11Ig •••

3 bedroom brick in Bagwell Manor Subdivision. 2
baths, fully carpeted, built-in range and dishwasher. central heat and air.

WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
and B Music ), 753-7575.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after.5,

TRAILER FOR RENT.
See Brandon Dill at
Murray
Drive-In
Theater entrance.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
PROFESSOR NEEDS 1
or 2 bedroom apartment
on August 1, call 7537744.
32 Apartments For Rent
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
APARTMENTS South
Extended,
Broad
ApKy.
Murray,
plications now being
taken for new one, two
and three bedroom,
VIII BudSection
subsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 3060 days. Call 753-8668.
Ask for Brenda Jones.
opportunity
Equal
housing.
OLIVE
STREET
Apartment-one room
efficiency apartment for
rent. Bath and open
closet near campus. $85.
Call 753-4453 from 8-5.
FURNISHED ONE and
two bedroom apart
--mem. Inquire -at 100 S.
13th.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, air
conditioned. Hwy. 121 N.
next to fair grounds.
Call 753-3139.
APARTMENT NEAR
University, couple only,
$275 including utilities.
Available August 10.
Phone 436-5479.
ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.

FOR SALE: "African
Pygmy Goats, two
Bucks and low- Does.
Also one pair of
Peafowls.- Call 3548198.
38. Pets

Supplies

ENGLISH SETTER, 512
years old, good hunter,
best offer, 753-8432
40. Produce
FOR SALE, June apples,
You pick 'ern, $3.50 Per
bushel. Call 753-3536
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE - moving
out sale, furniture, and
items.
miscellaneous
June 19-24, 753-8455, 208
Poplar.
YARD SALE: Wednesday, June 21 thru
June 21-23, 7 a.m. til 6
p.m. at 804 N. 19th
Street.
13 Real Estate
KENTUCKY
NEAR
LAKE. Large yearround home in wooded
setting. Approximately
2700 square feet of living
area in the impressive
home with walk-out
basement. Central heat
and air, 2 fireplaces with
heatalator, extra 2-car
garage with boat shed
and workshop, large
screened back porch
and quality construction
thoughout. Priced in the
60's and worth it: Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. For all your
real estate needs.
IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS or retirement
home. This is located in
an excellent quiet neighborhood
near city
schools and hospital.
Two bedroom masonary
constructioe with gas
heat, storm windows,
new
roof, outside
storage building and
landscaping.
Interior
has new carpeting and
'decorating. Look at this
and make an offer. John
('. Neubauer, Realtor,
206 So. 4th Street, 7530101 or 7531.

LARGE 7 ROOM house
completely furnished.
washer-dryer included,
6 acres of land. $300 per
month. Call 4374880
PANAROMA SHORESLake front home for
lease. 3 bedroom -2
baths. Owner looking for
mature couple only. $300
per month. Phone 4365479.
FIVE ROOM house for
retired couple for rent.
No pets. Call 753-7449.
36 For Rent Or lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
253-4758

FOR SALE, 2 bedroom.
1973 mobile home,
moving rhust sell cheap
492-8407.

after 5 P.M.

Supplies

34 Houses For Rent

27 Mobile Home Sales

Phone 7534752

37 Livestock

27 Mobile Home Sales

Pti-itesstonal Services
With The Frsenidly TouchLOOKING FOR A
LAKE VIEW? There
it is! Mobile home has
added utility room and
3 porches. All furniture, appl's &
freezer. Central heat &
conditioning.
air
Wooded lot with lake
ramp
view-boat
Only
privileges.
$19,500. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate 105 N.
12th.

43. Real Estate

=NMI

43 Real Estate

SELL YOUR FARM
through
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquires
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
NE V 'LISTING-3 tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
bedroom mobile home in
Rolling Acres Sub- sell, contact us at 7531222. Also if you have
division off Hwy 280.
been wanting to purConvenient to lake or
chase acreage, contact
town. This home has
us for an update on
been remodeled for
properties listed for sale
comfortable permanent
in Calloway County. We
living. New Central air
at
KOPPERUD
conditioning system, 2REALTY provide a
car carport with canopy
complete range of Real
for protection from sun
Estate Service. Phone
and rain. Gas heat for
us today.
economy and all furnitur is included. Large
block 12 x 20 building for
workshop or storage.
Must see all the extras
for only $16,995. Nelson
Shroat Co. Realtors, 7591707.
BOYD-MAJORS•m(
REAL ESTATE
753-4080
Purdom & Thurman

FOR SALE 71,2 acres,
well of water, 2 trailer
hookups. 1 mile from 94
East and Kenlake Golf
course. Call 437-4617.

n

Insurance & Real Estate
south,,de Court Sq uare

"PrefemuogialSertices
With The Friendly Touch'

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451
FRESH
ON
THE
MARKET and in that
demand area of park
and shopping.. living
room with fireplace, 4
bedrooms,economic gas
heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the phone
now.. don't let this home
get away. LORETT'A
JOBS REALTORS...7531492.
"AS DAY BREAKS."
listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre minifarm-located southwest.
Priced in the 20's. Call
n o w ... . 753
1492...LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS

LAKEFRONT-House
under construction.
. Good water frontage.
Completed on outside
& completed bath, rest
of house with studs.
Deep well. Concrete
boat dock. 2 lots. 3.8
miles from New Concord on Hwy. 444.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

PLAL tirkS

41111mia
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531051
IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must
cost a lot...2 bedroom
recently
frame
redecorated and just
new
for
looking
owners... large lot in
East School District.
Loretta Jobs Realtors;
753-1492.
112 ACRES
with approximately one-third
mile blacktop highway
frontage for sale. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

ITNE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1701

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
for sale.
Located on South 12th
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
location. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more information

liede ;efts awing C•0**

.
".BOYD-MAJORS"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
"Prole:swami Services
With The Fnerwity Touch"

NEWLY LISTED This 3 bedroom, 2
bath, B. V. presently
construction.
under
Buy now and select
your colors, carpeting,
panelling, etc. This
many
has
home
desirable features, including entry hall,
great room, fireplace
w/heat-o-lator. Single
garage, but double
driveway. UNBELIEVABLY PRICED AT
$39,500. In Bagwell
Manor. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
Sf

Nornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE MOORS
Monday-Friday-730-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair cut $1.50
Call 753-3685..

3 Real

REDO A
her shi
acres a
date. H
building
an offe
forget
ad on th
of the
Tuesday
any qu
our ads,
come by
pick u
brochur
Realtor

Qt1
527-146
APPP

FIGHT
and beg"
the fut
roomy 3
on 34
minutes
limits.
study, 1 1
heat an
tached g
nice shr
includin
trees,
backya
KOPPF
REAL
visit o
located
Main.

B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

436-2788

James W. Stephens
111101111

LOOKING FOR THAT
BEAUTIFUL PLACE
TO BUILD
WITHIN 4 MILES OF
MURRAY?
Here's the answer to
your dreams!
Large
lots,
approximately 3 acres
I 200 X 660), include
water and have just
the restrictions you
need to protect that
beautiful building site
for your home.
Subdivision is located
31 2 miles east of
Murray on the Ezell
Road.
Restrictions include:
-1500 minimum sq.
ft. of living space per
house
--no subdividing of
lots
-no mobile homes
businesses,
--no
wholesale or retail
Price per lot is
Only$750URY! 3 lo
left.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Phone:
753-835S, M-f
11:30A.M.-5:00 P.M.

43 Real Estate

ESTABLLSHEDBUSINESS
located in center of
SOLAR BUILDER? Two,
Murray. Owner will
2 acres of all day 'A consider financing with
southern exposure,
25 percent down, Don't
$3000. West on Hwy 464,
let this opportunity of a
31-2 miles from Alino
life time pass you by.
Erichson
Heights. Call
Call LORETTA JOBS
Realty, 1-502-527-1441.
REALTORS today. 7531492.

1111111phrelowwil

247-8803
Joe B. Wright
247-2880
Caroline Copeland
247-6086

ACTION WITH INTEGRITY

Mary Ruth Wright
247-2523
Ruth Via
247-3331
Dan Cashel
247-0400
I,

MIS

Camay fern
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"
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Price'
$14,500.00
753-3

New b
prime 1
availab

FARMINGTON AREA
Ultimate in country luxury is this 1920 square ft. home on 1.6 acres of
trees. Sunken den with fireplace, bookshelves and corner built-ins, formal dining room with china cabinets, living room with detailed molding,
entry foyer with ranch plank flooring, 3 bedrooms with ample closets
(walk-in etc.), 2 full marble baths, and a large 2 car garage with storage
room with a well. Includes custom drapes and bedspreads. Call for an appointment today. $62,000.

NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERUD REALTY
KEYED TO CONVENIENCE
Immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with central heat and air, den with fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive design and decor throughout
Extra, Extra: large modern workshop building
with concrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality home
-- Good value. Priced in the high 30's.

Member._
Multiple
Listing

THIS IS GOOD HOUSE SENSE
Four bedroom, 2 bath home ideally located close
to shopping areas. Lots of storage in this new
listing 10 closets. Phone.ps today for more information. 30's.

,

Murray, Ky.

COMFORT?
WANT CHARM 1

This home is for you. Three bedroom home with
fireplace in living room attached garage, lovely
wooded yard with white picket fence. Charm and
comfort at a comfortable price. Low 30's.

HAVEN FROM THE HEAT
Cape Cod style home on quiet street. Home
features fireplace in living room, den, formal
dining room, basement, central natural gas heat
and situated on lovely tree shaded lot. Priced in
. mid-30's

KOPPERUD
REALTY

WANT TO MOVE UP AND OUT?
New Listing in prestigious Oaks Estates. If you
Want a house that is different from your neighbors, see this one! Three beautiful bedrooms,
large bathrooms, stereo intercom, heat pump
..and a large upstairs game room. All this plus
fireplace, extra storage and well decorated - call
us and let us stiow you this one.

24 Hr. Phone - Ph. 753-1222
REALTOR

Harry Patterson 492-8302 -

itg 1.N Ti
b AN III

Bill Rayburn 759-4900 - Geri Andersen 753-7932 George Gallagher 753-11129 - Bill Kopperud 753-1222
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43. Real Estate

Waldrop Realty
if) Busine.%
Since 195 t,
753.5646

REDO AN OLDIE...make
her shine...Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and
pick up our new
brochure. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

QUALITY
REAL

527.1468 7539625
FIGHT INFLATION
and begin investing for
the future with this
roomy 3 bedroom home
on 34 acre lot only
minutes from city
limits. Home features
study, 1'2 baths, central
heat and air, 2 car attached garage. Lots has
nice shrubs and trees,
including some fruit
trees, and
fenced
backyard. Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
visit our conveniently
located office at 711
Main.

WILSON

I,

REALTOR.

County atinosphola yet only
nolowros from fawn! Three BR
brick with adjoining woods
Real backyard. Carpet over
hardwood in living room and
hall. large Ii a Messer BR.
Tile
bath.
Immediate
ion. Only 534,500.
po
Sharp 2 bedroom aluminum
siding home located in Limo
on corner lot. New paneling
throughout, large rooms, low
utility bills. He. 10s 10 metal
storage building, trim deep
lot. Priced to sell at
114,200.00
753-3253 Anytime

901

753-7724
Sycamore

Murray, 5y

44. lots For Sale

FOR SALE - 350
Yamaha, excellent
condition. $400 or best
offer. 753-6435 or 7594937.

BSA CUSTOM CHOPPER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
TWO LOTS for sale at
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Cypress Cove. 170 x 100
ft. deep. Contact Mr. W. --- Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
F. Moreland, Marion,
lots of chrome. Ridden
Ky. 502-965-2911.
less than 10 miles. Very
46. Homes For Sale
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
SHERWOOD FORE-ST inquiries only.
three bedroom brick,
two baths, formal living
18. Automotive Service
area, large den with
TRUCK TIRE Sale circular fireplace,
Hivray tread, 700x15", 6
kitchen-dining
comply, $27.57 plus $2.85
bination, central air and
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
heat, other built-ins,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
large corner lot. Phone
Wallin
Hardware,
753-2452.
Paris.
COMFORTABLE
old
49 Used Cars 81 Trucks
home on large corner
FOR
SALE,
1967
lot. Two bedroom, living
Mustang, 6 cylinder
room, dining room,
automatic, fair conKitchen and utility
dition. 753-5368 after 5
upstairs.
room. Large
p.m.
Will sell furnished or
753unfurnished Call
1972 FURY III, runs good
3349.
but needs new paint.
$400 or best offer. 437BRICK HOUSE on 1'4
4880.
acres 4 miles west of
Murray, 759-1130.
1977 OLDS, -CustomCruiser Station Wagon.
3-1 1,2, CARPETED,
All power, sharp. Call
central H & A, garage.
Mayfield, 247-4293 after
fenced,
fireplace,
5 p.m.
Lynnwood Estates, 7530717 after 4.
1975 JEEP CJ5 white and
blue. Levi editon. Call
HOUSE FOR SALE by
753-5273.
owner. 3 bedroom, 1 L2
baths, living room, den
with dining area, kit- FOR SALE 1973 Datsun
610 wagon with factory
chen with built-in stove,
air. AM W-tape. Low
utility room. Fenced
mileage. $1795. Call 753back yard with tool shed
0011 after 5 p.m.
and 10 producing fruit
trees. 1614 Kirkwood.
1977 PONTIAC Ventura,
Call 753-8128
1 owner, like new.
Brown exterior. Low
mileage. Call 753-5273.

753-7618 after 5:00

1970 VOLKSWAGEN
bug, red. Good conditon.
Call 753-5273.
1977 FORD LANDAU, 4
door, white and brown.
Nice Call 753-5273.
1970 FORD LTD, 4 door,
good condition. Cruise
control, air and factory
tape. Call 753-3349

Inflation
Fighter

1973 DODGE
pick-up,
power steering, and.
brakes and air, $1600.
753-2249

Demonstrators
1978 Magnum
1978 LeBaron
19780150 Pickup
1978 Cordoba
each

1962 PICKUP, half-ton
with new camper top.
Call 753-6471.

S 1 ,000.00 Off
1971 OLDSMOBILE; 1949
Pontiac, straight 8; 1963
Corviar; all need engine
work all 435-4126.

Jim Fain
110 Syconiors

,

•

1963 CHEVY pickup,
short step side, v-8
straight shift. Call 7538612 or 437-4529.

••
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Hill ol Vars.A very unique breakfast menu,
/0 different sandwiches, choke
steaks, dinners, seafood, the
biggest chef salads anywhere,
20 varietes of fine imported tea.
. plus many other great things
to go overboard Ind'
.1.11E

BOSTON TEA-P4RTYUS'641 NorthMikroy, Ky.
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1967 CADILLAC Eldorado
coupe, light yellow,
brown vinyl top. all
power, tilt and stereo
scope steering wheel,
AM-FM radio, air
conditioned, good
condition, $850 or best
offer
Call 753-0212
before 4 and 436-5412
after 5.
1968 FORD
Station
Wagon, fair condition,
engine work needed.
- $1.50. Call 435-4126.

51.

51 Services Offerer
ROOFING. Excellent
references. Call 753-1486
7 to 3:30 ask for Shelley.

4

I°BRIW
I.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

.111.1M1

•

RAMDURGER

FOR SALE - 1976 280Z,
good condition. Call 4422426.

ATTENTION

closets
itorage
• an ap-

ates. If you
your neighbedrooms,
heat pump
II this plus
wated - call

YOU! Rey People
In Real Estate"

New building soon to be under construction, in
prime location with OFFICE and RETAIL space
available for leasing. If interested call...

cres of
ns, for-

hielMozOUT?

Guy Spann Realty

ONE ACRE land with old
house, beautiful building
site, shade trees, '2 mile
north of Kirksey. 4892494.

Popl. /lemur

We have

r Roth Wright
!47-2523
Ruth Via
!47-3331
Casteel
47-0400

47. Motorcycles
RIAU:1MM"
THERAPY.. Cure for 1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
those city blahs! ! Here
than 1,000 miles. Call
is a 3 bedroom brick to
436-2262 or 753-8078.
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the FOR SALE,
1976 Honda
plush carpeted living
CJ-360T, like new, 6000
room or family room
miles. Call 759-4195.
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3 1973 750 HONDA excellent
bedrooms with pegged
condition, must sell. Call
floor and 2 decorative
753-8612 or 437-4529.
baths.. Southwest
School District. Loretta 1970 HONDA
chopper,
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.
$800. Call 753-6556.

EDS RIR MORENOMERESULTS
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
ANYi
KIND
OF
HAULING in city or
county. Call 759-1247
or 753-9685.

4611%1
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 OLDS Vista cruiser
station wagon, air
power, radial tires, good
condition. $895. '73
Dodge pick-up, short
and wide, 6 cyl., $1295
489-2595.
'68 AUSTIN American, 4
cylinder, automatic,
$400. 1966 VW motor,
1965 VW transmission,
front
end,
and
suspension. Phone 7535913 after 4.
1973 TRIUMPH TR-6
convertible, power and
air, Michelin radials,
gas saver, $2750. Call
247-4108.
1971 FORD MAVERICK
autoamtic, radio, excellent condition. Call
753-7853.
1978
PONTIAC
FIREBIRD formula,
AM-FM stereo-tape, tilt
steering, 5100 miles. 6429284 days, 642-6294
nights.
FOR
SALE
1968
Chevrolet pickup truck.
Very good condition.
$600. 436-2448 after 4.
1974 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle. 2 new
tires, new battery, good
condition, $1950. Call
759-4711.

icon united Featc-is Syndicate

50

Campers

ARROWHEAD CAMPER
sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover, 01
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,"
Ky:
.- 2474187.
1972 STARCRAFT popup camper, sleeps 6, has
electric
or
gas
refrigerator and awning
with it. 436-2489.
1976 COMANCHE Travel
Trailer
17',
selfcontained refrigerator, 3
burner stove, air conditioning, sleeps 6,
carpet, good condition,
$2150. Call 492-8222
after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE, 1974 Starcraft Starmaster 8,
excellent condition, Call
345-2028, Mayfield.

1970 F 100 PICKUP, light
green. Call 753-5273.
1950 CHRVROLET, runs
good, drives good. $250.
Good 283 Chevy engine
and transmission. 1973
Vega Series GT, bad
motor, good body, good
tires All for $250. Call
753-0085:
1978 MUSTANG H with Ttop. Loaded with extras,
1,000 miles. Must sell or
take over payments. 7534112 or 753-0181.

RENT RINSENVAC
No afloat "dieit•yoorsoff"
method cleans carpets so...

war-

38 pound portable powerhouse does all the work
DPECTIVILTcleans, rinses and vacuums
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweep

professionaLs do-at
a fraction of the coat
YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM),

WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and
used
campers. East 94 Highway, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
YES(WE HAVE the two
door model Nomad
travel trailer in stock.
Paschall Camper Sales,
5 mile South of Murray
on 641. Call 492-8186.
5. Services Offered

SPECIAL OFFER introducing k new vinyl'
siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Jirothers and
Sons, 354-8951 or 3624895.
EXPERIENCED
INTERIOR and exterior
house painter Call 7591228.

Bel-Air boor Store

PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
BUSHOGGING
and
discing. Call 753-1261.
TWO BOYS wanting to
mow yards. Call 7538251.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

SWIM A LOT?
BUY A LOT ...
beautiful

K PP R
REALTY

Main Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-1222

BARK LEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full

1976 RACER XI, 15000
miles, power brakes and
steering tilt wheel, air
conditioning. tape.
Excellent condition. Cali
753-1588 after 6 p.m.

ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces. fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,00,12

Ohio Valley Reallstate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42.301

CARPENTER
AVAILABLE TO do
small jobs, satisfaction
guaranteed. Call 7536471 after 4 p.m.
DALE SPENCER'S
Portable Sandblasting
and
Painting
and
Backhoe Service Free
estimates. Call 753-6626.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563.
Ralph Worley.
FOR SALE-Decorated
Rip -rap,
Rock,
driveways white rocked
graded, free
and
estimates, Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
or
TREES
NEED
or
shrubbery
cut
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Mika*,,4 Toe

,

753-11100

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
stallation _will
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
EXPERIENCED MAN
will do interior "wood
working finish carpentry, and cabinet
finishing. Call 435evening.
4150

PHONE
502-685-4961
5

44.

INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears753-2310
for
free
estimates.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service 1

1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Lots of extras.
Excellent condition. Call
4374836 after 6 p.m.

1974
VEGA
HATCHBACK, new rebuilt 1974 LTD Country Squire
engine. Very clean. $995.
Station Wagon. All
1803 College Farm Rd. , power and air. In extra
good conditioq_with new
1969 FORD, $300 Phone
tires $1750.00. Phone 1354-6217.
753-9629 after 6:30.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.

On
Lake Barkely,five minutes by boat
from Barkley Lodge. One of the most unique and
scenic locations anywhere from this Panoramic
peninsula. Choice waterfront lots available at
rices. Lots also for sale on Kentucky
reasona
Lake.

71 1

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

A TO Z Construction
home building and
remodeling. Repairs of
all kinds. No job too big
or too small. Call 4374338.
Rent for only $12.00•day

-4

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

SERVICE MASTER OF
BYARS BROTHERS &
MURRAY, the
SON - General home
remodeling, framint- _professional
carpet
cleaners, daily, weekly,
aluminum siding and
monthly, or 1 time
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
cleaning. For free
or 1-362-4895.
estimates call 753-0259.
PROFESSIONAL window
53.
Feed And Seed
cleaner. Private homes
and
stores,
home
SEED BEANS for sale.
repairs. 20 years exRegistered
Forest
perience. Call 901-782germination 92. Contact
5981.
Bop Kemp, Lynn Grove,
Ky. 435-4343 or 435-4319.
BACKHOE WORK,septic
tank, gravel and dirt
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
753-5808.

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-perience. Call 436-2563,
Rarph Worley.

KOIKIAINCM1Ycleans the way

11.55/4 Colter 753-3642

1953 CHEVROLET 2-ton
truck. $1956 Ford 34 ton BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-topick-up
with
35'
install Eldorado Stone.
mounted extension
No costly footings or
ladder. Call 753-9686.
foundations. 100 percent
masonary
1973 TORINO WAGON, fireproof
product. Less than the
low mileage, like new,
cost of natural stone.
excellent
condition,
Use for interior or ex$1295. Will trade and
terior. An excellent doguarantee. 1803 College
it-yourself project or we
Farm Road.
will install. Huy direct
from
our factory.
1970 FIREBIRD 350
Timber-Lodge Stone and
automatic, gold color,
Fireplace, 706
N.
factory mags with new
Market Street, Paris,
tires, 8-track tape.
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901$900.00. Phone 1-354E412-1328.
6217.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM -FM
radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couchbed, ice box, sink, portapotti, carpeted, air
conditioned. Call 7530476.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

Services Offered

PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
54. Free Column
THREE FREE kittens, 2
solid white and 1 gold
tiger stripped 1084--z
South 14th.
FREE KITTENS, grey
and white, short haired,
mousers,
good
housebroken. Call 4365502.

We Are Proud
of Our New Offices
At

905 Sycamore
and invite you to come visit us and have a cup of
coffee.--

THRIVING BUSINESS
TRENHOLM'S Restaurant doing a very good
business. Building and equipment included in
sale. This is a real opportunity to step into a
going business. Financing availble. Call us for
details.

TRY THIS FOR SIZE
This extra large home is on 641 South and has 142
acre lot. There are 3 bedrooms, 12 x 17, 10 x 16
and 19 x 24. Home has central heat and air, 2
baths, wall to wall carpet, 14 x 26 living room, 12
x 15 dining room. On well landscaped lot and has
deep well, 2 large storage buildings, 15 fruit
trees, grape arbor, strawberries, blackberries
and a vegetable garden. True country living with
all the extras.

ON BROOKS CHAPEL ROAD
This trailer has been built onto and looks just like
a house. Needs finishing. 2 Acres of land, community water, gas heat. Has 4 bedrooms, 1'2
baths. Just the thing for a do it yourself person.
$19,500.

CYPRESS SPRINGS
15 Acres of wooded land just 3/10 nine-from the
lake. Has several good btulding sites. On the
blacktop. Suitable for developing.

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Metal building 40 x 88 on Sunbury Circle Commercial development. In really good condition.
plenty of parking and priced to sell.

BE INDEPENDENT
Here you can have a comfortable 2 bedroom
home with 34 acre lot and 2 rental trailers, deep
well. This place is neat as a pin and has several
varieties of fruit trees, strawberry patch, blackberries, raspberries, grape arbor and a good
garden. You must see this. Located at Cherry
Corner.

AURORA AREA
Lovely 3 bedroom white brick home with garage,
central heat and air, fireplace. A 14 x 24 shop
building. Home is carpeted and has range and
dishwasher. This is a nice comfortable home
away from the hustle and bustle.

ROOMY FAMILY HOME
With 2 acre lot on Les Todd Rd. A large 4
bedroom brick split level with double garage, 3
baths, central heat and air, formal dining room,
carpet, thermopane windows. You can get away
from the kids in this home.

NEAR UNIVERSITY
Modern brick 3 bedroom 2 bath home at 109 N
13th. Completely redecorated inside and out. A
beautiful new bath, new carpet. Large family
room with fireplace.

CHOICE LOCATION
At 1606 Wiswell Road is this large 2 story, 4
bedroom brick home with 2 baths. Has double
garage, central heat and air, fireplace, large
family room and on an acre lot. Possession with
deed. In the county but all city conveniences.

REDUCED
Lake cottage reduced to $16,000. 2 bedroom,
large great room with fireplace, bath, large red
wood deck, beautiful carpet. Located on 2 lots in
Center Ridge Subdivision. Owner will finance.

NEW AND LUXURIOUS
New 3 bedroom homes. Western cedar,fireplace
in den,living room,2 baths, double garage,large
deck, carpet, central heat and air, 1 block off
water. These homes are located in Cedarling
Hills Subdivision and are about ready to move in.
You just have to see them to realize how nice
they are.

HERE IS LUXURY
Large Home on two water front lots in Cedarling
Hills, extremely nice in side and out, has 3
fireplaces, 2 baths, central heat and air,
professionally decimated, large deck on waterside. All appliances go with house. Price for less
than replacement cost. If you are in the market
for a fine place like this give us a call and take a
look. You will be glad you did. Price 6110,000.

LOTS
We have lots at Haywood Vista, Cedarling Hills,
-Rockcastle Shore& aud._Westwood.Subdivision..
Call for details on these.

Guy Spann Realty
105 Sycamore
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Guy Spann 753-2587

153-7724
.atuse Baker 753-2409
T. C. Collie 753-51=
12
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Major Paschall
Is Graduate

Deaths and Funerals
Thomas J. Turnbow
Dies With Burial
At Salem Cemetery

Final Rites Held
For Fred Carroll

Funeral Held For
Paul Winter At
McClure Chapel

The funeral for Fred Carroll
of 502 Blair Street, Murray,
was held Monday at two p.m.
The funeral for Paul Winter.
Thomas J. Turnbow of at the chapel of the Blalockage 84, father of Mrs. Charles
Mayfield Route One
died Coleman Funeral Home with
Martha Kathryn) Thompson
Sunday at 2:15 p.m. at the the Rev. Glen Cie and the (
of Murray, was held Saturday
Maplewood Farms Nursing Rev. Dr. H. G.
ilas ofat two p.m. at the McClure
Home, !Mayfield. He was 88 ficiating. Mrs:Otto twtn was
Chapel, Bicknell, Ind., with
years of age.
organist.
the Rev. Donald Smith of
The deceased was a
Pallbearers were Joe Todd, floating and Homer Cassidy
member of the Salem Baptist Bobby Boyd, Dick Orr, Ted
as organist.
Church at Lynn Grove, a Atkins, Charles D. Johnson, J.
Active pallbearers were N.
retired Farmer, and former C. Kemp, Dr. Charles Mercer,
C. McClure, Lloyd Powell,
employee of the Pet Milk Lester Garland, James
Paul Villwock, Aubrey McCompany, Mayfield.
Joe
Lassiter,
Jiggs(
Claflin, Floyd Dierdson, and
Survivors include his wife, Emerson. Junior Childress,
Merlin Anderson. Honarary
Mrs. Lois Turnbow: one Will D. Thornton, Rainey
pallbearers were Albert
daughter, Mrs. William Kirby, Elkins, James H. McKinney,
Trairs, Byron Donaldson,
Mayfield; three sons, Dewey W. A. Cunningham, Darrell
Frank Herring, Golda Brandt,
Turnbow, Paducah, Tulon Mitchell, Joe Dick, and Rob
I.ewis Jobe, and Earl
Turnbow and Max Turnbow, Gingles. Burial was in the
Threlkeld.
Columbus. Ohio; two sisters, Murray Memorial Gardens.
Military graveside services
Mrs. Mae Beach, Farmington.
Mr. Carroll, age 64, died were held by
Bicknell VFW
and Mrs. Gladys Isbell, Saturday about five p.m. at
Post 3190 and burial was in the
Mayfield; eleven grand- the Kenlake State Park boat
Bicknell Oddfellow Cemetery.
children; twelve
great dock. He had been a partner in
Masonic Memorial services
grandchildren.
the Carroll Tire Services, were held
Friday.
The funeral is being held
Murray, for the past fourteen
Mr. Winter died Wednesday
today at one p.m. at the chapel years, was an Army veteran
at 11:05 p.m. in the Good
of the Byran Funeral Home, of World War H and a member
Samaritan Hospital, VinMayfield, with the Rev. Harry of the Sinking Spring Baptist
cennes, Ind. Born April 17,
Yates officiating.
Church. His father, Walter H.
1894, in Bicknell, Ind., he was
Serving as pallbearers are Carroll, died in 1958.
the son of the late Henry F.
Charles, Chad, Ronald, Barry
He is survived by his wife, and
Kathryn Paul Winter. His
Jeffrey, and Russel Turnbow, Mrs.
Carroll,
Modena
first
wife. Heloise Williams
all grandsons. Burial will
Murray; his mother, Mrs,
Winter, and one son, James
follow in the Salem Church
Minnie Carroll, Murray; two
Cemetery near Lynn Grove. daughters, Mrs. Jimmy Edwin Winter, preceded him
in death.
Cochran; Murray Route Five,
He was a 50 year member of
and Mrs. Richard Lamb,
the United Methodist Church
son,
Seven;
one
Route
Murray
in Bicknell, Ind., and Zorah
Franklin Carroll, Murray
Shrine in Terre Haute, Ind. He
sisters,
Mrs.
Route Seven; six
was postmaster at Bicknell,
Ed Tucker. Hardin, Mrs. Ind., for
fifteen years and a
Route
Jones,
Murray
Henry
member of the Selective
H. B. Burkeen died SaturThree, Mrs. Ed Jones, Almo, Service
Board of Knox County
day at ten p.m. at the National
Mrs. J. H. Freeman, Rosevill, for
fifteen years.
Health Enterprise Nursing
Mich., Mrs. Manual Elkins,
A veteran of World War I, he
Home, Paducah. He was Si
Lincoln Park, Mich.. and Mrs. was charter
member of the
years to ago and a former
Lynn Williams, Southgate,
American Legion and Bicknell
resident of .710 Park Avenue.
brothers,
Mich.;
three
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Padecah.
Tommy and Ed Carroll, Post
of which he was past
He is_survived by his
Murray, and Ted Carroll,
commander. He was also
mother, Mrs. Martha Bell
Taylor, Mich.; seven gran- charter member of
Bicknell
(sborn. Paducah; one sister,
dchildren.
Elks Lodge No 1421.
Mrs.
Evelyn
Camell,
Survivors include his wife,
Paducah; one niece, Beverly
Mrs. Irene Doss Winter,
Carnell. Paducah; one uncle,
Vincennes,
one
Ind;
A. B. Jeffrey. Paris, Term.
daughter, Mrs. Charles
The funeral was held this
Thompson of Murray; one
morning at eleven o'clock at
siste-r, -Mrs. Ella Baysdorfer,
the chapel of the Kennedy
Services for Mrs. Burie Tampa, Fla.; seven grandFuneral Home, Paducah, with
'children including Walter K.
the Rev. Joe Gardner of- ( Paula i Suiter of 103 South
Thompson of Hazel and
ficiating. Burial was in the 12th Street, Murray will be
Bradley
Thompson
of
at
eleven
Wednesday
Brooks Chapel Cemetery, held
great
a.m. at the chapel of the Max Murray; sixteen
located east of Dexter in
Churchill Funeral Home with grandchildren.
Calloway County.
Bro. Hollis Miller, Bro.
Kenneth Hoover. Bro. John
Dale, and Bro. Leroy Lyles
officiating.
Active pallbeaters will be
Craig. Larry, and Pat Suiter,
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Newsom,
Bobby
Brad
Chester, Glenn Carlton. and and accepted Masons will hold
William and Ronnie Ramsey, its annual dinner on Friday.
grandsons. Honorary June 23, at seven p.m. at the
all
Mrs. Robert J. Kate C.)
pallbearers
will be Earl lodge hall on Highway 121
Coats of Route Two. Puryear,
Ralph
Riley, Hamp North at the Johnny RobertParker,
Tenn., was pronounced dead
Sr., Ramp Brooks, son Road.
Brooks,
on arrival at the MurrayMasonic widows of this area
Hardiman Nix, Wayne
Calloway County Hospital on Jr.,
Miller, and will be honored guests. Any
Williams,
Houston
Friday afternoon. She was 67
Max B. Hurt. Burial will one who would like a ride to
years of age.
follow
in the
Murray and from the lodge is asked to
The deceased was a
call a member of the lodge
Gardens.
Memorial
member of the Mill Creek
the who will make arrangements
may
call
at
Friends
Cumberland, Presbyterian
for the person to be picked up
Church where she taught funeral home.
at her home, said Jimmy
died
Mrs.
Suiter,
age
75,
Sunday School for many
Bucy, master of the lodge.
at
the
Sunday
at
four
p.m.
years. Born Oct. 12, 1910, in
Each Masonic family is
Henry County, Tenn., she was Westview Nursing Home. She
asked to bring a covered dish
was
a
member
of
the
the daughter of the late
University Church of Christ. for four persons for the
Bernard Brown and Allie M
She
and her husband, Burie, potluck dinner. Meat, bread,
Martin Brown. One daughter.
who survives, would have and drinks will be furnished
Jane died in 1949.
by the lodge.
Mrs. Coats is survived by observed their 60th wedding
Following the
dinner
anniversary
on
August
25
of
her husband, Robert J. Coats,
William (Bill) Presson, lodge
this
year.
to whom she was married in
Survivors include her member, will make a short
1930; one daughter. Mrs. Ray
six daughters, Mrs. address.
husband;
(Jo) Elam, Route Two,
All memhers, their families,
Robert Carlton, Columbus,
Puryear, Tenn.; two sisters,
and widows- of Masonic
Ramsey,
Ohio,
Mrs.
Claude
Mrs. Nell Crews. Puryear,
members are urged to attend,
Tenn., and Mrs. Marjorie Dearborn, Mich., Mrs. Gordon
Mrs. Lois Bucy said.
Chester,
Benton,
Jackson, Paris, Tenn.
Gibson,. Garden City, Mich.,
The funeral was held
Mrs.
G. C. 1/.an Orman, An
Sunday at 2:30 p.m at the
Arbor, Mich., and Mrs. James 10000
LeDon
Chapel of the
•
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Newsome, Murray; two sons,
Ray Suiter, Livonia, Mich.,
Priois at Medi st local interest at
Tenn.. with the Rev. Steve
no" ECM *WEB. Alliddiad to the
and
James
Suiter,
Murray;
Guarneros and the Rev. L. C
ledger & limes by Pint al Michigan,
two sisters, Mrs. Galen Corp of Murray:are as Mims:
Waddle officiating.
Route
One,
Myers, Murray
Industrial Average
.4433
Pallbearers were J. L
Paschall, Perry Stewart, and Mrs. Melba Potts, Air Products
brother, Ralph American Motors
Politic
Thomas Duncan. Fred Myers, Paducah; one
sixteen Ashland 011
Murray;
Ray,
211%-As
Don Jones, and Charles
American Telephone
Wsv-iii
nine
great
grandchildren;
Ford
Motor
4.4j14
Barrett Burial was in the Mill
grandchildren.
General Care
17 Md. I7'.. asked
Creek Cemetery.
General Motors
Mrs-%

H. B. Burkeen Is
Dead At Age Of 51

Rites Wednesday
For Mrs. Suiter

Murrakodge Will
Honor The Widows

Mrs. Robert Coats

Dies Friday With
Rites Held Sunday

S2/0.4 4fatice4

General Tire
Goodrich
liesbiein
IBM
IllcOstakis
Patinvall

ROOM AIR
CONDITIONERS
969's

and Up
'the ul',mote proof of quality and
valuta
is the warranty of o produr
- one lull yew warranty
.-.64P41411tional lull 4 year. warranty on
1640-Statried eelrigsroting systram
roddational full 9 ylIPOI warranty on
the molded outdoor col*

West Kentucky
Appliance Center
61 ! North, -isport Sorvors4 75) 44 78

$am
..72;i4pbc
2774-4
317%-2
5316-14
3714-11s
:
21/44-Y4
49% +iiis
YS%+RI
1,1, unc

FORT LEAVENWORTH,
Kan. AHTNC) June 15—
Major Charles H. Paschall,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard 0.
Paschall, Route 1, Farwas
mington, recently
graduated from the U. S.
Army Command and General
Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
The 10-month course at the
Army's senior tactical school
prepares the students for duty
as commanders and as
principal general staff officers
with the Army in the field
from division through Army
group, and at field army
support and theater army
support commands.
The college's primary objective is to prepare selected
officers for duty in the field
during wartime. Emphasis is
on the art of command. The
college also prepares students
to perform equally well in
such varied duties as
operational research and
Relaxing in the shade of a pine tree, Martha Thompson and Rosalee Nelson of Paris, Tenn., endeavor to further
formulation
of military
workshop
held
at
Land
Between The Lakes. The activity is one of many varied actheir creative skills at a drawing
doctrine.
tivities open to the public daily at TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and TenPaschall was on the Com(TVA Photo by Robert Duncan)
nessee.
which
list,
mandant's
represents the upper 20
Reservations Needed Wednesday
percent in academic standing.
The major entered the
Army in May 1966 and
received his commission
Reservations for the new according to club social
753-9217 or Mrs. Ricky Miller and Mrs. Jerry Grogan, Mr. through an ROTC program.
member
steak
dinner, chairmen, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
at 753-3632. Other members of and Mrs. Steve Sanders and
He received his master's
scheduled for Saturday, June McCutcheon. Following the
the committee include Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ryan.
degree in 1970 from the
24, at, the Murray Country dinner, members will be inUniversity of Texas at - El
Club, must be placed by vited to stay at the club for ah
Paso.
Wednesday, June 21 according evening of recorded music
His wife, Brenda, was with
to a committee spokesman.
featuring disco, oldies-buthim in Kansas during the
The evening will begin with goodies, old standards,
course.
a get-acquainted hour at 6 country music and just about
p.m. and the steak dinner will every other type of music that
be served at 7 p.m. according can be requested, McCutcheon
WRANGLERS CLUB
to Mr. and Mra. Mike Baker, said.
Thomas Lee Green M. D.
The Wranglers Riding Club
committee chairman.
Reservations may be made -will now be associated with
will meet Thursday, June 22,
A new feattire has been by calling Mrs. Baker at 753- Conrad H. Jones M.D. P.S.C.
at seven p.m. at the riding
added to this year's event 5763, Mrs. Red Howe, Jr., at
and Gene Cook M.D. P.S.C. in
ring.
James
Rogers,
the practice of obstetrics and
president, urges all members
gynecology at the Murrayto attend.
Woman's Clinic, located at 305
South Eighth Street, Murray.
Dr. Green was valedictorian
1DVERI1SEMEN!
of the 1966 graduating class of
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON ( AP) —The Symsonia
High School,
CFIICAGO API — Under Soviets musragree to a ban on ..Sy,msenia, and graduated
the pressure of a Sunday killer satellites or the United Sumnia Cum Laude with a B.
deadline, a court hearing will States will not hesitate to S. degree in cbemistry and
try to determine whether a escalate the arms race in biology from Murray State
tiny band of American Nazis space, 'the Carter ad- University on June 6, 1970.
Chicago, ill. — A free offer of
marches in Skokie, a Chicago ministration warns.
special interest to those who
While at Murray State he
suburb that is home to
"We're the world's most served as president of Alpha
hear but do not understand
thousands of Jewish survivors technically advanced nation," Chi honorary fraternity.
words has been announced by
of Hitler's death camps.
Beltone.
A non-operating
an administration official said
mas
Lee
Green
M.
D.
doctor
Murray
The new
Frank Collin, leader of the on Monday. "We can achieve received his M.D. degree on Green home on March 14, 1948. model of the smallest Beltone
Nationalist Socialist Party of a system that is of higher June 8, 1974, from the College He is married to the former aid of its kind will be givenabAmerica, said again Monday quality and better than
Wooton .of solutely free to anyone anAnn
of Medicine, University of Lois
swering this advertisement.
that his group will call off theirs."
Kentucky, Lexington. He Madisonville and they have
True, all hearing problems
Sunday's march in Skokie if it
He said he hoped the two completed his four years of one son, Samuel Thomas
instead can demonstrate July countries would agree to curb residency in obstetrics and Green, born Aug. 22, 1976, and are not alike. .. and some can9 in Marquette Park, about a anti-satellite systems before gynecology at Louisville a second child is due July 14, not be helped, but manY Can.
So, send for this free model
mile from Nazi headquarters the superpowers engage in a
General Hospital through the 1978. They are residing at 1720 now, and wear it in the
on Chicago's southwest side.
Murray.
new and "unhealthy" space
University of Louisville this Holiday Drive,
privacy of your own home. It
The hearing scheduled arms race that could cost each
The Murray-Woman's Clinic is not a real hearing aid, but it
month.
today before U.S. District nation billions of dollars.
September
Dr. Green served as was organized in
will show you how tiny hearing
Judge George Leighton is to
secretary-treasurer of the 1977 by Dr. Jones and Dr. help can be. It's yours to keep,
rule on a Nazi petition that
TOKYO (API — The dollar
Junior Fellows of American Cook. Dr. Jones,son of the late free. The actual aid weighs
seeks to eliminate the Chicago plunged to a new low on Tokyo
College of Obstetrics and Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jones of less than a third of an ounce,
Park District's-requirement of money markets today, closing
Gynecology, District Five, in Lynn Grove, has been in and it's all at ear level, in one
a $60,000 insurance bond as a at 211.575 yen. Tourists were
1977-78; and was awarded the practice in Murray since 1950; unit.
condition for gatherings of 75 getting 210 yen to the dollar at
These models are free, so
first place honor for his and Dr. Cook, son of Mrs.
or more people.
hotels and department stores.
residency paper in obstetrics Gene Cook of London, Ky., we suggest you*rite for yours
The Nazis say the $60,000
now. Again, we repeat, there
The closing price was four
and gynecology by the Ken- since July 1976.
figure — reduced from a yen below Monday's closing
is
no cost, and certainly nb
Cook
said
Dr.
Jones
and
Dr.
in
OBGYN
Society
of
tucky
$350,000 bond invalidated rate.
they were pleased to have a obligation. Thousands have
1976.
earlier by Leighton — is exIn Europe, the dollar also
His parents are Mr. and physician of Dr. Green's already been mailed, so write
cessive and deprives them of declined against most of the
Mrs. Joe B. Green of Hickory calibre to join them in the today to Dept. 2009, Beltone
their constitutional rights to major European currencies,
Route Two and Dr. Green was practice of obstetrics and Electronics Corp., 4201 W. Victoria, Chicago,60646.
speech and assembly.
but only slightly.
one of triplets born into the gynecology.

New Members Of Murray Country Club To Be Honored With Dinner

Thomas Lee Green Is
With Woman's Clinic

...NEWS IN BRIEF...

Afraid You're
Going Deaf?

WASHINGTON (API -HEW Secretary Joseph A.
Califano Jr. is ready to make
an announcement that could
answer the liability question
for hundreds of people who
were
paralyzed
after
receiving swine flu shots in
1976.
The secretary of health,
education
and
welfare
planned to speak on the issue
at a news conference today.
Some government officials
speculated that a settlement
could be in the works for some
of the claims among the total
of 1,483 filed so far involving
$775 million. Fewer than 500 of
the claimants are paralyzed.
Forty-two
million
Americans received shots in
late 1976 at the urging of thenPresidelift Gerald R. Ford to
protect against an outbreak of
swine flu that never occurred.

NARFE Chapter To
Hold Meet Friday

The Kentucky Lake Chapter
of the National Association of
Retired .Federal Employees
Amoco
Zrki. unc
Wal-Mart
will meet for a luncheon at the
Wendy*
3114 616. 3636
Colonial House Smorgastxanrd
on Friday, June .23, at 1130
LAKE DATA
a.M
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 359.5, Special
guest for the
up0.i.
,
program will' be Jewel McBelow dim 301.6,down 0.5.
Callon and Mrs. Boyd NorBarkley Lake 7 a.m. 359.5
s w orthy
Below dam 303.7, down 0.2.
Robert I>ouglas, president,
Sunset1.19.Sunrise 5:37
urges all members and
,
associates to attend. A report
Benjamin A.G. Fuller Jr. has of the state Meeting held in
been appninted curator at Mys- Louisville June 7 and 8 will be
tic Seaport in Connecticut.
presented
rk.
=Oats
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People react positively toward
advertising in their newspapers.
MEN —1
Attitudes Toward
Advertising Media

POSITIVE
ATTITUDES

Newspaper
Ads

TV Cornmercials

WOMEN
NewsDoper
TV CornAds
mercsals

Advertises things I can use

76%

Trustworthy
Most likely to give enough facts
so I can buy intelligently

56

28%
18

78%
59

29%
16

57

10

63

I I

77

3
11

85
81

11

You can easily compare prices
• for different supermarkets
Best kind of store advertising

NEGATIVE
,

A.nnoyIng,,

AfTITUDES

Mare's products seem better
than they are
Never has the advertising
when you need it

77

.

4

51%

21

73

17

74

14

18

13

(4

Source.: Shoppers on The Move. Nt4B H9751.
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The health and prosperity of our community relies greatly
upon the Dairy industry. Our special thanks to local Dairy
farmers for their high standards and fine quality products.
A Special Section of
•

mi AP the

Ledger 8r Times
Mrray
u
Tuesday,June 20,1978
avaisser
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Lai
JUNE is

DAIRY
MONTH

NEW PARLOR—fames and Yolanda Grooms,a dairy farming family in the South Pleasant Grove area of the county, are shown in a new milk parlor built on the Grooms farm. Standing with them ar their grandchildren, Tracey
Fouth and Larry Fouth.

Lactobacillus Acidophilus
Promises Health Benefits
People around the world
have long enjoyed cultured
and culture-containing
dairy products.
Yogurt, which
was
probably discovered in
Turkey, is still eated extensively throughout the
Middle East. Africa's
Masai tribe thrives on a
fermented milk which
forms the mainstay of their
diet. And frozen yogurt and
other cultured dairy foods
are enjoying a booming

popularity in this country.
In cultured and culturecontaining dairy products,
such as yogurt, sour cream
and buttermilk, it's the
beneficial bacteria which
impart the tangy flavor
and smooth texture. Now
there is a milk with a
bacteria, Lactobacillus
acidophilus, added to it,
which may have important
health benefits.
Shortly after the turn of
the century, a scientist

Metchnikoff
named
theorized that Russian
peasants had a long life
span because they consumed milk containing
Lactobacillus acidophilus
on regular basis. But
bacteria were added to
milk before processing,
and lactic acid was
produced which gave it a
strong, tart flavor. The
milk did not gain such
popularity in America.
These taste problems

Salute to Dairymen
We appreciate all the
hard work you do to keep
supplying us with tbe delicious products we love.
Your good milk production figures have added money to your community's economy.

Industrial Rood

753-2924

have since been overcome.
Marvin Speck, Ph.D., and
his colleagues at North
Carolina State University
recently developed a
method of adding a culture
of the bacteria to milk
which has already been
pasteurized
and
homogenized, thus keeping
its flavor unchanged
Testimonials
Research data have
suggested that the strain of
Lactobacillus acidophilus
used establishes itself in
the gastrointestinal tract.
Scientists are wondering
whether it and other
bacteria settling in the
tract might not have
various health benefits.
For example, there are
testimonials stating milk
Lactobacillus
with
acidophilus reduces
flatulence for some people.
Medical workers have
posed the possibility that
this milk might restore
"proper" balance of
bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract and ward off
disease-cysing organisms.
There is still no conclusive scientific evidence
that milk with this bacteria
provides health benefits
other than those derived
rom milk's estaqlialietr
nutrients. But, because of
beneficial
many
the
possibilities,
National
Dairy Council (NIX) is
currently sponsoring a
research
number
of
projects in this area.
Reasearch Underway
lower
Many
bowel
Continued On Page 3

DAIRY
FARMERS

Once again you've done a fine lob.
All year long you've sent an abundance of delicious and wholesome
dairy products ,to market. We thank
you for your continued efforts and
hard work to help keep America
strong

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
TELEPHONE
CO-OPERATIVE
CORPORATION, INC.
237 No. 8th

Mayfield

2474350
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Lactobacillus...
i Continued From Page 2i
diseases and disorders
have been associated with
changes in the gut's live
organisms. So, if any
imbalances in the intestine's microflora
brought on
by
environmental and-or dietary
stresses could be restored,
corrected or prevented,
health benefits might be
realized.
What must first be
learned is how the bacteria
in the gastrointestinal trac
work. Which bacterias, and
how many, live in what
locations of the stomach
and intestine? If bacteria
are consumed in the diet,
do they survive in the gut?
And, if beneficial bacteria
are implanted in a given
location, will they impede
the attacks of diseasecausing organisms?
Dwayne Savage, Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, is
trying to find answers to
these questions in an NDCsponsored research
project. If he discovers
that various lactobacilla
can attach themselves to
the lining of tbe gut, thus
preventing harmful bacteria from occupying the
same space, it would lend
further credence to the
claimed benefits of Lactobacillus acidophilus.
Prenvention of
Colon Cancer?
On going studies have
uncovered evidence that
certain
bacteria
interacting with a Western
style diet (high in fat,
cholesterol and certain
types of animal products)
may be related to the
development of colon
cancer.
Authorities think diet
may lessen the risk of colon
cancer by changing the
composition and biological
activity of these Intestinal
bacteria. Animal studies
have shown that by
altering diet and thereby
changing the intestinal
organism makeup, the
occurrence of colon cancer
can be reduced.
Dietary supplements
having
the
greatest
potential to change the
makeup and metabolic
activity of live organisms
in the gut include dairy
products containing a
strain of Lactobacillus
acidophilus,
which
establishes itself in the gut.
In another NDC sponsored project Sherwood L.
Gorbach, M.D., Tufts-New
England Medical Center,
Boston, Massachusetts, is
testing this hypothesis by
feeding humans and rats
Lactobacillus acidophilus.
Dr. Gorbach's
preliminary findings
showed
dietary supplements of Lactobacillus
acidophilus reduced the
potential of the rats'
organisms to generate

carcinogens substances or
agents producing or inciting cancer). He is now
undertaking animal studies
to see if Lactobacillus
acidophilus can actually
lower the risk of developing
colon cancer in the
presence of a known
carcinogenic-compound.

Initial results of human
studies were comparable.
As with the rats, a
reduction in activity level
of key enzymes associated
with carcinogen formation
was noted when the usual
diet was supplemented
with
Lactobacillus
acidophilus. Effect seemed

to persist for five weeks
after the bacteria were
removed from the diet.
Other Benefits
Being Investigated
Dr. Speck and his North Carolina research team
are investigating other
possible health benefits
from drinking milk con-

taining this bacteria.
A need exists to prevent
or reduce intestinal infections. If shown to be
effective, milk with Lactobacillas
acidophilus
would be an especially
attractive addition to the
diets of infants and the
aged, who may be more

susceptible to the infections. It's also possible
that regular intakes of milk
Lactobacillus
with
acidophilus could help
prevent intestinal infections in the rest of the
population.
Dr. Speck is providing
I Continued on Page 4

Who'll Salute
The Dairy Farmers?
.411 of the Folks at the Peoples Bank salute
all of our local Dairy Farmers and those engag
ed in the dairy industry
in Murray and Calloway County. We
urge you to use more good, nutritious dairy
produc
ts
and
help keep our area
economy strong.

'The

PEOPLES- BANK
MURRAY U KY.
Member FDIC
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Dairy Day 1978
by Judy Stabler
some five or more
years have passed and
when the first of May
came, doors were opened
to the children of Calloway
County to come, learn, and
see the many aspects of the
diary occupation that has
long endured and become a
part of our American
Heritage in Calloway
County. Dairy Day in
Calloway County had, I
thought, become an event
most school children and
teachers enjoyed participating in. This year
after all of our efforts to
carry through another
dairy day our efforts were
halted because of the
weather and a few other pit
falls that should remain
locked inside this year.
For those of you who
think Dairy Day is just one
day that happens, then it is
time you found out just
what goes on so that your
children can have an opportunity to visit an oecupation that plays an
important part in their life.
Plans for dairy day• begin
some two months or more
before the day. A farm has
to be selected, milk
companies that furnish
free ice cream, chocolate
and plain milk have to be
contacted,' & the Dairy
Council in Paducah is
contacted to help furnish
games and equipment. The
1.40W

ATTENDED COW CAMP — Seventeen members of the Calloway County Dairy
Judging Team attended the Cow Camp held at Bowling Green, while there they visited
several farms where they judged Jersey and Holstein animals. The participants were
divided into Junior and Senior divisions where the seniors had to give oral reasons to
defend their decisions. Young dairy judges from all parts of Kentucky took part in the
camp. Local dairy judges receiving recognition
were Dwain McKinney, eighth, Lisa
Howard,seventh,and Deana Cunningham,second in the junior division; Michey Overby. sixth, and Mike Rogers, fifth, in the senior division. The team won the high attendance award. The dairy team will attend the state contest at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, June 21, 22, and 23.

(Continued from Page 3)
his strain of Lactobacillus
acidophilus to
other
researchers interested in
its
potential
health
benefits They include
Albert D. Newcomer,
M.D., of the Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minnesota.
NDC is, sponsoring his
study of the treatment of

various

gastrointestinal

disorders with milk containing this bacteria.
It is known that patients
taking antibiotics may
develop a bacterial imbalance
in
their
gastrointestinal tracts.
Lactobacillus acidopbilus
in milk may help restore

Congratulations
ron

Richard On Dist. Co.
YOUR STANDARD OIL
DEALER

proper, natural balance. ft
may also help patients
suffering from an irritable
bowel syndrome and irnflatrunatory bowel disease.
Testimonials also indicate people who are truly
milk intolerant ( unable to
properly digest the lactose
in an eight-ounce glass of
milk) can consume milk
containing Lactobacillus
-acidophilus without
discomfort.
Dr.
Newcomer's work is
necessary to give this
claim a scientific basis.
Other bacteria are, and
will eventually be, studied
to determine their contributions to health.
Other Benefits to
Be Studied
George V. Mann, Sc.D.,
M.D., of the Vanderbilt
University of Medicine,
Nashville, Tennessee, is
trying to isolate the factor
in sour milk which can
lower blood cholesterol
levels. He observed that
Africa's Masai tribe
consumes a large quantity
of sour milk as the mainstay of its diet, and that the
tribe's blood cholesterol
level is very low.
Dr. Mann found that the
more sour milk the
tribesmen consumed, the
lower their cholesterol
levels. This effect was also
observed in America when
he fed sour milk to
volunteers in his Nashville
laboratory. He has now
hypothesized that there is a
cholesterol-lowering factor
in sour milk and yogurt.

American
Dairy
Assoication in Kentucky

sends favors for all the
children and the two
companies that receive the
Calloway
milk from
County, Dairy Incorporated and A.M.P.I. send
different kinds of cheese
for sampling. Schools are
contacted
and
later
scheduled so that each
school will be allowed
enough time to see and do
all the things available for
them.
Our workers that day are
made up of dairy wives and
some dairymen. May is a
busy month for the
dairyman because it's the
time he should be out in the
field planting his crops but
time so that the children
can have an opportunity to
see a dairy farm in
process. Just what do the
children see? First, they
tour the dairy barn and
milking parlor. There they
see where the milk is
stored and refrigerated
until picked up by the milk
truck, how all the equipment is cleaned, and then
they see the milking parlor
where the cows are milked.
During their tour they get
to see a cow being milked
and what it feels like to pat
a baby calf and feel it suck
on ones fingers. The
children, also get to see
how and where the feed.for
the cows is stored. Then
they have an opportunity to
play educational games
dealing with nutrition and

the dairy operation. The
children are even able to
help churn butter that they
can later sample: The last
part of their trip enables
them to enjoy some of the
products that are produced
from milk.
But like! said, Dairy Day
this year did not happen.
There were a few people
happy it didn't and as
many or more disappointed, especially the
children. In the past we
have always met with a few
that thought the mud,odor,
and a few other inconviences were to much to
endure but for those
teachers and children that
missed the event this year
we just have to say we plan
to try much harder next
par. Maybe by working
with each of the schools at
the beginning of the school
term, we will be able to
reschedule this coming
fall. The dairy industry in
Calloway County offers
much in the way of learning because life, itself, is
not always explained to the
point of understanding in a
book or just a classroom
setting. Doing and seeing
are good teachers and
helps to strengthen our
learning in everyway. For
the Paris first graders that
did come to visit our farm,
we hope you'll come again
just like we hope Dairy Day
come to all who want to
learn more about our way
of life in Calloway County.

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION...WE ARE THE
COMPETITION!!
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 • SEDALIA ROAD • MAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020. AFTER 5:00 P.M. PHONE 753-7452
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Blalock And White
Modern Dairy Pioneers
By KEITH LETTERMAN
With the passing of Otley
in a herringbone parlor in a
White,age 59,last June and
rapid fashion, where they
the recent passing of Paul
received all concentrates.
Blalock, age 61. on
Home grown grass, clover
February 16, this marks an
hay, and corn silage was
end to the great Blalock
the feeding program with
and White partnership in
pasture in warm months.
breeding registered Jersey
If every Jersey breeder
cattle. This grave truth,
could develop this type and
however, can never make
quality herd, managed
• us forget the name, or the
with the integrity of Paul
many contributions conand Otley, we would surely
nected with it. Thrqugh, close the -gap more rapidly
their breeding stock and
between registered Jerseys
personal influence, Blalock
and the other breed. Their
and White will influence
herd
could
compete
our breed for years to
commercially, type and
come:
breeding mix, anywhere.
When their milking herd
I have never met a
was sold, they were at a 650
dissatisfied buyer of cattle
pound fat rolling herd
with the BW prefix. No Al
average on over 100 head;
bull from their farm was
with what most people
ever minus proven. They
considered the best udwent beyond legal and
dered, home-bred herd in
moral obligations to see
the breed of this size and
that buyers of their cattle
caliber.
were satisfied.
To further explain, this
Paul and Otley were
herd was managed under
charter
members in
very practical conditions.
Kestucky and Calloway
No box stalls, no alfalfa
County D. H. I. A.
hay. no heavy grain
programs, as well as
feeding. They were milked
Kentucky Artificial

Breeders Association. Paul
was an original board
member of Dairymen
Incorporated.
In my own experience
our herd is years ahead of
where it would be if not for
their personal influence.
We would probably have a
mixed grade herd. Instead we caught up many
tardy registration papers,
some as much as three
years old, went on test, and
gained enormouS amounts
of knoweldge !loin their
experience that
was
considerably cheaper than
learning everything the
hard way.
They were busy, hardworking businessmen that
appeared to have little time
to waste. But I will always
appreciate the time we
spent on rainy and winter
days across the kitchen
table.
Otley and Paul had a
very active sense of humor.
My first contact with them
was as a 18-year-old D.H.
I.A. tester. On my first

evening at their place,
when they were nearing the
end of milking, we got a
cloud burst with 20 m.p.h.
winds. The last group of
cows did not want to cross
an open area of the holding
pen to enter the milking
parlor. Otley opened the
door and told me the tester
usually drove the cows in
when they did not want to
come. I reckon he got the
reaction they were looking
for because they did not
stop laughing enough to
continue milking for a full
five minutes.
Here were two men that
had milked 100 cows twice
that day, put nine hours in
cutting tobacco, all to get a
flood on downed hay and
scaffolded tobacco. I knew
if they were crazy enough
to find anything hilarious
at that point they were my
kind of people.
They answered every
question I ever asked;
indeed a few times I
received more than a
friendly chewing out from

Paul Blalock

Otley White

them one from Otley, two
business with needs to be
from Pauli for dumb
stressed.
statements and ignorant
. No one asked Me to but I
actions. After tempers
am positive I speak for
cooled at a later date, it
proved very beneficial .to hundreds who knew Pual
and Otley. As you may
me..
have guessed, their unAll this just scratches the
timely passing was more
surface of these genthan a loss of a fellow
tlemen's contributions in
Jersey breeder. My family
their lifetime. I will always
and I will always live a
be sorry this tribute is
more happy life because
belated on my part. Their
we knew Otley White, Paul
personal influence on Blaloc
k
and
their
people they knew and did familie
s!!

From the heart of the

Nafional Farmers Organization
PLUS
the betterment of the
farmer and his family

EQUALS
QUALITY MILK
• PRODUCTS
For everyone from the
tiny babe to grandma
ME
4.

V

sponsored by the

NATIONAL FARMERS ORGANIZATION
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P.C.A. Proudly Salutes
The Dairy Farmer.

'SELDOM REST' COW—Mrs. Thomas Hugh (Imogene) Palmer is shown in the pasture with part of the cows she
and her husband milk. Their farm, the "Seldom Rest Farm" is located near Kirksey.

Whose standards and hard work do
so much for both the health and the
wealth of this community.

Dairying From The Woman's Viewpoint

The Winter Of 1977-78

by
Imogene Palmer

Most people thought the
winter of 1977 was a year of
years, but 78 came in
fighting for top place. Both
years did great damage to
the dairy farmer but 1978
goes on my record as the
one that about exhausted

The last little effort I
made to give my views on
dairying was devoted to the
necessity of patience and
kindness with the animals.
That still stands as my first
priority; however, I must
now add fortitude as a very
real part of the business.
Fortitude as defined by
Webster is firm courage;
patient endurance of
trouble and pain. The
winter of 1978 took a lot of
fortitude for both animal
and dairy farmer. For so
many the endurance of
trouble
ended
their
business. Several more
dairies in the county went
out of business. We are
becoming an elite group in
Western Kentucky.
The morning of January
26 really gave everyone a
jolt. Can you imagine
having 80 or'more head of
cattle to provide for and
milk in addition to the
inconveniences you ex-perienced.
The first problem we
found was that the milker
pump was frozen. When the
switch was turned on it
blew all the fuses. We had
to attach heat bulbs to the
pump to get it working
again. Next the cows
refused to go from the barn
to the entrance lankof the

milk house. Frankly, I
didn't blame them. I really
didn't want to go out there
myself. However, there
was no choice.
While my husband was
outside feeding calves, I
took the inside job of
milking. I thought this was
a smart move until I
discovered that the cloth I
was using to wash the
udders was freezing in my
hand. If you dropped one it
froze to the concrete floor
immediately. The milking
herd refused to face the
wind to go to the water tank
after they were milked, By
the time the milking was
finished I was convinced
that it was ready to be
boxed and sold as ice milk.
We kept on the job
regardless of the elements.
Hugh was thawing water
controls and getting feed to
the animals as best he
could in the drifts. He had
determined that it was
impossible to leave our
house from either direction. Since all our large
heifers are kept on another
farm VI miles away, that
presented
another
problem.
We have some wonderful
neighbors and friends at
Kirksey. Some with large
tractors got our little road
to the highway open about
noon. They told us however
that the highway was
blocked
drifts.
with
Meanwhile, one neighbor
close to the other farm
walked down there and
turned the heifers out and
got water for them. In the
afternoon Hugh decided to
make an attempt to get
over to the farm. Our
tractor does not have a

cab; therefore, he had to do
some very fancy dressing.
He left home and was back
in less than thirty minutes.
The highway was impassible due to big tractors
stuck in the drifts. Our
friends came to the rescue
again. One man with a four
wheel drive truck finally
made it over there. He fed
and watered the cows. We
had calls from three other
nice people offering to get
there and feed for us.
Another problem was
that the snow blew into our
bunker silo and froze the
silage until we couldn't get
any to feed for a nomth. We
were thankful we had
enough hay to feed instead
of the silage. Therefore,
production held up pretty
well.
Calving during this time
was another area of
trouble. To save the caves
we had to be there at
parturition and take the
calf to a warm place to dry
and be fed. We keep
colostrum frozen at all
times for our new calves.
We can always feed them
shortly after birth. Fortunately, we did not lose
any animals.
Keeping water for the
animals required a lot of
work. Our baby calves
drink from buckets. The
water would freeze a few
minutes after you carried it
to them. The heifers drank
from a pond where the ice
got over a foot thick. That
took a lot of chopping. The
milking herd drank from a
tank that is pumped from.
the well and heated with an
electric submergible
heater. The cost to keep
that water from freezing
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DAIRY SECTION

was unbelievable.
If troubles are the tools
by which God fashions us
for better things; I am very
sure all dairy farmers are
equipped
for
most
anything.

305 N.4th

Jackson Purchase PCA

753-5602
keys F. Real
Richard Price
Field Office Mgr.
Field Representative
Anita McCaw - Secretary
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Congratulations
to all the Dairy
People during
June Dairy Month

The Dairy Industry contributes much to building
this community's economy,improving local business
and farm income. And our local Dairymen & women
play an important role in seeing that all products are
processed and prepared under the best possible
conditions...supplying us with a variety of farm-fresh,
protein-packed foods every day.

General Dairy Service
Ryan- Milk Co.
Division Of

E. Chestnut

753-3012

Processing
developments over the past few
years have made possible
such a variety of milk types
that some people find it
hard to "tell the players
without a scorecard."
Here's the present lineup:
Whole Milk- contains not
less than 3.25 percent milkfat, and must consist of not
less than 8.25 percent
solids-not-fat. The nonfat
solids are the source of the
proteins, minerals, carbohydrate and all the
watersoluble vitamins.
Almost all whole milk
marketed is fortified with
vitamin D.:,
Lowfat Milk- has had
suffiecient
milkfat
removed to bring the levels
between (1-5 percent and 2
percent. It also contains at
least 8.25 percent solidsnot-fat. It must contain 2000
International Units (III) of
vitamin A per quart.
Vitamin A is added to offset
its loss caused by removal
of some ot the milkfat. Milk
in this category is labeled
lowfat, 2 percent milk or 1
percent milk. If nonfat
milk solids are added to
reach the 10 percent solidsnot-fat level, the product
must be labeled "protein
fortified" or "fortified with
protein." Addition of
vitamin D is optional.
Skim Milk- also called
nonfat milk, has had -sitU
ficient milkfat removed to
bring the level to less than
0.5 percent. It must contain
not less than 8.25 percent
solids-not-fat and must be
fortified with vitamin A. If

nonfat solids are added to
reach the 10 percent level,
it must be labeled "protein
fortified" or "fortified with
protein." Addition of
vitamin I) is optional.
Chocolate milk- is made
by adding chocolate or
cocoa and sweetener to
whole milk.
Chocolate Lowfat Milk- is
made by adding chocolate
or cocoa and sweetener to
lowfat milk. It must be
fortified with 2000 Ili of
vitamin A per quart.
Addition of vitamin D is
optional. ..
Chocolate Skim Milk is
made by adding chocolate
or cocoa and sweetener to
skim milk. It must contain
2000 IU of vitamin A per
quart. Addition of vitamin
is
optional.
D.
Eggnog- is a mixture of
milk, eggs, sugar and
cream. It may also contain
added flavorings such as
rum extract, nutmeg or
vanilla. It's a seasonal
Product most readily
available during the
Christmas holidays.
Nonfat Dry Milk- is the
product obtained
by
removal of water from
pasteurized skim milk. It
takes 100 pounds of skim to
make eight pounds of
nonfat dry milk which
contains not more than five
percent by weight of
mdisture and not more
than I L2 percent by weight
of milkfat, unless otherwise indicated; is fortified
with vitamins A and D; and
has all the proteins,
minerals and water soluble
r

vitamins of the nonfat
portion of milk.
Evaporated Milk- is a
canned whole milk concentrate containing not less
than 7.5 percent milkfat
and 25 percent milk solids.
It
is
prepared
by
evaporation enough water,
under vacuum, from fresh
whole milk to reduce the
volume by half. This

concentrate
is
then
homogenized,fortified with
vitamin (400 IU per pint)
packed in cans, sealed and
sterilized
by
heat.
Sweetened Condensed Milk
- is a canned whole milk
concentrate containing not
less than 28.0 percent
milkfat. It is pasteurized
and may be homogenized.
The quantity of the

1968
1976
1970
1965
1966
1972
1969
1972
1968
1966
1972
1968
1969

nutritive sweetener used is
sufficient to prevent
spoilage.
Buttermilk- is made by
adding a special bacterial
culture to milk to produce
the desirable acidity, body,
flavor
aroma
and
characteristic of this
product. Salt is usually
added. Yellow flecks in
some buttermilk are bits of

F Gleaner
LKS Gleaner (Diesel)
K Gleaner •
E Gleaner
A-II Gleaner
410 M.F.
410 M.F.
510 M.F.(Diesel)
95 J.D
700 Case
660 Case
93 I.H
G.K.S. Gleaner

real butter added for extra
flavor.
Sweet Acidophllus Milk- is
made by adding a bacteria
culture, known as Lactobacillus acidophilus to
fresh milk, generally
lowfat or skim. This
"friendly" bacteria may be
a digestive boon to people
who feel they cannot drink
regular milk.

$11,500.00
36,000.00
13,500.00
5,500.00
6,500.00
12,000.00
9,000.00
14,000.00
4,500.00
2,000.00
6,000.00
2,500.00
15,000.00

Complete line of new Gleaner combines in stock. Buy now and save! We will
waive interest until NOV 1, 1978 on NEW machines, and DEC. 1, 1978 on
1972, or later, used machines.
The dairy people provides us with
delicious, high quality dairy products all
year long...for contunuing service and
dedication to the welfare of our cornmunity...we say THANKS.

SPRING CLEARANCE-

1,
NEW PLANTERS AT REDUCED PRICES
(Waive interest until October 1, 1978)
Complete line of Allis Chalmers tractors from 21 H.P. diesel up to 300 H.P.
Some new 1977 model tractors in stock going at reduced prices.

See us NOWfor a real deal!!

Hwy. 54(Dresden Hwy.)P11. 901-642.1242

Paris, Tenn.

%tanager: Frank Coles
cm,OM Tract°, Wm)
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During this special month we are hapt°•••
•

DRY LOT HERD—Max and Linda Oliver are shown standing among some cows in their dry lot herd. Cows on the

Salute

Oliver farm are never turned out to grass pasture but stay in a "dry lot" and are fed by hand year round.

our friends and neighbors in the Dairy
Industry.
The quality of .4merican milk is the
highest in the world!!.4fact that makes us
veri,proud of our dairy people.

Taylor
Seed Co.
Murray

Lynn Grove Rood
Phone 753-5742

People generally say and a maraschino cherry.
"Pass the butter," when
This synthetic split would
sometimes it isn't. And sing probably cost plenty, and it
"You're the cream in my would probably be absolutecoffee," when it's only a ly tasteless, too.
whitener. Can you imagine
In fact, living without
how messy pizza would be
without marvelous Mozzar- dairy foods would not only
it would
ella holding everything to. be difficult, butimpossible.
also be nearly
gether?
For dairy foods provide
How can a namourger about 75 percent of our calturn into a cheeseburger cium. The body can't store
without cheese? Shouldn't calcium so you must ingest
an ice cream sundae be it daily. I can't imagine a
topped with real whipped tastier way than drinking
cream? How .tasty would milk, munching cheese or
cereal be without milk? savoring ice cream. can you?
Should Johnny Mercer's
Somehow calcium nilb
"Old Buttermilk Sky" be
shipped to the Smithsonian? don't cut it for me How
about you?
Would Miss NI uffet sit on
her tuffet for anything less
than curds and whey?
From this corner, it seems
that changing lifestyles are
changing too many things.
Maybe the "good old days"
really weren t, but I'm beginning to miss them more
each day. Do you remember old-fashioned milk
shakes that you could drink
through a straw without
blowing a gasket? And who
would care about 97 different ice cream flavors if they
all tasted like pureed styrofoam?

Burnette Tractor
Company

Hwy. 45, By-Pass

472-5501

"Your John Deere Dealer"
See us for dairy equipment

une Is DAIRY MONTH..

"Thank You"
Dairy formers and their families who live and work in
our community deserve our thanks. They help our community remain stale and healthy. Thier quality milk and
dairy products improve the quality of our lives. We
congratulate them daring June Dairy Month and thank
them for their contributions.

The Right Equipment For Your Needs

E

talk
McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut

We Salute All
Dairy Farmers
During June Dairy Month

to4i

Dairy Month
Is The Time
To Say

tit

DAIRY PRODUCTS
BELONG IN TODAY'S LIFESTYLE

753-3062

How can you make
cheesecake without cream
cheese or cottage cheese?
The list is endless, but I
hope I've made my 'point.
From this corner, the right
way has always been with
dairy foods. They have become an integral part of our
lifestyle. Seems ironic that
in this era of naturalness,
the-imitation, ersatz or tasteless substitute products are
so important to so many
people.
Sure, lifestyles change
the same as words in the
dictionary alter in meaning.
But when things are pretty
good, why not leave them
—alone?
Those dehydrated strawberries or blueberries really.
. never came back to life
even when milkwas added
to fruited cereals. Just imagine a banana split made with
imitation banana, ice cream,
syrup, whipped cream, nuts

a time to say

"THANK YOU"

To the dairy farmers of this area, whom we
know as
neighbors and customers, we say "Thank You" . for supplying all offriends,
us with the health-giving
nutrition and delicious flavor of dairy products
proving business and boosting our local economy. for building farm income, im-

Thank you, too, for the opportunity of serving you

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.
Murray Supply Lawn
& Garden Center

Murray Supply Co.

0

206 E• Main

153-3361
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Remembrances
Of A Princess
By Jane H. Steely
County Extension Agent
for 4-H

June is Dairy Month !...A
slogan repeated many,
many times each year. For
me in 1963 it was a slogan I
lived and breathed every
day. The honor of serving
the Kentucky Dairymen as
Kentucky Dairy Princess is
one which I have recalled
with pleasure since that
time.
February 8, 1963, began
my year of activities. I
succeeded Calloway
County's MarineII Myers,
and many were indeed surprised that 1st District
had won two years
straight.
The . honor
returned to Calloway this
year with the crowning of
Sandra Stark.
The Kentucky National
Jersey Show began my
summer activities. After
this event began a
whirlwind of appearances.
We began in the Purchase
Area and moved across the
state. The big event in the
Purchase was a gigantic
parade. Each county dairy
princess, district princess
and state princess, along
with milk trucks from each
dairy in the area and even
a few "01 Bossy" the cows
began early in the morning
touring the whole Purchase
Area. The caravan began
in Paducah and ended late
in the afternoon with tired
and blistered dairy prin-

on the

th

5501

cesses at Benton. A stop
was made at each county
seat and activities were
planned in each town.
Milking contests with the
county judge and mayor
were always interesting.
Ice cream eating contests
and dairy princess contests
were other activities
sometimes held.
Other
events
held
throughout the state were
numerous civic club dinners, radio, t.v., appearances, newspaper
interviews, parades, and
dairy days. One thing there
was not was free time!
Dairy days were usually
held on the court square
and always began with a
parade. There was always
many activities which
included all types of contests and other events
planned by the local
committees.
At that time, there was
an
American
Dairy
Princess. This contest was
a week long affair and was
held at Miami Beach,
Florida. This was indeed a
delightful
experiencemeeting girls from all over
the county with the common interest in dairying.
- June Dairy Month has
changed over the years.
The number of dairymen
has declined since 1963.
The population of America
has increased, but the need
for the nutritional value of
milk and milk products will
ever be present.

June Dairy Month

DAIRYMEN
41WE SALUTE YOUR`

•
•

JERSEY
COW

GUERNSEY
COW

Congratulations

Dairy
Farmers

Farm Bureau

Inc

Insurance

753-4703
Ray T. and Terry Broach
4

Building Farm Income
improving Business
and Boosting Our Local Economy
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Dairy Banquet Held
The annual banquet of the Calloway County Dairy Association was held Friday, June 16 at the Expo Center.
During the evening Judy Stahler of the association presented awards. Among those receiving awards were
(below, top to bottom) Krista Maupin, extension office secretary, Ted Howard, Extension agent, and lanelle
Howard, Howard's wife. Among the speakers at the banquet were (right, top to bottom) Gina Glover,
Glasgow,State Dairy Princess; Deborah Tucker, Calloway County Dairy Princess; Lucille Barlow, Glasgow, past
state ADA president and Milk. Rogers who served as master of ceremonies.
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The Dairy Farmers
Of Calloway County
The Larry McKinney farm is located
Southwest of Lynn Grove. They have
been milking nine years and currently
have sixty Holstein cows.
Larry and Marilyn have two children,
Dwain age 8, and Mitzi, age 4.
Mac Dairy Farm is located east of
Dexter, just of highway 1346. The farm
is owned and operated by Robert
McKinney, his wife, Sue and their
children, Karen, 15, Bob, 13, and Doug,
9.
The McKinneys have,, been milking
for two years. They milk 40 Holsteins.
The W. D. McCuiston farm is located
just off Highway 121 South near the
Cherry Corner community. The
McCuistions had been selling Grade A
milk since 1953 until approximately two
years ago when the milking herd was
sold.
The McCuistions along with their son,
Glen and his wife, Dot, are currently
rebuilding their herd with heifers
raised on the farm.
The McCuistions have one son at
home, Steve, age 21. He now attends
Murray State.
James and Yolanda Grooms milk 42
Holstein cows in their recently constructed facilities. The Grooms' have
been milking for 25 years.
Larry Dee Pritchard operates a
Jersey farm one mile north of Lynn
Grove. He has been milking for 18
years.
Harley Barnett of the Shiloh Community for 17 years has milked Jerseys.
He is milking 25 cows.
The Paschall's Jersey Firm is owned
and operated by Carves and Darlene
Paschall and is located about 7 miles
southeast of Murray on the Green Plain
Church Road. It is a family operation
with their son and daughter helping
with chores. Alene is a senior at Murray
State, and Kenneth is a graduate of
Calloway County High.
The Paschall's have been in the dairy
business for 23 years and, have been
selling Grade A milk to Dairymen, Inc.
for 20 years. Their herd consists of 70
registered Jersey cows on DHIR official test
Larry and Maria Tidwell milk 50
cows north west of Lynn Grove. They
have two children, Kathy,6, and Chris 3
months. The Tidwells have been
milking Holsteins for two years.
Teddy and Ruth Potts and daughter
Susan, 15 months, operate a dairy on
highway 121 near Coldwater milking tl)
Jersey cows. The farm has been in

operation since 1935, when his father
and mother, Sherwood and Lucille,
operated the business.
Letterman Bros. Jerseys is located
two miles north of Murray and is owned
and operated by Keith and Katie Letterman and his brother Tim. For the
past eight years they have been milking
registered Jerseys. They have had the
high herd in the state for Jerseys on
milk, fat, of both for four consecutive
years. Their herd average on 70 cows is
13,300 with a classification average of
84.6. Kieth and Katie have two children,
David Kieth, 7 and April Dawn, 2.
Stubblefield Jerseys located at
Cherry Corner has been a family
operation for 50 years being the only
producer that has never missed a check
since Ryan was first established, being
Grade A since 1950.
The Stubblefield family consist of
Billy and Jimmy, children, Kathy and
Krit. Kathy is advisor to the Jersey
.Junior Cattle club and teacher at
Calloway County High School and Krit
is a junior at Murray State University.
Max and Linda Oliver are located one
and one half miles Southwest of
Kirksey. They have 65 high producing
Holsteins. This farm has been in
operation for 27 years.
Douglas Tucker has owned and
operated a dairy southwest of Kirksey
for 25 years. He has an all Jersey herd.
Douglas and his wife, Evelyn, have
three children. Mr. Tucker milks approximately 80 cows.
The Albert Lee West dairy farm is
located three miles south of Lynn
Grove. He milks 31 Jersey cows. For
the past ten years he has sold Grade A
milk. David and Jackie are his only
children at home.
Murray State University Dairy,
located on College Farm Road, has
been under the operation of Dan and his
wife, Nita, for the past three years.
Danny milked with his father nine
years prior to joining the Murray State
staff. They have one child Brad, age 3.
A present 61 Jerseys are being milked
on the University Farm.
James Pat and Janice Wilson begin
milking ten years ago. The Wilson farm
is located one and one half miles from
New Concord just off highway 444. Jim
Pat is presently milking 25 Jersey.
They have one child Kathy, age 5.
Thomas H. and Imogene Palmer
operated a dairy 1.3 miles south of

Kirksey. They call their farm "Seldom
Rest" which applies to them and the
cows. They have been in business since
1959.
An interest article about Hugh and
Imogene appeared in one of last fall's
issue of the Progressive Farmer. This
past year, they won the state prddu
tion efficiency award on their higli
•
producing herd.
The Palmers have two daughters.
They are both married and living off
the farm. They are Carolyn Leslie and
Aileen Leslie.
Rogers and Shelton Dairy is located
one and one-half miles south of Lynn
Grove, Milking 45 registered Holsteins
with a herd average of 17,000 pound of
milk. Their milk is shipped to A. M. P.
I. Mid South Division, Memphis,
Tennessee. After classifying this year,
they had a B. A. A. of 103.5.
This farm has been in operation for 28
years; however, Michael has only been
milking seven years. The Sheltong have
three children. Kim 5, Valerie 2, and
Brad 4 months. Also helping with the
chores on the dairy and helping with the
show string on the dairy are Lisa and
Mike Rogers.
Besides milking, the Sheltons enjoy
showing their cows at local, district,
state and national shows. They enjoyed
the privilege of having the "All Kentucky Calf for 1977."
The Dennis Tidwells are pleased to
announce an addition to their farm
since last year. A daughter. Rebecca
Jane arrived last September. Dennis
and Joyce also have two other
daughters; Staci 9, and Sheri 8.
The Tidwell farm is located southwest of Lynn Grove. They have an all
Jersey herd and milk 40 cows.
county's newest dairy
Our
operations, purchased six months ago,
is the former Clyde E. Vaughn farm,
owned by Charles and Helen Blalock.
The farm is kwated three miles east of
Dexter, just off Highway 1346
The farm is managed by Boyd
McClure,, Jr. with the help of his wife
Dorothy, and their children Debbie,
Shari, and Greg. Greg is very active in
the county's judging and showing
teams. They are presently milking 50
Holstein cows.
Since 1967, Ju-Ma-Double-S Farm has
been operated by James Stahler, his
wife. Judy and their two sons, Jimmy
2. Their dairy is
1
Ray, 6, and Jayson, 2/
located 3 miles from Murray on Hwy.
121 South. In their herringbone milking
parlor they milk 115 to 120 cows twice a
day with a total herd of 250 Holstein
cows. Each day a total of 5,000 pounds

of milk are shipped to AMPI market
station in Martin, Tenn.
All crops produced on the farm are
used in producing feed for the dairy
cows. These crops consist of wheat,
corn, and hay. The labor force consis
of two full-time milkers, Kelvin Mur
phy, and Lynn Etherton and one fulltime field worker, David Roberts. We
are proud to announce the addition of
Jim's parents, Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Stahler from Penn. to our dairy family.
Jim's father, James and his mother,
Anna, have added greatly to the
operation of the farm and it makes us
happy to know they want to share
themselves with us this way.
Baron and David Palmer have one of
our county's father-son partnership
dairy farms. They operate along with
their wives, Betty and Paula. The farm
2 miles north of Penny on
/
is located 41
the airport road. The Palmers have a
beautiful milking herd of 80 Jersey
cows.
Baron and Betty have been in the
business 27 years, with son David
joining as a partner 10 years ago. David
and Paula have two sons,Charles, age 7
and Michael, age 5, that are already
growing into the business.
Homer Fred and Francis Wi jams,
along with son Harold, operate a dairy
farm at North 16th Extended an Coles
Camp Ground Road? The Williams have
been in the business for 33 y ears. At
present they are milking 37 co s. The
herd is mixed with Holstein and Jersey
cows.
When asked for remarks concerning
their business they said,"We have a lot
to be thankful for but nothing to brag
about."
Edward and Boazes Collins operate
2 miles Northwest of
/
their dairy farm 11
the Penny community. They have been
in the business for 20 years. Presently
there are 24 Holsteins in their milking
string.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins have three
children, none are involved in the
business.
James and Bette Tucker operate a
2 miles
1
dairy farm located about 2/
northwest of Kirksey. They have been
selling Grade A milk for 14 years. They
have three children, Larry and Jerry,
who both farm and Debra a graduate
of Calloway County High School. Their
herd is composed of 60 Jerseys and
Holsteins, the majority of which are
registered. They have shown Jerseys in
local, area, and state silows. They are
members of DHIA. Purehase Parrish
and State Jersey Organ ization, and
State and -National Holstein-Friesian
Association

•
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From Milk Can To Milk Bottle
The Evolution Of Milk Packaging
"Millie! MiIluk! Milluk
ho! Quick for I can't wait,
—here. I go!" So goes an
old milkman's call to his
custrAners back in the days
Ns hen milk was delivered in
metal cans hauled on the
back of a horse-drawn
wagon.
Carrying a can over his
shoulder and a quart measure in his hand, the milkman poured the amount of
milk the customer wanted
into her house pitcher. Milk
wasn't homogenized then,
so stirrers were provided to
mix the milk and avoid the
problem of one customer
getting mostly cream while
others received a product
close to skim milk.
Daily milk deliveries were
necessary, because few
homes had adequate refrigeration to keep milk longer
than a few hours. Pasteurization was not introduced
until the end of the 19th
century and was not generally used until the early
1900's. Shelf life of the
product, or the time milk
stayed fresh in storage, was
not very long.
Milk distribution was
primarily a home delivery
business in the 1800's. In
Boston in 1886,for example,
3,350 persons depended on
milk for their livelihood.
There were 529 home delivery drivers. Approximately 180,565 quarts were distributed daily, in the form
of eight - and - a - half quart
cans. The dairy industry had
to find a more efficient way
to package and deliver milk
to meet the growing demand for the proctuet.
Milk Under Glass
A glass milk container was
patented in 1878. It was
actually a "jar- that featured a metal device with a
rubber gasket and thumbscrew on top to hold down
the glass cover.

• _Alexander Campbell in
1878 invented a bottle resembling the beer bottles
then used, but it had a narrower mouth and included
a "lightening" or tin top
with a paper beneath it to
prevent leakage; he also
built the first factory in the
United Slates for bottling
milk in New York.
• The Warren Milk Bottle,
patented in 1880, was also
used in New York. Made of
flint glass, it incorporated
the popular "lightning- top
in which the cover was secured by a wire closure.
"THIS BOTTLE TO BE
WASHED AND RETURNED," was embossed
on the sides.

sive because of breakage,
sorting, washing, handling,
inspection and lost bottles.
• 1907— Scientific American
reported on a plain paper
cylinder for milk. Made of
spruce-wood paper, the container was submersed in
hot paraffin for waterproofing and sanitation.
• January 4929 — the cylindrical bottle, which was
'spun' at the dairy plant
from blanks, was filled then
sealed on the narrow top
with a rust-proof, tamperproof metal clasp which was
imprinted with the date.
• 1940 — wartime restric-

Dr. Hervey D. Thatcher,
a small-town druggist, in
- 1884 designed a milk bottle which became the first
to gain nationwide popularity, along with a "milk protector" system, which included a primitive milking
machine designed to help
fat-niers keep dirt and other
impurities out of their milk.
• 1895—mechanical refrigeration was applied to fluid
milk operations. Bottling devices, capping machines,
can and bottle washers were
also introduced.
• 1897 — dairy farmers
across the country were using the Thatcher milk delivery system and were bringing bottled milk into many
rural areas; improvements
included a tin closure held
by a simplified wire snap.
Glass Goes Broke
Glass bottles dominated
milk distribution during the
first half of the 1900's. Design variations included the
bulb-necked, cream top bottle which showed the cream
that had risen, popular in
the pre-homogenization era.
Glass bottlin• w

tions slowed the use of paper, and readily identify the
but then use increased products.
rapidly. By 1952, nearly 40
Asceptic Packaging
percent and by November
1967 approximately 70 perMilk can be stored for.
cent of the packaged fluid three months without remilk products sold in the frigeration thanks to prewintry were in waxed or sterilized containers. Known
plastic coated paper con- as asceptic packaging, these
tainers.
sterile containers are used
Milk packaging reached to package milk processed
another plateau with blow- using Ultra High Temperamolded, all-plastic jugs. ture(UHT). This revolutionThese plastic jugs are con- ary processing development
venient to use and offer involves heating milk to
better profit margin. They're temperatures ranging from
lightweight and easy to han- 275 to 300° F. from 2 to
dle, less subject to breakage, 8 seconds, then rapidly cooleasy to open and reclose, ing it.

See Us For
•Nutrena Feeds and Sportmix pet Feeds
*Custom Mixing and Grinding
•Also Specializing in hog confinement equipment

Dairy whipping and
coffee creams are now available throughout the country in the sanitary containers. Once these products are
opened, they stay fresh as
long as other dairy products
under refrigeration.
Can 10bottle, bottle to
paper, paper to plastic
traces the evolution of milk
packaging in the United
States.
Raw to pasteurized to
homogenized to UHT traces
product changes, which also
include the addition of vitamins A and D to fluid milk.

Score With

MSU FARA
some youni

Milk

-A
Natural
Choice

During June Dairy Month...
We salute all the
fine dairy people.

13 WII

JOIN IN YOUR AREA'S
CELEBRATION OF . . .

JUNE DAIRY MONTH CHAIRMAN JOE HALL, right,
coach of the 1978 NCAA Champion University of
Kentucky Wildcats, and A.D.A. President J. C.
WILLIAMS, Hodgenville, get on the ball with milk
for Kentucky State Dairy Princess GINA GLOVER,
Glasgow.

JUNE DAIRY MONTH

••

Iti.J! Levi

THE DAIRY FARMERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY

Farmington Feed
& Farm Supply, Inc.
345-2194

and the

merican-Duirg _18morialion
OF KENTUCKY

DAIRY SECTION
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For All Your
Seed, Feed,
Fertilizer & Lime
MSU FARM—Pete Skarka, a Murray State University graduate student on a work-study program, is shown feeding
some young heifers on the Murray State University dairy farm on College Farm Road.

Newborn
Calf
By BETTY PALMER
Wibble, wobble - little legs
rrying hard to stand
Come to me 0,come to me
I know that you can.
/I

Now,mama cow will feed you
And before very longYou can run and play with me.
Little legs will be strong.

,

sity of
C.
h milk
LOVER,

ii

Hazel,Ky.

498-8132

What better time for us
to "Salute" all the fine
Dairy People in our area.
We Think
You're The Cream of the Crop"
Stop By & See Us For

v Pick-Ups
v Grain Beds
Big Trucks
v Lime Spreaders
El Caminos

Congratulations
to our

Local Dairy
People
During

Southern Planters Inc.

Salesmen: J. H. Nix, Jerry Boyd, Jan Dalton, Mickey Boggess

"June Dairy Month"
÷:
-..--—7 _7"
0
,:" 7.
,_
:
A
z7: ;
7 ;a
il

Itbiv Lovett-Ownipc

$ Points
153-3511

Tom Mobs Midterm<

fies7
1
Art/Nei/PS
WRICKER SLIVKI

The
Performance
Company

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South

153-2611

DAIRY SECTION
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I Love Her
The Cow
By BETTY PALMER
That old cow she doesn't make much money
But she knows that I love her well
Because I give her a bounty meal
Before she gives milk to sell.
Now,sometimes,she gets mighty stubborn
And kicks everything that's in sight.
Boy,that's when I get to boiling andWant to teach that cow wrong from right.
Oh. Yes,that cow knows that I love her
For come morning I'm back again
And,so help me,if she kicks this time'
hope cow beating isn't a sin -

of Browns Grove, a new dairyman in the county, is shown looking over his herd
NEW DAIRYMAN—tarry
found shading during one hot day recently.

SECON
she redi
division
person p

We
Salute
The
Dairy
Industry

Thurston
Furches
Lime and Fertilizer
Service

759-4019

FEW REMAINING—One of the few remaining flat type milking barns is pictured near
Coldwater. The barn belongs
to Douglas Tucker.

Dairy Foods
And Nutrition

Congratulations
Calloway County
Dairy Farmers

44

It was estimated that,
during 1977, dairy foods
contributed only 11.1
percent of the total calories
available in the U. S. food
supply, yet they provided:
—75 percent of the
calcium
—39 percent of the
riboflavin
—35 percent of the
phosphorus
—22 percent of the
protein
—22 percent of the
magnesium
—20 percent of the
vitamin B-12
—13 percent of the
vitamin A value
—11 percent of the
vitamin B-6
— 9 percent of the
thiamin (B-1
—Almost all the vitamin
D intake and significant
amounts
of
niacin
equivalents.

,4
4

44

Thanks to you, the dairy farmers, Americans enjoy some of the most healthful, delicious foods —
dairy products.

We Salute You During
June Dairy Month For
Your Many Contributions

Turner
Dairies

MI
901
502

-

.oliviadtp

II Vti
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IN THE MILK ROOM—Glen McCuiston, a dairyman who lives near KY 121 South is pictured in his
milk room
hooking up equipment for an evening's milking.

fer his herd

Your job takes dedication, skillful management and a lot of hard work.
Our job is helping to make your job a little easier. We have farm machinery
to harvest your feed crops. Efficiently. Productively. Profitably.
You do a lot of hard work for us. We'd like to work for you.
SECOND PLACE — Deana Cunningham is shown as
she received her second place award in the junior
division at the Cow Camp held at Bowling Green. The
person presenting the award was not identified.

Massey-Ferguson

Summer
Stam de Sale!

1 belongs

Is ends —

$600 Rebate on Tractors

Massey-Ferguson is also offering a $600 cash rebate on the
purchase of any 34 to 81 hp tractor. With MF's wide selection
in this all-around power range, there's sure to be a model that
just fits your needs. But hurry—the rebate offer is in effect
only during our Summer Stampede Sale.

A. C. Butts
And Sons
Feed-Seed
Fertilizer-Groceries
Grain Storage
Grinding Mixing
Fulton
Mill Phone
901 479-2641
Store
502 472-3751

MOVE VP TO
MASSEY-FERGUSON
Hurry! Summer Stampede Sale offer ends July 28, 1978. Limited to available inventory.

Stokes Tractor 11
Implement Co..,
MP
Industrial Road

Massey Ferguson

753-1319
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Through your enterprise and efficiency, dairy farmers,
you've done much for the health and wealth of this community. We congratulate you...We wish you continued
success and prosperity, and we'll do our part to assure it,
with higher-interest on your savings.
Let us help you open an account,soon.
IN A MILK PARLOR—Mrs. Baron Palmer,left, and David Palmer and her sons Charles,
left, and Michael, are shown
in the milk parlor of the Palmer's dairy located in the tOrksey area. The Palmers milk
Jersey cows.

PIT S
dairy

Drugs From Cows

ADA OFFICERS—Mrs. Joseph L Wilson (left) was re-elected president of the
American Dairy Association's Ladies Auxiliary during a recent meeting. Vice president
of the organization is Mrs. Carves Paschall (center) and Mrs. Larry McKinney is
secretary-treasurer. Members of the organization discussed various items of business
during their meeting including the June Dairy Month promotion.

Dairy cows do much
more
than
produce
wholesome milk and
nutritious meat. Some of
their glands and organs are
used to make drugs that
save human lives. Insulin
for treating diabetes is
produced from cattle's
pancreas glands. Liver bile
is used to manufacture the
drug cortisone and lung
tissue extracts are used in
the production of a substance used to control
bleeding during surgery.
'Overall, more than 100 lifesaving, life-improving
drugs in current use can be
derived from cows.

Murray O3ranch
gederal Satungs & -10(1/1
116 11 Main - Downtown Branch
(Opining lo August)
715 So. 12th St. - Murray South Office
MIL whom
LENDER

ESte

FARM ACCIDENTS
4

SCIEEZE
PROFITS

Properly forffnied porteros end cropland wort hirder ?e
prodece niers oink from yaw dairy Inert . SOW provide ex
tre feed sort winter. Saves rev belts, liwyf
Our pewter-pecked fortrater con enrich plot soil witb
neetrielets . . . neat pestwes pay off in s big way.
Asti above his cost Fortier Spreeder s.rv ice,.timp.

Keep your farm safe, and in the black, by clamping down
on
carelessness! Make regular checks of farm machinery, buildings and electrical wiring. A safe farm is a paying farm!

Bel-Air Center

ItY SECTION
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We Salute
The
American
Dairy
Farmer
During
Dairy
Month
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Carraway Farms
753-5522

•

vlog,

PIT SILO—Calloway County Extension Agent
Ted Howard is shown examining
wheatledge on the Dexter area
dairy farm of Robert McKinney. The feed is stored in a
pit dug into the ground and covered
with plastic.

Loa
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Milk-A Natural Choice

eIS DAIRY MONTH
We
Salute
the
Dairymen
of
This Area

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Buyers of Wheat, Corn and Soybeans
753-4751

Over 60 of these new 1978 Ford trucks in stock for your selection

Offering a complete variety of trim 8 colors!
If we do not have your choice, we will get it.

MORE TRUCK
Give Us
A Chance
To Trade Or
Sell You
A New

FORD

t;ary Turner 753-7736
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 759-1651
James Parker 753-5180
Joe Parker 753-2656

for

LESS MONEY

Ed West 753-3084
Carlos Jones 753-2471
David Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1833
Don Outman 753-1463
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We Salute
The Dairy
Farmers
It's been a pleasure to work with the
Dairymen in our area. They know that good
nutrition pays. We wish them continued success all year long!

Farmer
s Livestock
N. 11th Mayfield, Ky.
247-1382
Terry Shoemaker
Manager

FORMER STATE PRINCESS AND HERD—Sandra Stark, left, and her mother, Mrs. Charles B. Stark is shown with
some heifers on the Stark farm located near IGrksey. Miss Stark was the 1977 Dairy Princess for the state.

Hayin
'

FEEDS

Time

GUERNSEY
BROWN SWISS

By BETTY PALMER
When it's hayin'time at our house,
Nature's bucket springs a leakWater drips in heavy torrents
Puddle here and-winding creek.

Salutes the American Dairy
Farmer During

The earth is nature's washtub
And our hay is her washboard.
Scrub and scrub our hay is cleaned.
Boy,this sure does cut our hoard.

JERSEY

Congratulations
To All Our Local
Dairy People During
June Dairy Month

Trucks-Trailers
Buses, Inc.
U. S. 641 South

FOR ALL THE NEEDS AND
NEW INOVATIONS OF FEEDING
THE DAIRY HERDS OF TODAY

Contact

Rhodes Mill
& Supply

753-1372

ubes,LGn

.
Gary Key
Territory Manager
Supersweet Feed
(502)489-2453

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

Authorized I. N. Mptor Truck Dealer

4111PrAOr
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Here's How It Used To _
Be Done On Dairy Farms

ith the
at good
Led suc-

ICk

By JANE STEELY
distressed from any
4-H Extension Agent
source shows it in the
June Dairy Month is a
quality of her milk. To
time to set aside to honor
make
good
butter
"ole Bossy" and pay
requires good milk,
tribute to American's
therefore the cows should
dairy farmers.
be well fed and properly
There is a great deal of
care
for. In milking obinterest in antiques and a
serve the following rules:
return to pioneer ways in
Do not use a cow milking
our country today. The
machine. They do not give
following
statements
good service, and in time
were taken from a book
injure the cow, besides
shown to me by one of my
causing them to run dr'y—
college professors the
quicker. The hand method
year I served as Kentucky
is the best. The milker
Dairy Princess.
The new Century Library should work both hands
of Useful Knowledge" rapidly, keeping up a
constant flow until the
bears a copyright of 1900. I
udder is empty, when
think you will all agree
(except
in severely cold
much progress has been
weather) the milk will be
made!
crested with a fleecy foar.
Milk is a source of profit
The best time to milk is
to the farmer when sold in
either
before or after
its original state or made
feeding—never while the
up into butter and cheese.
cow is eating.
To have good milk
requires good food for the
Before setting, the milk
cows, for unless they are
should be strained into
so fed it would be folly to
cans and then set into cold
expect any satisfactory
water as fast as the cows
returns. Then again, care
are milked. Never mix
should be taken to keep
the night's milk with the
them perfectly clean and
morning's. If cream is
comfortably housed.
wanted for immediate
Animals suffer from the
use, enough will rise in 2
inclemency
of
the
or 3 hours: for butter let it
weather, and a cow when
set at least 24 hours;.36

•

hours is the time in which
cream will rise.
The skimming the cream
should be taken off either
early in the morning or in
the evening after sunset.
Take it off neatly and
carefully with a skimmer; deposit it in a clean
stone crocks or a tin pail it
for butter, or the cream
jug if for immediate use.
It the cream is for supper
skim the morning's milk,
off for breakfast that of
the night before.
To prevent souring from
thunder storms start a
fire in the dairy; this
should be done even in the
hottest weather. Another
good plan, which answers
at all times, is to add to
each quart 15 grains of
bicarbonate of soda. A
thin iron chain passe&
through the milk pans and
the ends kept in cold
water
will
prevent
souring.
The author then tells how
to make butter. However
perhaps this is enough
"useful knowledge" for
one article. If any are
interested in the '1900's"
way of making butter
check with me!

_
FRESHLY CUT HAYLEOGE—Boyd I. McClure% shown examining freshly
cut hayledge on the Blalock Dairy Farm east of Dexter. The hayledge will
provide feed for the Holstein herd on the Blalock farm.

TO
THE
We Appreciate You And Are Proud Of The
Quality Products You Produce.

Associated Milk Producers Inc.
Southern Region-Mid-South Division
Local Home Office-Martin, Tenn.
Local Meinbers Of The A.M.P.I.
v Charles B. Starks
Max Oliver

v Edward Collins

v Jim Stahler
v Michael Shelton

yr
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America's power
lies in America'sfarming.
•

Today's dairy farm is far from the one-man, one-man'spower operation it used to be. With electricity to help,
dairy farming is now more efficient, more productive
and more profitable.
We are proud to play a part in helping the dairy
farmer farm better electrically.
And we salute you for your continuing contribution
to America's industry, economy and strength.

o
FARM BETTER
t‘,A

4.14'crR crkw

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooporative-Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
753-5012

